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D {D illl IPREt\TIERING IANT LASTING COLOUR

Positively the last word in brilliant,
long-wearing colour... Absolutely Lanc6me, paris.

ABSOTTI
Hydrating Long Lasting LipColour
Now for the first time, with Lanc6me's exclusive Active Gel

Network, an invisible 
Tr.crg-mqsh provides the supple Comfort lips

want with the tenagity lipcolour needs. Making'fossible the '

continuous look and feerof briiliant, freshly appti6ti colour. At last,
this is lipcolour that speaksfor iiself.

Rouge Absolu. Colour that wears... brilliantly.
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To commemorate our 75th anniversary,

we're making a donation to Design lndustries Foundation For AIDS (DlfFA)

for every yard of fabric we sell this year.
Til.[qi:

B

2'25, CENTRAL AVENUE SOUTH BETHPAGf , NEW YORK rt7t4 (516) 293-2o00



Grazing Horse by [Jmemoto. Haiku by Issa. Height: 4%'i $295. Hop Crystal Gallery. 45o Prrk ]VU_SEUM CRYSTAL
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Not I-ease

IT HAS OFTEN BEEN SAID that compromise is

the key to a successful relationship. Not so with

Lincolnt Two-Year Luxury Lease. Because now you can

4 HC JUNE 1993
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drive one of the world's most uncompromising luxury

sedans for a surprisingly affordable price.

Lincoln Continental features elegant styling,

plush leather trim interior and a generous array of

luxury appointments. Standard dual air bags- and

four-wheel disc anti-lock brakes further enhance your

driving comfort and safety.

But theret more to this relationship than

just physical comforts.

A self-leveling, computer-

managed suspension sys-

tem and speed-sensitive,

variable-assist power

steering are but two exam-

ples of Continental's

sophisticated engineering.

The Two-Year

Luxury Lease also

includes the Lincoln

Commitment which pro-

vides you with z4-hour

roadside assistance and a

loaner car at no extra

charge." Plus, you'll get

the protection of our

bumper-to-bumper limited warranty.***

For further information about the Two-Year

Luxury Lease, call l 8oo 446-8888 or visit a

Lincoln dealer near you. It could be the beginning of a

beautiful relationship.

0
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
What A Luxury Car Should Be

varrnty rcprirs only. Sc your dc.lcr ror det.ils. "'Scc your dealcr for r copy of rhis limited wrftr.y.
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Clussie Lea,the?
Manufacturing Qualiry Leather Furniture For Over 25 Years

C6

C5

C5

C5

f, \ lor* and inviting, evoking many pleasant

t f I I thoughts and memories . . . that is the feeling
W thar will engulf v-ou €v€\- time you relax in a

piece of CU4SSIC LEATHER. Quality and value unsurpassed

in the leather upholstery industry are trademarks each piece possesses.

For the feel of a lifetime, slip into something CIa4SSIC today.

Tb receive a catalog and the name of the dealer nearest you,
please send $6.N to Classic lcather, Dept. HG-693,

P.O. Box 2404, Hickory, NC 28603.
(Please allow 6 weeks for delivery)

6 HG JUNE 1993
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Designers havebeen

Wethough

puthngus together for years,

t tt was time we did the same,

STARK CARPET PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF ITS NEWLY ESTABLISHED

OLD WORLD WEAVERS FABRIC DIVISION. ctailL
Orp Wonrp WnAVERS L,

A DrvrsroN oF srARK cARpE'r. 
CARPET

D & D Bu[uNG, 979 THrro AveNur,, Nrw yorx, Ny |OOZZ (2lZ) 7SZ-9OOO

Atlanta/ Boston / Chicago / Cleveland/ Dallas / Dania/ Houston / Los Angeles / Philadelphia/ Phoenix / San Francisco / Troy /Washington, D.C.

CARPET: Point de Hongrie, CHAIR FABRIC: Ponte di Fiori.
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158 "The wortd is a
noisy noisy place. How can
you come home to riotous
pattern?" 

-SalbaruBarryT be Eueryday Perfectionis t

House&Garden
June 1993 Volume 165, Number6

ON THE COVER

Plum trees add color and shade to
Ron Hefler's Los Angeles garden,
which is set for lunch. Photograph
by Tim Street-Porter. Page 165.

DECORATING

96 Goming Home
to the Gountry
A federal farmhouse lures a

family to the land of lhe Leather-
srockingTales. By Lin Vincent

112 David Easton,
Master Builder
The stately homes of America.
Easton style. olien begin with a

sketch on a napkin. By Carol Vogel

134 Livingl in Technicolor
Strong hues unite the collections of
anticlues dealers Joel and Margarct
Chen. By Michelle Huneven

158 The Everyday
Perfectionist
ln her Los Angeles duplex. decorator
Barbara Barry weighs every nuance

of design. By Peter Haldeman

188 Timeless Rooms
An all-white bedroonr by Michacl
Taylor is an ode to Syrie Maughanr

DESIGN &
ARCHITECTURE

82 OnTaste:
Glassicism Redux
Every generation reinvents
neoclassicism in its own image
By Nancy Richardson

(Continuetl ott pugc l2 )
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9O ttre perennial appeal
of vintage watering cans.
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(Continuedfrom page 8)

82 PottorThrowsa Guwe
The two sides of Grayson Perry find
their way onto his provocative pots.
By Rhoda Koenig

122 Brltlrt Llghts
The latest lampshades move to
center stage.

152 Gatchlngthe Breeze
The lakeside cottages of yesteryear
inspired Alabama architect Robert
McAlpine's weekend getaway.
By Mimi Read

GARDENING &
ENVIRONMENT

76 Llfe on the Edgle
The front of the garden border is
fertile ground for creativity.
By Page Dickey

124 Pafierres wlth a Past
Alvilde Lees-Milne writes about the
garden she designed for Mick Jagger
and Jerry Hall in the Loire Valley.

ART & ANTIQUES

52 Portraits Wlthout People
In mysterious five-foot-long triptychs,
photographer Catherine Wagner can
capture the soul of any house.
By Cindy Ehrlich

9O Selects: Showers
for Flowers
Watering cans of a certain age look
as fresh as this season's blooms.
By Margot Guralnick

104 A Personal Palette
Colors from Francesco Clemente's
studio suffuse his family's house.
By Gregor von Rezzori

148 BIueandWhite,
Wall-to-Wal!
Over centuries, porcelain enthusiasts
built rooms around their passion.
By Stephen Calloway

STYLE

68 Model Apartment
Off the runway, Linda Evangelista
makes herself comfortable in a
spare arts and crafts apartment.
By Amy Fine Collins

92 Livintwith Style
Han Feng has come round the
world to spin heavenly tales in silk
By Wendy Goodman

132 Made in fribeca
Designers Manolo and Arnaldo
Ferrara combine fashion and
fumiture in downtown Manhattan
By Wendy Goodman

14O JoopattheTop
German fashion designer Wolfgang
Joop's Manhattan penthouse is
the essence of modern urbanity.
By Wendy Goodman

BOOKS

86 A Gritical Eye
Three experts take a discerning look
at new design and gardening titles.

TRAVEL

54 Your Own Rustlc ldaho
A trio of Idaho ranches are the last
word in river rafting, fishing, and
riding. By Pam Houston

FOOD &
ENTERTAINING

64 Splashy Gulsine
Thoughts of Mediterranean fare
propel swimmers through the cool
waters of San Francisco Bay.
By Peggy Knickerbocker

The Pleasures of
Alfresco Entertaining
165 Essentials
Dining outside can be as simple as a
group of mismatched chairs around
a painted pine table or as luxurious
as a fully equipped garden pavilion.
By Terry Trucco

176 Elements
Chairs, trays, and pitchers for the

Sreat outdoors.

179 Recipes
An array of summer menus to
match the open-air settings.

IN EVERY ISSUE

18 Gontrlbutorc Notes
23 l{otes b1t Eric Berthold
30 News by Denise Martin
95 Letterfrom the Editor
185 Resources

t2
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124 Peonies border a lawn
at La Fourchette, the Loire
Valley chiteau of Miek
Jagger and Jerry Hall.

152 rne screened gazebo
and floating dock of
Robert McAlpine's cabin
retreat in Alabama.
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112 David Easton's
grand classical design for
the Albemarle House in
Charlottesville, Virginia,
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a Tiffany Tesoro wears a

flawless face with a brilliant glow.

On her wrist are lines

of soft and supple grace.

The Tiffany Tesoro,

with precise Swiss movement.

Few things become a woman so.
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In eighteenkarat gold and stainless steel, $2,85A. In all sold, $&750. Ti$iinxv &Co.
NEtv YoRK BEVERLY ltrr.LS sAN FRANCrsco sor. l H coAsr pLAzA sAN DrECo DALLAs HousroN pel-u iiiilri'..',.'i'*esutlictoll..o,c.

CHI(.AGO TRI,Y ATLANTA B(ISTON PHII AD}I PHI A ToRoNTo AND sELECTED FINE sToREs To INQUIRaI a0o.526.0649



when mast people are
tr"rsy atMillHolu"se of Wmdbrrry.

werelaxing,In sutrtmer,
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Ivtjrnd you, we're rwt cortplaining.

Sutntner has always been our busiest time of year - perhaps because ir's such a rreat r()
drift through Connecticut's rolling hills and arrive ar the Mill House complex, with
glorious gardens on every side. And when you stroll through our vasr collection of

Enghsh and French antique furniture, accessories, chandeliirs and works of art, your
day of pleasure is complete.

Mill

-{^

&.b
H"uGAntiques

1964 TWENTY-NINEYEARSOFCHOICE 1993

1068 Main Street North, Woodbury, Connecticut 06?98 Telephone (2O3) 263.3446

You'll find us about four miles north of the center of town in Roure 6. W'e're closed
Tuesday but open every other dzry of rhe week, including Saturday and Sunday.
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Marie I-ouise Yase, ca. tSzr
Neptune Vase, 1987
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THERALPHLAURENHOME
COLLECTION IS AVAILABLE AT:

POI-O/RALPH LAURENSTORES
MADISON AVE., NEWYORK, NY

PHOENX,ARIZONA
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

COSTA MESA" CALIFORNIA
LAJOLLA CALIFORNIA

PALO AUTq CALIFORNIA
SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCq CALIFORNIA
SANTA BARBAR,{ CALIFORNIA

SANTA CLARA" CALIFORNIA
SOUTH BAY, CALIFORNIA

ASPEN,COLORADO
DEI.WER, COLORADO

VAIL, COLORADO
BOCA R.!ffON, FLORIDA

COCONUTGROVE, FLORIDA
MIAMI, FI,ORIDA

NAPLES, FLORIDA
PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

PALM BEACH GARDENS, FLORIDA
HONOLULU, HAWAII
CHICAC,O, ILLINOIS

CHESTNUT HILL, MASSACHUSETTS
BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

HACKENSACK, NEWJERSEY
SHOKT HILLS, NEWJERSEY

MANHASSET NEW YORK
TULSAOKLAHOMA

PHILADELPHIA" PENNSYLVANIA
AUSTIN,TEXAS
DALLAS,TEXAS

FORTWOrTH,TEXAS
HOUSTON,TEXAS

GEORGETOWN PARK, WASHINGTON, D.C.

INTERNATIONAL
BRUXELLES, BELGIUM
GALERIES LAFAYETTE

PARIS, FRANCE
HAMBURG,GERMANY
MUNICH,GERMANY
AIHENS, GREECE

HONG KONG
HARVEYNICHOLS, LONDON

SINGAPORE
TAIPEI,TAIWAN

GRIEDER,ZURICH

CANADA
MONTREAL
TORONTO

VANCOWER

POLOCOUNTRYSTORES
COSTA MESA" CALIFORNIA

EAST HAMPTON, NEWYORK

BAKER, KNAPP & TUBBS SHOIVROOMS

FINE DEPARTMENTSTORES
BLOOMINGDALE'S, BON MARCHE,

BULLOCK'S, BURDINES,
DAYTON'S, DILLARD'S,

FAMOUS BARR, FILENE'S, FOLEYS,
HECHT'S, HIGBEE'S,

HUDSON'S, I. MAGNIN,
JORDAN MARSH, J.\{ ROBINSON,

KAUFMAN'S, LAZARUS,
LIBEKIY HOUSE,

MACY'S, MARSHALL FIELD'S,
MAYCO., MAY D&N

MEIER & FRANK, METTLERS,
NEIMAN MARCUS,

RICHS, ROBINSONS,
STRAIVB RI DGE & CLOTHI ER"

JOHNWANAMAKER,
WOODWARD & LOTHROB YOUNKERS

ALSO AT SELECT SPBCIAIIY STORES
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For large color pordolio featuring classic McGuire rartan furniture
and the seven special collections send $10.00 to McGuire HG6-93
151 Vermont Street, San Francisco, CA 94103. Visit a McGuire
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contributors notes

Bruce Weber photographs artist
Francesco Clemente and his family at

home in Greenwich Village. "Thanks
to the Clemente kids-their drawings,
conversations, and secrets-I was able

to see the house as an eight-year-old, "
says Weber. In addition to his well-
known work for Ralph Lauren and Ba-
nana Republic, Weber has directed
music videos and films, including
Let' s Get Lost, an award-winning doc-
umentary about jazz musician Chet
Baker. He is at work on a "cinematic
portrait" of actor Robert Mitchum.

Garo! Vogel profiles
decorator and master
builder David Easton
whose work she followed
during her eight years as

the design editor of Iie
New York Times Maga-
zine. "In the interest of
publication," she says,
"I urged David to finish
his own upstate New York
country house which he
calls ChAteau Debt. " Vo-
gel now writes a weekly
column on the art market
for The New YorkTimes.

Alvilde Lees.Milne describes her
creation of a country garden for Mick
Jagger and Jerry Hall at La Fourchette,
their Loire Valley chAteau. Lees-
Milne, who shares a garden in Bad-
minton, England, with her husband,
architectural historian James Lees-
Milne, has designed landscapes for
Queen Noor of Jordan, near Ascot,
and Madame Giscard d'Estaing, in the
Loire Valley. She also left her mark on
Jagger and Hall's London garden.
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Frederick Cooper Inc., 2545 W Diversey Ave., Chicago,lL60647

Details,

Attention to tbem sets apart tbe finest bomes.
And the finest real estate agents.

ThePrudent at@
O 1 993 The Prudential Beal Estale Aflrliates, lnc. Ttrehldenfel anO @
are regislered setoi@ frarks o, The Prudenlial lnsurance Company ol America.

Eqlal Housing Opponunity-A Each Company lndependently Owned and Operated.

Beal Estate Altiliates !

Rock solid in real esate''
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contributors
notes

Mimi Read, a frequent contributor
to HG, visits Alabama architect Rob-
ert McAlpine at his "modest, rustic,
sweet-natured" cabin on Lake Martin
outside Montgomery. Read, a native
of New Orleans, says that though she's
done her share ofmoving around, she
always winds up back in her home-
town. "New Orleans is like quick-
sand; once you're here it's almost im-
possible to extricate yourself. "

Pam Houston grew up in New Jer-
sey, rode her bike toward California
after college, and attributes the fact
that she stayed out West to "running
out of money in Colorado. " Now liv-
ing in Park City, Utah, Houston is the
author of Cowboys Are My Weakness,
a collection ofshort stories, and a part-
time river guide. For HG she reviews
three Idaho guest ranches, one of
which she arrived at by raft.
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For our specta@laf 76-page
color @talog, ple6e sdd S 1()
to Rocbe. Bobois (dep t. T U 3 )
183 Madison Aldue. Neu York.
NY 10016 (ruimbursed tuith
)Durlirst purcb6e)-

NEW YORK

BEVERIY HIttS
BOSTON

CHICAGO

COTUMBUS

COSTA MESA

DENVER

HOUSTON

LA JOrLA

MIAMI

MONTREAL

PALM BEACH

PARAMUS, NJ.

PHILADETPHIA

QUEBEC

ROSTYN HEIGHTS, NY.

SAN FRANCISCO

SCARSDATE

SCOTTSDATE

SEATTTE

TORONTO

VANCOUYDR

VASHINGTON, DC.

VESTPORT

Luxurious natural
materials and old
world crafumanship
blended in a unique
design to create the
Tibesti sofa.

frbeJrisofa, shown in ultra
thick, full aniline dyed, hand

ftnished leather New chestnut

color (9 colors available),

Many other types and colors

of leather are available. The

seat backs are feather filled.
There is a matchiDg loveseat,

chair and ottoman.

WINNETKA,It.
Visit the store
nearest 1ou or call
1-800-972-8375

hfrloa.-------(r-

PA R I S

ROGHtr
BOBOIS'

HG JUNE 1993

PARIS. LONDON. BRUSSELS. GENEVA .ATHENS'BARCELONA . ROTTERDAM . MEXICO . BUENOS AIRES.TOKYO. SEOUL
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Roche-Bobois. The Value of Style.
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HG REPORTS ON THE NEW AND THE NOTEWORTHY By Eric Eerthold
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"My dogs take over
everything meant for
people, so why
couldn't it be the
reverse?" asks
fashion designer
Todd Oldham.
shown here with
George, the terrier
muse of a San
Francisco-based
company catering to
canines. Oldham and
his partner, Tom
Bonauro, have
created a line of
pillows, leads,
frames, and charms
which should appeal
to people and pets
alike. Some of the
proceeds from their
collection for George
will benefit PAWS
and POWARS.
organizations that
help people with
HIV keep their
animal companions.
(MAC, San Francisco
415-775-25t5:
Bergdorf Goodman,
7th floor, NYC)
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The first drluer's cm that understands
you're also a pa$$enger.

TheInli";t; Q45.

Tr l*r, *rrn obort Inf;n;t;, ,"ll 1-800-520-6500. @]qq3 Inli"iti Dicision ol Nissan Moto, Coryoration Lt.E.A
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In an n o *hn n almost anyth;"g is possible,

it seems archai" that automotiue thinLing is sfill

LounJ by thn notion of separate 
"or, t'o, pndrrm-

or"n onl comt'ort. A notion ,nbuLnd by thn nn*

Int'initi Q45.. T"Ln thn liuerb seat.

Bnnnoth thn obui ou, I u*rry of h""l- tJn*l
lnothn , onJ o, orthopnli, Jesign, the potentialof

current tuJrologg 
""t' 

llt.
LiLn tlrn tuspension t'o, the ca, ikelt', we gaDe

the lrirerb seat its own specially l"r;tnl suspen-

sior, then h"l thn engineers *orL tognther to tune

them i, tandem. W thnn lo*pnrnd the motion,

so Aou get roal int'onnation instantly, yet gently.

Thn ,nruh is luxury car comt'ort with a ,nrrn of

confuolanJ exhilaration aou thought *or rnrn*nl

t'or roalsbrs.

Thn t'a"t is, we can't begin to explain the

pottibln in o luxury car tolay. Wlri"h is just what

*nbnbnnn lo;ng.

Itb eaeryrt;ng tha* possibln'."

INFIN

-
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pf kfi",t; h"tq. Vhu.*e.t yiq!! ueyr lt.!fuitj

lor a Ltuest l)iue*l You ll discouer ushatb
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I Lamps that
shelter buming
wicks from the
wind combine

romance and
reliability on

breezy summer
nights. From
Mexico, three clear-
glass lamps with
mercury glass bases,
at Arte de Mexico in
North Hollywood.
To order (8 1 8) 508-

0993. From New York,
a lantern with antiqued
finish and a painted-
glass shade to place
over a candlestick, from
Raphael Serrano & Co.,
NYC (212) 154-3342.

NOTES
5 Ann Wolf's
diminutive club chairs

2 In the best English
families, parlor maids
once used trolleys to port
afternoon tea to the
drawing room. Today
these mahogany carts
with brass wheels can
serve as bookshelves,
hold TVs and VCRs,
or display treasures
of almost any sort.

To order at Diane
Solomon's shop, Lenox
Court Antiques, 980
Lexington Ave., NYC
(212) 772-2460.

3 Gardener
and syndicated
columnist C. Z.
Guest has designed
a line of outdoor
furniture with deep
seats and backs that
recall picket fences.
First made for
her Long Island
estate, the entire
line of armchairs,
sofas, tables, and
serving carts is now

available, to the
trade to order,
through Karl
Springer, NYC
(212) 7 s2-t69s.

4 Color expert Donald
Kaufman, renowned for

give the children's
room a vintage air.
At the new Portico Kids,
I167 Madison Ave.,

NYC (212) 7r7-1963
For other stores call
the Little Wolf
Furniture Co.,
(713) 960-l 141.

6 Always thinking of
new ways to work with
dried flowers, New
York's Deborah Shapiro
has cultivated a

miniature garden inside
a wire teapot using
moss, a tiny flowerpot,

and ten kinds of flowers,
among them roses,
poppies, tansy, and
y,urow. To order
(2r2) s32-2420.

ft':-!i
l.tifr
Mrt

L
his subtle *hites and
neutrals, has created a
new line of interior
paints in more saturated

shades, such as garnet
red, chamois gold,
and apple green. For
samples or to order, call
(2Ot) s68-2226.

HG JUNE 1993
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to Britain
wfth

From the tiniest of Welsh towru to London town, no one can show you Britain like we can. Call 1-800-AIRrfi/AyS
and inquire about our British Airways Holidaysglri the way we make youfrcl thatmakes us the world's favourite airline.

BRITISH AIRwAYS

HG JUNE 1993

Theworld's favourite airlne'/
27
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NOTES
4

1

1 San Francisco's Eric
Cogswell, best known
for garden furniture and
ornaments, has created
the Adam sconce for
indoors or out, depending

on the finish. Available
for use with candles
or light bulbs, from
Brambles in Calistoga,
Calif., by appt. For other
stores (707) 942-0686.

2 Nestled
among the
goodies in the
gift shop next

to Eli Zabar's
sandwich heaven is
a quartet of four-inch-

high Portuguese glasses

hand-painted white
on the inside with blue
and gold decorations
on the outside, $38 ea.
E.A.T. Gifts, 1062

Madison Ave., NYC
(212) 861-2s44.

3 Tiny urns, just 5%
inches tall, $50 ea.,
imitate their late l9th
century counterparts.
These are among
the many finds, new
and old, at Bunny
Williams and John
Rosselli's stylish
garden shop, Treillage,
418 East 75th St., NYC
(2r2) s35-2288.

4 Broccoli takes on its
own majesty in a large-
scale pen and ink
drawing by Francesca

Anderson.
The Brooklyn
artist's botanicals
are on view June 3-
Oct. 3 at Wave Hill
in the Bronx where
the gardens are
always worth a

visit. Closed
Mondays. For
information
(718) s49-
3200.

5 Christie's East
in New York
holds its annual
Summer Garden
Sale of furniture,
ornaments, and
related items-
including a

bronze fountain,
twenty-three
inches tall, of two
putti and an unlikely
sea monster-on
June 28. A June 24
preview benefiting the
New York Botanical
Garden features a

private viewing and
a talk by HG's
editor in chief,
Nancy Novogrod
For information
(212) s46-1000.
For antiques

buffs headed across the
Atlantic, the Grosvenor
House Antiques Fair
runs June 9-19

in London. For
information

call the Antiques
Fair office
(71) 499-6363;
advance bookings

(7t) 4t3-1419.

6 European
needlepoint
carpets from
Louis XIII to art
deco, 1630-1930,
are at F. J.
Hakimian June 8-

25. Among them,
from left, are a

chevron-striped
French art deco carpet,
a Gothic revival piece,
c. 1850, and an English
arts and crafts example.
F. J. Hakimian, 136
East 57th St., NYC
(212) 37r-6900 by appt.
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Great Ideas

HG REPORTS FROM THE HOME FRONT By Denise Martin

The perlect henging plant for a ounny
kitchen window i. a barket of curly
parsley: clippings go straight lrom the
plant to the platc. At Longwood Gar.
denr in l(ennett Seluare, Pennsylva.
nia, horticulturist John Tostorf lined a
twelve.inch wirc basket with sphag.
num mo.s, added soil, tucked a five-
inch black plactic pot in the conter (to
disperse water evenlyl, and planted
twenty.four reedlingr. He adyirer
adding cow manure to tho ioi! o; feed.
ing with nitrogen.rich lertilizer. Spray
regularly; do not let tho plant go to
reed. Under the right conditionr tho

For deer-shy gardeners who have been dan-
gling cakes of soap from their shrubs, the Cara-
moor Garden Guild has a more attractive way to
supply the scent that keeps Bambi at bay-green
soap-filled pouches to hang from stakes or
branches at browsing height every six feet

Tlffany Audubon

throughout the garden. Made by homeless women from donated materials, Deer Not
Here costs $3.50 per pouch plus $3 shipping and handling per order; the guild's pro-
ceeds are used to restore the gardens at Caramoor (Box R, Katonah, NY 10536; 914-
233-1253). Painter Ed Baynard brews his own deer deterrent. Put one quart of water,
one egg, and one teaspoon Szechuan hot oil in blender, blend until very well mixed,
and pour into sprayer with a sturdy hand pump. Beginning early in the season, mist
plants once a week and after every rain. The odor dissipates quickly-for human
noses. "The deer can't stand the smell of the egg rotting," Baynard explains. "Rac-
coons love it, but they hate the hot oil. I swear by all that's decent that it really works. "

CWS

BEST SELLERS
Six silver manufacturers

set out their most
popular sterling patterns

of the past year.

Reod & Barton Ashmont

Lunt Bel Chdteau

Georg Jeneen Pyramid

Wallaco Grande Baroque

Gosts of Livlng Forfram-
ing a botanical print, approximately l0
by 13 inches, in a stained cherrywood
frame with an unembellished solid-col-
or acid-free mat and regular foam-
board backing, including labor and
materials. Antique prints may require
additional conservation measures.

3so Artists Frarne
Services, Chicago (312)
248-77 t3

flr Margaret Burke
Custom Framing, Chcnry lramc ftrm

Goldleder/Kahan.

Houston (713) 461-7534
Jefferies, Newport
Beach (714) &24154
Guido Frame Studio &
Art Gallery, Boston
(617) 267-0s69
Louvre, San Francisco
(415) 77't-2977
Allart Framing
Gallery, Houston (713)
526-3631
Goldfeder/Kahan
Frarning Group, NYC
(212) 242-s3to

375

390

a12,2

ar25

ar32

The Geopolitics of Chocolate It was enough to make a chocoholic pale: during
a chocolate tasting at the March conference of the American Institute of Wine and
Food one candy industry executive predicted that the price ofcocoa beans would dou-
ble in the next five years. Mark Haley of Brown & Haley, makers of Almond Roca
buttercrunch, explained that bean prices have dropped enough to discourage growers
in Africa and South America. Meanwhile, demand has surged in Asia-especially in
China, where first-class machinery, air-conditioned warehouses and supermarkets,
and an enthusiasm for Western tastes are feeding a booming chocolate industry. "Last
year Russian purchases were down by 100,000 metric tons," Haley told HG. "Even
so, we are using up previous surpluses." As prices rise, farmers will plant, but the
trees will not produce for five years-by which time chocolate will have become a lux-
ury. Senior trader Robert W. Paulson cautioned about forecasting far into the future
but agreed with the basis of Haley's argument. Although production is up in Indonesia,
Paulson said, it is leveling off or declining in Malaysia and Ivory Coast: "Consump-
tion is running at a higher rate than production, and I think it will continue . ' '

30

Chrlstofle Ma.lmaison

Additional research by Marianna Poutasse
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Everything in this home is authentic. Including what was replaced.

,. 
Restoring a ullqqe home is a painstaking labor of love. With the wrong insurance, trying to replace

damage'can simply be-painful. Extende.l replacement cost covertrge from Chubb horvever, rrleans thar replacements
rvill be as authentic as possible. And thatt rnade possible because Chubb appraisers carefully note architecrural and
construction details, establishing an estitnate c;f your true insurance needs. Ii your insurance company tloesn't value
authenticity, maybe there! sornething else you should replarce. Ask your agenr or broker abour Chubb, or call
1-800-CHUBB 08.

Insure

ad
Chubb is proud

world Chubb

of Insurance Companies who issue coverage.
conditions, and exclusions of the prolicies as issued.

rq:ru=r=



NeNcv RlcHenDSoN

Every generation
reinvents
neoclassicism

in its own image

place where the loftiest ideals went
around dressed in human terms.
The chair the philosopher sat on
was as important as his philoso-
phy, though perhaps not to him.
Houses were designed with the
same purity as temples. Ideals of
harmony, clarity, and geometry
constituted beauty, not originality
and novelty. Human nature must
have been its usual self, but objects
and buildings, so goes the story,
never looked better.

The urge to reconstruct a

world so sane and so sober

has recurred almost on a

schedule ever since. This
form of visual ancestor wor-

ship has so many chapters that
it now seems perfectly natural

to copy, interpret, and revive
even the copies, interpretations,
and revivals. Anyone curious
about nineteenth-century neoclas-
sicism might want to visit two new
exhibitions: "Classical Taste in
America" at the Baltimore Muse-
um of Art (June 27-Sept. 26),
which explores the pervasive influ-
ence ofEuropean neoclassicism on
American taste, and "The Age of
Napoleon" at the Memphis Cook
Convention Center (through Sept.

22), a survey of imperial French
neoclassicism.

Ancient Greece produced a de-

Neoclaseiciam i:c. the 18th century is
symbolized by Jacquea-Louis David's
1?88 portrait ofthe f,"rench Enlighten-
ment couplo, tJro Lavoisiers, left. Ihe
2oth-centurXr owner of the painting,
Mrs. Ch&rles Wrightsman, was photo-
graphed by Jean Iloward in 1958, far
left, !€fl€cting the early fiftiea preoc-
cupation with David'e time. David's
sense of the neoclaasical idea con-
tinued to evolve. By 18OO hig view of
neoclassioal womeD., like Madame
R6camier, leloll -teft, was directly in-
spired by ancient Greek statues. A
slmilar reetrained claesicism is re-
flected in a photograph of Mrs. PauI
Mellon, below far left, who, lilre Ma-
dams R6snmier, posed barefoot @ut
without torchdre) for llorst in 1Sf.

DDDD>.*DDD>>DDDD]
sign vocabulary that came to be ex-
pressed in two contrasting ways:
the static, balanced, and "per-
fect," which eventually bores ev-
eryone, and the picturesque, wild,
and sinuous, which exhausts them.
Historians call these moods the
classical and the romantic. Some-
times it was just a case of good jobs
and badjobs.

During the Renaissance and the
late eighteenth century, innovators
spoke of the "only true tasto" as

having been achieved by the an-
cient Greeks. When the first Amer-
ican presidents and diplomats
needed an official architecture to
fit the political philosophy of their
new republic, they turned to Greek
temples and busts of statesmen and
philosophers, along with some En-
lightenment ideals derived from
Plato, as a suitable source.

American Greek revival archi-
tecture looked pretty Greek. Other
Greek-inspired styles looked more
like contemporary taste. Eigh-
teenth-century English landscape
gardens often had a Temple of
Love or copies of classical statues
in a setting that was deliberately
wild and romantic. Nineteenth-
century libraries and reading
rooms may have included classical
sculpture and architectural orna-
ments, but the clutter and odd jux-
tapositions of scale and theme
looked Greek Victorian; the Vic-
torian artist Sir Laurenz Alma Ta-
dema painted "Greek" domestic
scenes that seemed to foreshadow
panoramic (C ontinued on page 49 )

Window bench, c. 183O.

TO TRACE THE CLASSICAL IDEAL
as it threads its way through the

history of style is to follow the sto-

ryline of a mock heroic epic-
more a visual shaggy-dog story
than high-minded odyssey. Yet
peel away the fashionable veneer
of almost any period and you will
find some reflection of, or reaction
to, "true taste" as it was first con-
ceived in ancient Greece.

What I imagine about life in
Athens during its golden age, the

fifth century B.c., is a built envi-
ronment to match the mental one, a

tasteon

32 HG JUNE 1993
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Wecanthinkof life asaaeriet of momznta.

The surn is ourjourney.

ffi
It

I All relate?.

So ever;rthingwe do to?ay affects today.

And tr
I
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# I

Thoughts and events. Times and places.

AII connected.

And next year.



In the beginnirg.
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We become who we are going to be

very early on.

Characteristics Patterns

emerge. Habits

Giventhatthe

one of the most important

ever harn is to practice proper

- &inking enough water to

au.ttain li/e.

I
EV
tural sPring water

water?

Eviantemerges from its source in

theAlps, madepure by tlae mountaint,

not by man. To help replenish whatyour

bodyusesand loses dayafter day.

Every ?ay.

CARBONNONoIMPORTE
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The growing season.
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"He grew 6 inclaed in 6 monthsi'

"She's alreadytaller tbanall tlae boya

in the classl'

" His voice changed ooernigbti'

Growingupis bar? work. So it's even

more important now to give a body what

it needs to get the job done.

Like the airwe breathe, water is

one ofthe essential elernents ourbodies

ru'se to ma.ke tbejourney to aAultboo?.

@@r;"NoN
CARBONATED

Another journey, deep rvithin the

French Np", gives Evian its uniquc

balance of minerals.

A journey that, co tnci)entally, also

takesaround 15years.
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Welcome to the next phase of your life.
Here are the prerequisites.
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( It may be the best time ofyour life,

but it's also a time when life starts making

big - timt dernands onyou.

Not to sound like a voiae of reaton or

an;rthing, but keep in mind: it maybe

getting bar?er and. bar?er to make sureyou

eat right. Or to make sureyou get to bed

ontime. OrtobeOatall.

CARBONATED

Drinking eigbt 9-ounce glaadea of

Evian every day is an easy way to treat

your body right. Andyour mind.

Fun Fact: three-quarters ofthe brain

itself is water. And the mere ontet of

dehydration can result in diminished

mental capacity.

Drinkyour Evian. Finals are only

weekt away.
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Revival of the fittest.
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Proper hydration is eadenti"al for

peak performance.

But ifyou urait foryour body's tbirat

mzcbanitmto tell you when and how

much extra water you should drir*, you

ritk ?ehy?ratinn.

A fairly re liab lc ao lutin n ?

Firtt, drink an 8-ounce glass of water

50 minutes before exercising. And once

again 15 minutes before exercising.

IMPORTED-
I ruot! CAHBONATED

And once again for every 20 minutes

ofexercise.

And. (tbit ia importanr) keep drinking

even afteryou stop exercising.

Whileyou're at it, you'll also be

helpingto repleniala some of the calcium

andmagnesiumyou lose.

.I/ those glasses are fi lled with Evian.
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Mommy, can f have a drink of water?
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You're not just eating for two, now.

Never are the 64 ounces ofwateryou

need. eve ry ?ay rnore important.

To m^aintara your blood pressure. To

reg ula te y our body temperature. To

cbanteyoar system. To lubricate your
joints. To proceu the foodyou eat.

To give hfe.

G@-P'!o! CARBONATED

I

But it doesnt end at nine months.

Ifyou plan to breast feed, experts say

you should drink up to 50o/o mttre water

everyday.

And the sarne purity and natural

mineral balance that make Evian good for

yoabefore yougive birth also make it good

for you a/ter yougive birth.
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Work takes a lot out of you.
You just dont know how much.
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Beyondthe obwious realities of life

in the nineties (e.g., atretd, global competi= ,*'

tion, 7owntiz.ing, tbe coat of bealtlt care, etc.)

work maybe sackingyour system more

thanyouthink.

Just being at work. Sitting down.

Breathing. Thinking. You're losing water.

Qu.a.rta an? qua.rtu of it.

To stay healthy now an d tn tlaefuture,

replacingthatwater has to become as

incvitablc as losing it.
Tia.king a bottle of Evian to work with

youeaery ?ay canhelp un?o what work
does to your bod;r Monday through Friday.

And sometimes on weeken?t.
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Why should anything change now?
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If there were a fountain ofyouth

(an) tbere ian't) whatwouldbe in it?

Iots of waten

Because drinking enoughwater is the

easiest, most important way to helpyour

bodygiveyou a lifetime of relhbb aerutce.

@"""*4: Nor'J CARBONATED

And"bow ol) areyou?"is completely

missingthe point.

Your heart, your kidneys, your skin,

your min?, they all need proper hydration

every day ofyour life. They don't care

whetheryou're 9 or 90.

They're h.ppy if they get their eig b t
gla"tdet of Evian everyday.

And. if they feel young and healthy,

yo u feel y oung and healthy.
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It begins as a drop of rain or snow

making its ownTb urney deep within the French Alps.

EE After 15 years, enriched by tbe mountaint,

it emerges as it has for centuries.

Pure A drop of Evian. A gift.
r E'

T
something

to?ay. To feelI

{

O1995 Ewian Waters of France.

And all the tomorrows fa come.
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taste
(Continued from page 32) movie
shots of the thirties and forties
more than they referred back to
friezes on Greek jars. Even the
austere classical geometry of a

modernist beach house-a white
cube or a glass box with no cur-
tains, rugs, or furniture to speak
of-couldn't have been more
harshly true to Greek ideals.

Anyone over forty has a very
different idea of what the good and
bad episodes were in the history of
the classical ideal. Certainly ideas
of good taste during the 1950s and
'60s reflected European neoclassi-
cism of the period from 1760 to
1830. But one man in particular
burned his concept of neoclassi-
cism into my mind with his 1940
book of the same name. Mario
Praz was besotted with the idea of
Russian neoclassicism. For him,
late eighteenth century Saint Pe-
tersburg summed up the Russia of
white nights and icy mists. Bril-
liantly colored stucco palaces
shone with windows of liquid glass
and white colonnades. Inside,
there was more vivid color and
white plasterwork, white and gold
trim, and, in paintings done by
French artists, a lady dressed in
white with bare feet on the sofa.
Like an ancient statue.

Current taste dictates that gran-
diosity and literal copies don't
workl slightly ironic interpreta-
tions of ancient Greece do. It is not
advisable to put up an exact replica
of the Maison Carr6e at Nimes as a
garage, or even as a house, but it
has become respectable to sum-
mon up the ghost of a triumphal
arch as inspiration for a garden
gateway or to settle on a friendly
version of a Greek temple for a
pool house. The postmodern ap-
proach has been viewed as an ex-
cuse to try set design, not unlike
Piranesi' s architectural capriccios
of the 1750s or the imaginary
views of a classical city in ruins
done by Hubert Robert in the
1770s and '80s orJohn Nash's ear-
ly nineteenth century crescent-
shaped colonnaded terraces,

famous for their
papier-mdch6
quality, on Re-
gent's Park in
London.

Although at times
whole classical
1sgrns-2lshitectur-
al shell, sets of fur-
niture, lighting fix-
tures, curtains, and
upholstery-were
the prevailing fashion, like the
French Empire style, today his-
torical decoration confined to a

single style really belongs in a mu-
seum. For the most part, the suc-
cess of contemporary neoclassical
decorative taste is judged by the
deftness of our mixtures.

We may want to combine in one
room late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century neoclassical
furniture and objects of a similar
mood and quality-equally col-
umn-prone, from a variety of
countries. Swedish neoclassical
furniture is often painted; what
looked right in the country in Swe-
den in the late eighteenth century
still looks right in the country any-
where. French gilded columnar ta-
bles or Russian pieces mounted
with malachite columns belong in
a serious room. A straight-lined
mahogany settee with white mar-
ble columns as arm supports goes
equally well in a city apartment
or a country house.

I can imagine a dining room
with new but plain moldings (orna-
mented ones in the city), Victori-
an-looking curtains, an English
Regency sideboard, Biedermeier
or Biedermeier-inspired dining
chairs, and a modern dining table.
Next door: a sitting room with
comfortable upholstered reading
chairs made last week, a French
Empire gu6ridon on which to pile

books, English
neoclassical urns
in white biscuit
porcelain flank-
ing a Directoire

clock on a Direc-
toire-style mantel
made in the 1920s.
For light: big con-
temporary hurricane
lamps with candles,
mahogany floor

lamps like those found in English
men's clubs circa 1910, and tall
brass torchdres to take the shadows
off the ceiling.

Neoclassicism, as a literal style
and as a minimalist spirit, remains
very tempting to those of us who
care too much how things look.
Success seems to lie with those
who break the rules best or who
give them a contemporary spin. f

The Styles
Louis XVI Frrnch htgh
style, straltht and syrnrnetilcal.
totlfe: Grcek keys, wayos,
3larlands, scrcll3, ly1o3.
Directoire & Consulat
lto ehort perlods of polltlcally
conoct style botroon the Fronch
Revolutlon and l{apoleon. Look
fo? dragon feet, swan armlests,
llllht woodc, campaltn ftrrntturo.
French Empire tl!,mmarc
pooplc llke l{apoleon are often
malor movers of taste. ilotlfs:
swolds, 3pealB, bees, stars,
rorottos, sphlnxes. Tontod
rooms ard trlpod bases also
bocotno popular.
Regency Archaeologllcalty
prrclso. Exotlc woods provall;
monumontal, theatrlcal.
A glullty taste.
Biedermeier Poputar ln
Berlln, tunlch, Ylenna.
Emphasls on llght woods
wlth black trlm. Frlerdly.
Federal Arnerlcan neo.
claeslclsm. Ten years behlnd
Eurcpean fashlons.

Gabinet piano,
1829-33.
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Grecian couch, c. 182O.
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There was a time when luxury car owners wanted to encapsulate themselves in

a living room on wheels, point themselves down the highway, and be awakened

when they arrived at their destination. Fortunately, these days, more and more

)

luxury car buyers consider driving a participatory sport. Th.y insist on a car

with a quiet, comfortable interior, of course. But they don't want to be

anesthetized. They're out to experience and enjoy the act of driving. The new

Chrysler LHS was designed from the ground up with that in mind. Its unique

Buckle Up For Safety.

50 HG JUNE 1993
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"cab fonvard" design provides immense interior room. While giving the car a

wide track for tight, stable handling. Four-wheel independent suspension

allows you to straighten tight hairpins with authority. And a }4.valve,

o

the
o

doesar

2l4,horsepower engine satisfies your craving for power. In shorg this luxury car

will putyou back in touch with one of the chief joys of owning a car. In case you've

forgotten, it's called driving. For more information, call 1,800-4,+CHRYSLER

ADVANTAGE:CHRYSLER'T
A DIVISION OF THE CHRYSLER CORPORATION

HG JUNE 1993 51

Introducing the Chrysler LHS.
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In mysterious triptychs,
Gatherine ltagnGf can

capture the soul of any house

Bv Cmov Ennrtcn

WHEN PHOTOGRAPHER CATHERINE WAGNER WAS

searching for a house to buy in San Francisco, she

looked at well over a hundred possibilities. In the

course ofher search she found herself "amazed by ev-
eryone's different idea of home. "

Forthe past four
years she has pur-
sued this investi-
gation with her
camera, photo-
graphing more
than three hundred
houses, sometimes
rooms, sometimes
objects, in a jumble or deliberately ananged. Clocks.
Closets. Calendars. The insides of refrigerators. The
individual pictures are then assembled into five-foot-
long triptychs, which, Wagner says, "form a cine-

matic narrative." Currently thirty-four of Wagner's
triptychs are on view in "Home and Other Stories, " a
one-person show at the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art (May 27-Aug.8). Her work has also appeared
at the Turner/Krull Gallery in Los Angeles and at the
Fraenkel Gallery in San Francisco.

Wagner considers her triptychs "portraits without
people," which define the essence of a person
through his surroundings, both consciously and un-
consciously. This essence is mostly a fiction, though,
based on Wagner's impressions. "I don't know many
of the people whose places I've shot," she says, "so I
have complete freedom to make up stories." Al-
though the photographs may give an impression of an-
thropological objectivity, her own choices and
arrangements are as highly selective-and some-
times as eccentric-as her subjects'. They must often
leave the people who admit her to their houses greatly
ptzzled asto why she would choose to do that.

While her working hours were spent photograph-
ing other people's houses, Wagner and her partner,
Loretta Gargan, bought and renovated their own
building in the Bernal Heights area of San Francisco.
With its fake-stone faEade, it is "the most innocuous
house on the block, " in a style she describes fondly as

Fred and Wilma Flintstone. The new interior belies
the fagade. Upstairs, in the living area, the original
wood floor inlay still traces the old floor plan, but the

space was gutted, and
windows and skylights
were added. The first
floor, which was once a
barbershop, is now
Wagner's studio. Like
Wagner's photo-
graphs, the interior is
black and white.

In her own house, Wagner knows the story behind
every object; there's no mystery in them, she says.
"Except," she adds, "sometimes I look at my house
and think, 'Do I live here?' " I

PHOTOCRAPHY

l,Tlimi and fiel K., Brookline, Itassachusetls, 1991, includes an
early sound.recording diek, a menorah, and a metal bank.
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Gathe:ine
Wagnar, left,
crplore: the
otaencg ot
Foople
through thei;
porerriont.
Her own San
Francirco
living roomt
far left, ic all
black end
white, with
gray awning
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As I See Ic #9 in a series

David Jon ason, Ryszard Horowitz
'shapingTbe Flow'

Air Bru h Il b orati ol /Pltangfe4bt
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Whot kind of shope is your woter in? Ours is octuolly quite foscinotinq. Esoeciollv when it woves ond curls
out of the Flume'' spout of our Altemo- Foucet. Chooie vour fororite h-ondlb inset (thev're chonoeoble) onC
lett tum on! See Yellow Poges for o Kohler Registered Showroom. For complete product port{oTio ond ideo
book, send S8 to Kohler Col, Dept. ACD, KohlEi Wi Ssoaa 
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Three ldaho tanches are the
last word in river ruftrng, fishing,
and riding. Bv Pervr HousroN

There's !ittle
roughing at at
Teton Ridge'
aboYe left'
which boasts
IOTOOO-square-
foot main
lodge. Above: A
bird's-eye view
ol Twin Peakst
an ideal family
spot at the foot
of the Lemhi
llountains. Left
and below: The
Salmon Biver
runs by isolated
Shepp Ranch,
where guests
can spend days
an the saddle.

WHEN MY HUSBAND AND I SET

off for a vacation at a series of
guest ranches in Idaho's wilder-
ness, we were pretty sure we
knew what to expect: City Slick-
ers-style cowboys in Wranglers
and chaps, a tiny circle of hand-
hewn log cabins with bare floors
and not much water pressure,
biscuits and gravy and meat and
gravy and Texas toast and gravy,
jackalope trophies around the

lodge, sixteen-inch rainbows in the river, and a big
sky full of stars. Our Idaho vacation would be rustic,
we said-even if not compared with the hundred-odd
nights a year we spend as outdoor guides in Utah, bed-

less and showerless in our tent-so we packed our
jeans and T-shirts, our own fluffy towels and pillows,
and pointed the pickup toward Idaho. Boy, were we

surprised when we arrived at our first stop.

Located on the gentlerbut still magnificent western

side of the Tetons, Teton Ridge Ranch is really not

like Idaho at all-more like what a couple of guys

from Yale would come up with if they imagined Ida-

ho. This is exactly what manager Albert Tilt and prin-
cipal owner Peter Bancroft did, and their vision
included two "sporting clay" shooting courses, im-
ported Icelandic ponies, as well as a Jacuzzi for two
and steam bath in each of the seven rooms. At Teton

Ridge there is no schedule; Albert just settles into an

easy chair after dinner and casually asks what you

think you might like to do the next day: guided fly-
fishing on the Teton River, a ride around the ranch, a
glider ride above the valley, gallery-hopping in near-

by Jackson, Wyoming, rafting on the Snake River?
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Visitors amive

at Shepp Ranch

by plane,

boat, or ruft

By the time you stum-
ble out of bed for a

breakfast of trout and
eggs, everything you
mentioned has, as if by
magic, been arranged.

We spent our morn-
ing fishing with a fresh-faced teenager who ties his
own flies and knows more about catching cutthroats
and rainbows on the Teton than his years ought to al-
low. In the afternoon we rode horses through woods
and meadows and explored wildflower-dotted hiking
trails. At Teton Ridge you need give up nothing to en-
joy the wilderness (the ranch towels are far fluffier
than ours). And Albert and his wife, Chris, the finest
ofhosts, keep the place, in all its splendor, from be-

coming too much like your father's country club.
Still, this is not the spot to bring young children, un-
ruly cousins, or sons-in-law with tattoos. Etiquette is

alive and well in Idaho and living at Teton Ridge-if
you can't be on time for dinner, Peter Bancroft will
tell you, don't come at all.

Equally intimate, less luxurious, and more authen-
tic is Shepp Ranch, located on the banks of the Salm-
on (also known as the River of No Return) in the lush
middle of the state. What makes Shepp a truly won-
derful experience is its isolation-the nearest road is
fifteen miles away-and its self-sufficiency. Visitors
arrive by small plane orjet boat or, as in our
case, inflatable raft. The memory of rug-
ged, brave people-Nez Perce Indians,
turn-of-the-century miners, farmers, and
homesteaders-leading hard and half-wild
lives on a piece of barely tamable land per-
vades the place, making it feel like sacred
ground. The food is almost exclusively
ranch-produced: vegetables from the gar-
den, jam from the raspberry bushes, pork

from. . .wasn't that a pig you
made friends with just before
dinner? Even the butter is made
on-site by ranch managers
Lynn and Michael Demerse
and crew. Shepp is small
enough-sixteen at capacity-
to cater to all of its guests per-
sonally. As the river runs by, it
may lure you out for a swim,
some of ldaho's best trout fish-
ing, or a few hours of white-
water fun. Alternatively, a

soak in the riverside hot tub or a
horseback ride up to the canyon
rim can be the hardest thing you
do all day.

We went to Twin Peaks
Ranch as an afterthought because a friend at the Idaho
Outfitters and Guides Association said we shouldn't
miss it, and he was right. This is the guest ranch of my
imagination, right down to the semicircle of cabins,
the dusty horse barn, and Janet and Steve Antonini,
bighearted mountain folks whose job it is to make sure
everybody, at every moment, is having a good time.
Riding is the main thing at Twin Peaks-although
white-water rafting and excellent fly-fishing on the
Salmon are also attractions-and the Antoninis offer
not only every level of trail and horse but more than
enough patience to get everybody in the saddle.

We arrived on rodeo night, at the end of what had
been a week's visit for three families. It was hard to
tell who belonged to whom, the groups had become so

intertwined, but each member of each family, without
prompting, took me aside to tell me another reason
why their stay at Twin Peaks was the best vacation
they'd ever had. This is a place to take children over
seven-the Antoninis guarantee they'll wear them
out-and while the ranch and the landscape itself are
peaceful, the energy level is always high and conta-
gious. Among the many things I liked about Twin
Peaks are the simple, comfortable cabins (the ranch ac-
commodates thirty-five), the truly Idahoan setting-
green hills and canyons as far as the eye g2n sgs-and
my chestnut quarter horse, Mr. Peabody, who took
me around the barrels in twenty-three seconds. a

Getttn$ There TEroN RrDGE RANCH,2oovALLEy

VrEW RD., TEToNTA, lD 83452; €oa) 456-2650. FAX (2O8)

456-2218. SHEpp RANCH. Box 5446, BorsE. lD 83705;
(2OA\343-7729. TWIN PEAKS RANCH, BOX774. SALMON.

lD 83467; (800) 659-4899, tN IDAHo (208) 894-2290. ALL

THREE RANCHES ARE OPEN FROM SPRING TO LATE FALL: TE.

TON RIDGE ALSO OPERATES DURING THE SKI SEASON. FOR

MoRE lNFoRMATtoN. sEE THE GUtoEBooK GENE KILGORE's

RANCH VACAT ION S (JOH N M U I R PU BLICATIONS ).
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Fishing for cutthroats and rainbows, above,
and rafting, left, on the Salmon Biver.
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EAGLE VISION. NOT INTENDED
FOR THE GENERAL PUE3LIC. @
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Thoughts of
Mediterranean
fare propel
swimmers through
the cool waters of
San Francisco Buy

I BELONG TO A WONDERFUL OLD.

fashioned club on San Francisco
Bay not far from Fisherman's
Wharf. For those of us who can't
get out of town in the summer, the
Dolphin Swimming and Boating
Club is an awfully good substitute
for a lakeside cabin in the Sierra or
a house at Stinson Beach. There is
even a hint of the Meditenanean in
the club's salty urban air-tomato
plants climb the lattice windbreaks
and rosemary and basil tumble
over the edges of planters made
from oyster crates.

The club is a bustling place.
People start swimming at four in
the moming, and some take late-
night dips. I have to admit that after
fifteen years the 50-60 degree wa-

ter still takes my breath away, but
many of us have found an incentive
for splashing into the frigid Pacific
day after day: we talk about food.
We talk about food in the weight
room where we warm up for the
plunge. We talk about food as we
wade into the water. We talk about
food while we dodge the gentle
wakes of old rowboats and the ten-
tative tack ofthe Sea Scouts.

Whenever one of us is planning
a party, we all dive into the role of
catering consultants, stopping to
strategize at buoys and anchored
boats. Early this summer, when a
couple who had met at the club en-
listed us to help plan their anniver-
sary party, we decided to discuss
drinks and hors d'oeuvres at the
first buoy. "There are usually
blood oranges at the produce mar-
ket. Why not blend them with
champagne for blood orange Belli-
nis?" one thirsty swimmer sug-
gested. Taking up the Italian
theme, the owner of a small farm in
the Napa Valley offered to supply
some of his ripe red and yellow to-
matoes for appetizer bruschettas
with garlic and thin ribbons of ba-
sil. A swimmer who loves to bake
got us all excited about tiny polenta
muffins stuffed with sun-dried to-
mato pesto and ricotta. "What
about roasted red snapper with a
Tuscan breadcrumb and sage
salsa?" another swimmer yelled
over her shoulder.

ROASTED RED SNAPPER
\ruTH BAKED SLICED

POTATOES AND FENNEL

ARUGULA, FRISEE, AND
\TATERCRESS SALAD
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andfennel.

Boasled

RECIPES

TUSCAN BREADCRUMB AND
SAGE SALSA
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At the moored blue sailboat,
where we'd agreed to discuss the
starchy portion of the meal, the
chef at a North Beach restaurant
won everyone's approval for
baked sliced potatoes and fennel.
By now we were cold and hungry,
so we swam quickly to the desig-
nated salad buoy. Marinated egg-
plant? Radicchio with shaved
Parmigiano Reggiano? "No," the

Napa farmer said. "An arugula,
fris6e, and watercress salad with
grilled corn and red wine vinai-
grette is just the touch this dinner
needs." The fastest swimmer
coaxed us to the next stop by de-

scribing a lively red bell pepper

saut6 with anchovies, capers, and

olives and "a good dense bread to
sop up thejuices. "

We tackled dessert as we headed

for the beach. Tiramisr) was vetoed
as too 1980s andtoo heavy forthis
menu. Just as we left the water,
dripping and shivering, somebody
suggested a nectarine granita with
raspberry sauce-but I was not
quite ready to sign off on the menu.
I wanted blackberry ice cream be-

cause the berries were taking over
my backyard. Since we were too
cold to stand around arguing, I pro-
posed a dessert tasting a week or so

before the party. I'd found a very
simple recipe in Alice Waters's
Fanny at Chez Panisse and was
desperate to try it.

As I headed up to the locker
room, one of the old-timers who
had never gotten used to having
women around the club said,
"When you get dressed, why don't
you bring your bathing suit down
to me." I looked puzzled; he
grumbled, "Just do it. " When I re-
appeared, warm and refreshed
from the sauna, he took the suit and

sewed a little rip with a needle and

thread used for mending sails. I
was so touched I invited him to the

dessert tasting and told him he
could cast the deciding vote. We
picked blackberry ice cream.

V

ROASTED RED SNAPPER

I red snappe;r about 6 pounds
6 cloveo garlac, halvcd
I onlon, thinly 3lieed
I bay leaf
I letnon, thinly rliced
4 tablecpoons olive oil
2 ounces white wine

Salt and freehly ground peppel
4 table.poonr mixed chopped

parsley, chopped aager lomon
zest, and lennel seedr
Fennel greens

Preheat oven to 425 degrees. Clean
cavity of fish, leaving head and tail
intact. In cavity put garlic, onion,
bay leaf, lemon slices (reserving 2-
3 slices for garnish), 2 tablespoons
olive oil, white wine, salt, pepper,
and the herb mixture. Rub outside
of fish with remaining oil and wrap
in aluminum foil with seam at top
so foil can be opened to test for
doneness. Place on baking sheet and
bake l0 minutes for each inch of
thickness or until an instant-reading
thermometer registers 140 degrees.
Remove foil. Serve on bed of baked
sliced potatoes and fennel and
sprinkle with Tuscan breadcrumb
and sage salsa (recipes below).
Garnish with fennel greens and
remaining lemon slices. Serves 4-6.

BAKED SLICED POTATOES
AND FENNEL

2 medium bulbe lennelr cored and
thinly rliced

I yellow onion, thinly sliced
4 t.blespoonc olive oil

Salt and frerhly ground peppet
4 unpeoled potatoesr scrubbed

and thinly sliced

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. In a

nonstick pan saut6 sliced fennel and
onion in I tablespoon olive oil until
soft. Season with salt and pepper.
Toss potato slices in remaining olive
oil. In a well-oiled shallow baking
dish large enough to accommodate
the fish, alrange the potato slices
and the fennel mixture in loose
overlapping layers, with about I
tablespoon of fennel mixture
separating the potato slices from one
another. Bake until the potatoes are
tender and golden brown, about 30
minutes. Serves 4-6.
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TUSCAN BREADCRUMB
AND SAGE SALSA

lAdapled ,'om Zuni Cal6,
San Franciscof

4 cups lrosh crumbs lrom
Tuscan white bread

8-lO t.blespoons olive oil
2 anchovies
2 tablespoons capera
2 large shalloti, choppod
4 tablorpoons ..9e, ehopped
3 tablespoons sheny vinegar

Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Toss
breadcrumbs with 4 tablespoons
olive oil and spread on a cookie
sheet. Bake 30 minutes or until
golden brown and crisp. Let cool.
In a food processor mix anchovies,
capers, shallots, sage, vinegar
and pepper. Mix with crumbs

, salt,
and

4-6 tablespoons oil. Serves 4-6

ARUGULA, FRISEE, AND
ITATERCRESS SALAD

Yz cuP red wine vinegar
I large rhallotr chopped

l2 sun-dried tomatoes, chopped
2 clovea garlic
3 tablespoon3 balsamic

vinegar
8 basil leaves, minced

1/s-1/z Gu/P olive oil
2 ears corn
I bunch arugula
i bunch fris6e
2 bunches waterctess

To make vinaigrette, bring wine
vinegar, shallot, and Y3 cup water to
a boil in a small pot. Simmer until
liquid is reduced slightly. Pour into
a food processor with tomatoes,
garlic, balsamic vinegar, and basil.
Pulse. Add oil slowly. (Vinaigrette
is best made a day in advance.)

Before serving, grill corn and
remove kernels. Separate leaves and
remove big stems from the greens.
Chop fris6e. Toss greens with the
vinaigrette. Sprinkle with corn
kernels. Serves 4-6. ll
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Off the runway,
Linda
Evangelista
makes herself
comfortable tn a
spare arts and
crafts apaftment
Bv Auv Fmn CoruNs
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THE SELF.TRANSFORMING SUPER-

model, whose face has launched a

thousand trends, in private prefers
immutable, neutral, nearly invisi-
ble surroundings. "Since I'm con-
stantly traveling, it's so nice to
come home to a soothing apart-
ment," says Linda Evangelista
about the downtown duplex where
she unpacks herbags in New York.

More than a home base, Evan-
gelista's apartment is for her a

cherished memorial to Justin
Quinn, her friend, decorator, and

taste mentor who was killed in a car
accident just months after she
moved in two years ago. "Every-
thing has remained exactly how he
wanted it," she says. "I haven't
let one object come in except an

espresso machine. This was Jus-
tin's first major project, and it
turned out to be his last. "

Evangelista first "bumped

into" Quinn when he was working
at Peter-Roberts, a SoHo furniture
gallery specializing in American
arts and crafts designs. "We
clicked instantly. When he said, 'If
you ever buy an apartment, I'd
love to do it,' that made me think,
'l should get one.' And so I did."
Until then Evangelista had lived in
a series of undistinguished rentals.
"The last one was decorated in
American country style-lots of
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todel with a
mis3aon.
Evangelista, top,
wearing a cat
suit by Genius
Dilettante, curls
up in a Gustav
Stickley
armchair in he;
living room, left,
where a Tiflany
lamp and a
Charles Limbeil
stoo!, c. 1908,
suround a
Stickley settle,
all from Peter.
Robertsr l{YC.
Far left: A
Rookwood vase
and llermis
scad on a
Limbert table in
the entrance
hall. Details see
Resources.
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A still lile of false
eyelashes and
Evangelista's
faYorite perfume,
Heliotrope
from Etro.

' "I asked Justin to create

teddy bears, very feminine. For the
new apartment I asked Justin to
create something grown-up, some-

thing clean and chic. "
The pair shared a passion for

mission furniture, vintage black
and white photography, "warm,
muted" colors, and an understated
perfectionism. "He educated
me," Evangelista acknowledges
gratefully. As a result she now
speaks with relaxed authority
about her bedroom's Van Briggle
vase, Roycroft lamp, and Helen

Levitt photos, as well as her living
room's drop-arm Morris chair and
Gustav Stickley 208 settle-"one
of the most gracefully propor-
tioned sofas Stickley ever made. "

Despite the almost impersonal
simplicity of the apartment's furni-
ture, palette, and materials-the
cabinetwork by Andy Wattel and

Debbie Dallas, a
husband and wife
team, is all execut-
ed in quartersawn
maple and oak "to
create a nonde-
script texture, "
Dallas says-it is
carefully designed
to accommodate its
owner 's idiosyn-

and blinds," so Quinn instead in-
stalled wavy-textured leaded-glass
panes that admit "plenty of light
but kill the view, which is fortu-
nate since it's of a parking lot."
And he converted a downstairs
bathroom into a dressing room to
house the fashion plate's substan-
tial wardrobe. "I never knew
which of my things were in which
of my apartments," says Evange-
lista, who until recently kept
places in Paris and Ibiza as well. "I
don't like having duplicates, so I
tend to travel with my favorites-
which change less often than you
would think."

The dressing room's Andr6 Ar-
bus stool-as well as the Jean-Mi-
chel Frank-inspired checkerboard
of copper squares lining the entry
hall-marks a small but hardly dis-
sonant departure from the ruling
arts and crafts aesthetic. "We
weren't quite finished," Evange-
lista explains. "We didn't want to
do just mission. Maybe one day I'll
feel it's OK to bring in new things.
But this is the only place besides
my parents' house in Saint Catha-
rines, Ontario, that I call home.
It's already not big enough, but I'll
always keep this apartment. " a

som

som

eth
eth

mg grown-uP,
irg clean and chic"
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EYangelista,
right, lounges on
a quilt made by
Helen Quinn, her
decorator's
mother. Above:
Souvenirs lrom
the Chanel and
Karl Lagerleld
runways, Belowr
The bedroom
has a leaded-
glass balcony
overlooking the
living room.
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GennpNINc

The challenge of life on the
edge makes the front of

border
fertile ground for creativity

the

Bv Pecn Dlcrnv

LAST SUMMER I VISITED THE GARDEN OF A FRIEND

who seemed dismayed by a temporary lack of col-
or in her borders, a lull, she explained apologeti-

cally, between the daylilies of July and the phlox

of August. (What gardener doesn't struggle with
lulls when attempting a succession of blooms
from March to October?) But my friend was

wrong to make excuses for her garden; its struc-

ture was so shapely and appealing that flower col-
or was merely an added incident, enjoyable but

not essential to its success. Rather, what made
this garden so attractive was the use of foliage in
pleasing combinations, particularly along the
very front ofthe border.

Just as a frame defines the painting it sur-
rounds, so edging plants can define and enhance
the garden bed, setting it off. And if this frame is
pleasing to the eye throughout the growing sea-

son, those less-than-perfectelements in the interi-
or of the bed-the lulls, the leggy perennials, the
weeping heads of unstaked flowers, the over-
looked weeds-will be masked or, even better,
made presentable.

No matter how much you are tempted to think
about flower color when planning the front of the
border, a temptation we all succumb to, it is wiser
in the long run to think more of foliage-more of
leaf shape and texture and habit of growth-and
whether it will hold up through summer and fall.
It is easy to have a lush border in June, not so easy

in August. Of course, the problem can be solved
simply by edging your garden bed with a prim
hedge-boxwood or germander or dwarf rosy
barberry. But if you want a variety of colors and

textures and shapes, a number of suitable peren-

nials can be combined to create a comely frame.
In a dry sunny border I rely primarily on plants

that tend to be associated with herb gardens: sage,

germander, cottage pinks, catmint, artemisia,

''k/

\'| Lamb's ears

Geum

Catmint

Curly chives
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Reiolce in the way you live.
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While plotting a front border' you might want to
think about a solid stationary edging to divide
the bed lrom the lawn or a path or tetrace.
Keep in mind the character of the 3ite and the
style ol both house and garden. Traditional
loca! building materials can be a helptul guide
to harmonious colors and textules.

Fieldstonc Appropriate in a country
or farmlike setting. Large round stones

are congenial for spilling plants. Nanow flat ones can be

dug into the earth on end. Granite setts and Belgian

blocks are more formal in appearance.

Flagstone Good choice lor a
contemporary setting. Can be useful
as a mowing strip laid level with lawn:

mower blades can overlap the stones to trim a neat edge

without snipping front-of-the-border plants.

Wood Painted or weathered two-by-
fours are charming in a vegetable or

herb garden. Bustic logs suit a woodland garden

curly chives, lavender, and santolina.
Gray foliage is a crucial ingredient in the
sunny flower border, adding a richness
and contrast more lasting than flower col-
or. I use the palest silver-leaved plants in a
symmetrical way-marking the entrance
of a garden or clothing its corners-for
their almost-white foliage leaps out at you
and needs repetition to balance the garden
picture. There is a gentle impact, for in-
stance, in coral-like mounds of gray san-
tolina or ghostly trailing stems of licorice
plant, Helichrysum petiolare, or feathery
clumps of Artemisia 'Powis Castle'.

Lamb's ears, Stachys byzantina, of course, is val-
ued by us all for its luminous mats of felty gray
green foliage . But Salvia argentea is an.4dmira-
ble alternative, with huge furry ovate leavesof the
same silvery hue.

Many of the vast family of salvias are excellent
choices for the front of the border. Salvia x su-
perba, in cultivars like 'May Night' and 'East
Friesland', is wonderfully effective because of its
long-lasting spiky flowers of intense violet pur-
ple. S . jurisicii is a charming gray-leaved sprawl-
er with paler purple spikes. But for first-rate
foliage, nothing beats culinary sage, S. fficina-
/is, in its dwarf form, with gray green pebbly sur-
faced leaves, or in one of its variegated cultivars
softly streaked with gold or purple. The foliage of
the golden variegated sage takes on chartreuse
overtones in the garden, subtly heightening the
mauve of alliums and the magenta of cranesbills.

For more chartreuse (a color which I find com-
plements all others) at the border's edge, you
might choose the much-loved lady's-mantle with
its froth of tiny flowers. Or try the cushion
spurge, Euphorbia epithymoides, with yellow
green bracts in the spring and whorls of narrow
dark green leaves that turn red in the fall. Golden
oregano is another telling foliage plant with
humps of tiny pungent green gold leaves to spill
over and break the severity of the front edge.

The best of the catmints, Nepeta x faassenii,
has billowing sprays of silvery leaves and laven-
der flowers and can be depended on to hold its
own all season in the hot dry border it prefers. A
similar, if even more delicate, perennial is Cala-
mintha nepeto nepeta. Above scented foliage,
cymes of lilac flowers appear in summer, lending
the plant an airy charm.

One of the most common cranesbills in Ameri-
can gardens, Geranium himalayense'Johnson's
Blue', is a bit too sprawly to be successful in the

very front of the border. But several forms of har-
dy geraniums are ideal candidates in a garden bed

TtrT
\-f,f

Tile Old roof tiles or terra-cotta tiles
with molded crowns are attractive

alongside beds in a potager or a patio garden.

Metal Dark painted metal strips form
an inconspicuous barrier between lawn

or gravel and flowerbed. Long lasting. Creates a precise

clean edge. Sensible for island beds, where a paved strip
might look silly or overbearing.

ffi Brick rhe most versatile edger, at
home in any setting. Equally suitable in

a cottage garden or a formal scheme. Can be used flat as

a mowing strip, either lengthwise or on end as a divider
beside a path, or sunk at an angle to make a jagged line
(tricky lor mowing). Used bricks look best but can crumble
after some years. More weatherproof bricks are now
made to look old, though not so mellow as the real thing.

OEFINING A SOLID EDGE
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,{osta siebordiana eregans,

and Siberian iris spills over
the edge ot a shady border.
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It is temptirg to think about
front-border flowers but
wiser to think about foliage

that is not too parched. G. ma-
crorrhizum is the boldest, with
rounded, lobed, and notched
leaves and a luxurious mounding
habit. This stellar cranesbill looks
stunning in a sweep beneath the
reedy leaves of daylilies or Siberi-
an iris. In June, clusters ofpink (or
white in the cultivar 'Album') five-
petaled flowers rise above the
hummocks of leaves. G. sanguin-
eum var. striatum forms lush
clumps covered for much of spring
and summer with pale pink flowers
daintily striped with crimson.

For the shaded border, no plant
is more striking than hosta in its in-
finite variety of leaf pattern and
size. The dramatic bouquets of fo-
liage are especially useful for turn-
ing a front corner. Bergenias are

valuable, too, as sculptural accents

with shiny, leathery paddle-
shaped leaves that often redden
handsomely in fall. Lungwort,
Pulmonaria saccharata, is another
favorite of mine for the shaded
edge. It is always the first perenni-
al to bloom in my garden north of
New York City, offering sheets of
lavender blue bells for the month
of April. But the large spotted dark
green leaves that develop after
blooming are of equal importance.
The old varieties of lungwort rare-
ly stand up to our hot summers,
getting ratty and mildewed by Au-
gust, but a splendid new cultivar,
'Roy Davidson', has foliage that
stays dapper until frost.

To contrast with these boldly
shaped leaves, you cannot go
wrong choosing one of the numer-
ous varieties of astilbe with fern-
like foliage and plumes of
delicious color. I have yet to come
across a bad astilbe. Try the grace-

ful white 'Avalanche' or the low-
growing Asd lbe chinensis'Pumila',
which sports raspberry pink spires
at the end of the summer. A similar
plant (often mistaken for astilbe),
with dark ferny leaves and soft-
white plumes in June, is double
dropwort, Filipendula vulgaris
'Flore Pleno'. Another good
choice for the front of a shady bor-
der is the fringed bleeding heart,
Dicentra eximia, with arching
stalks of finely cut leaves peppered
with masses of small heart-shaped
flowers in rose or white ('Snow-
drift' is an excellent cultivar)
throughout the summer.

In every aspect ofgardening the
rules set down are only a guideline
and can be-indeed, benefit from
being-broken occasionally. AII
short plants need not be placed up
front and all tall plants in back.
Low-growing spring bloomers are
surprisingly useful at the back of a
garden bed, underplanting shrubs
and late-developing perennials.
And a statuesque specimen
brought to the foreground relieves
any monotony caused by a planting
of uniform height. A mullein or
Scotch thistle allowed to remain
where it seeds at the front of the
border has a startling appeal. Tall
vertical foliage at the front edge
can be equally bracing. You might
plant a clump of swordlike yucca,
favored by Gertrude Jekyll to dress
the corner of a border, or the ele-
gant Croco smia masoniorum'LtJ-
cifer', with its fresh iris foliage and
exquisitely poised scarlet flowers,
or one of the taller-growing day-
lilies, like 'Autumn Prince',
'Corky', or 'Hyperion', and allow
its gracefully arching leaves to lap
overontoyourpath. a

A montrly guide to dre tollfree numbers of
prestigious advertisers in the building and
remodeling fumiture, home fumistrings, and

tabletop makets. Call for further information

about products and services, to order
brochures, orfor infonrntirn on store bcatbns

!

BUITDING AND REMODETINC
Andersen Corporation 80(X2G4261

ASKO, 1nc. 80G367-2444

DuPont Corian S0G4CORIAN

Eljer lndustries 80G435-5372

Franke, lnc. 80G62G5771

FiveStar 800'631{601

C.E. Appliances 800'6262000

Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath 80G833-9525

lennAir SOG|tNNAlR

Kohler Company 80G+KOHI-tR

Marvin Windows 80G34G5128

r
FURNITURE

Century Furniture Company 80G852-5552

Drexel Heritage 80C447 47 00

Dapha, Ltd. 80G28'l-4053

Edgar B Furniture 8flI255{589

Hekman 80G253.9249

Henredon 80G4443582

Karges Furniture 80G252-7 437

Kreiss Collection 80G229{890

La Barge 80G253-3870

Manhattan Cabinetry SoGMANHATTAN

The Platt Collection 800'283-3330

!

HOME FURNISHINCS

Armstrong World lndustries, lnc. Bfi)'2333823

Arte de Mexico 8fi1622-2134

The Bombay Company 8{X}82}789

Casablanca Fan Company 8fiI75$3267

Duette by Hunter Douglas 80G32-STY[E

Donghia FurnrtureTTextiles S0GDONGHIA

Karastan Bi gelow 80G23+1 12O

Kravet 80M4&KRAV

L.L. Bean Home & Camp80F2214221

Missoni Carpet & Rug Collection SOGMISSONI

RocheBobois 8fiF972{375

Vanguard Studios 80G532-9565

Waverly 80G423-5881 DEPT 99

!

TABTETOP

Lenox China & Crystal 80M35-3669

Waterford Crystal 800{77 -7860

Wedgwood USA, lnc. 80G955-1 550
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HarusA's RePUTATIoN As Tne BEST
Jusr KeEPS GernNG Berren -'t
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Finally, Ameriruns are getting the chance to appreciate uhat Cermans iaw frnoan

' about Hansa faucets for decades. Ix qualiry is without peen

It might be because of Hansa's classic beauty, its delicate proportions and its

beauffit finishes. It migltt be the @ay a Hansa faucet is made, and the aay it dispenses @ater;

smoothe4 quieter and longer than any other brand. Of it coald be Hansa's state-of-the-afi ceraruic

disc technolog, solid brass construction and its smooth, precise handle moaement.

Most liftely, it's all of tltes€ reasons and more. Bat, certainly sorue of the reasons

aly the German trade heeps selecting Hansa as the best faucet manufacturer year afnr year In

fact, asery year

So, uthen yoa choose this Ronda for your litclten aith its fingertip control,

retractable spout and timeless beauty, you lnoa you're not settlingfor just any faucet, butfor the

one that's been recognized as tfie best. By those oho inoa the best.

For more information on Hansa's complete line of litclten and bath products, call

1-800-343-4431 , 31 2-733-0025, orfax us at 31 2-733-4220. Or, you may arite us for complete

sura)E results and a free color brochure at HansaAmerica, 931 W. 19th Street, Chicago, IL 60608
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SHOWROOM .979 THIRD AVENUE. D & D BUILDING. lTrh Fl-OoR . NEW YORK. NY l(x)ll .'Illl- (ll2) titls--l.l-l-l . FAX (ltl) tittti-.lti.r7



GUY Rrcel LlvrIrED
Fmr AnrlNo ANueuEs

#Mupu

P. J. Redout€, 1827

16th to 19th Century Decontive Prints and Maps

Fig Tiee Farms, 13721 West Telegraph Road
Santa Paula, California 93060, Phone (805) 933-3193

(Between Ios Angeles and Santa Barbara)
or Yideo Available

GAttERIES lIEW YtlRK
Adelcon Golleries, lnc.
The Mork Hotel
25 Eost ZZth Street, 3rd Fl.

(212l|43e-68O0
Fox 439-6870

Americqn Pointing -l9th & 2Oth Century
Turn of the century Donish Pointing

Aldega/Oordon
By Appointment

1212]|988.296s
Fox: 517-8799

Three Centuries of Old Mqster Drowings
Fully tllustroted Cotologues Avoiloble

Bobcock Golleries
Esioblished 1852
724 Fifth Avenue

(2121767.18s2
Fox: 7 67 -1 8 57

John Dobbs, "Woys to the City" April 28-Moy 22
Seymour Lipton, "The Thirties" Moy 2O-June 25
Stuort Frosf: Recent work, June 2-June 25

Gharlec Gowles Gollery
420 West Broodwoy

12121925-350O
Fox:925-3501

Howqrd Ben T16: New sculpture-Moy
High Heeled Art: Foshion Photogrophs-June

Focter Goldstrom Gall ety .21 21 9 41 -9 17 5
560 Broodwoy F ox: 27 4-87 59

Couples in Art-Stieglitz & O'Keefe, Pollock & Krosner,
Frqncis & Smith, DeKooning & DeKooning,
Ernst &Tonning, Mitchell & Riopelle-April 20-May 22

Golerie Rienzo
922 Modison Avenue
(Z3rd & Z4th Streets)

(212\ 288-2226
Fox: 988 I 539

French tmpressionists & Modern Mosters
Bernord Buffet: April l5-Moy l5 (onnuol exhibition)
Poolo Corvino-June ll-July I

Peler Joseph Gallery
745 F'rth Avenue
4th Fl.

1212l'7s r-5s00
Fox 7 5l -02 I 3

Jonothon Bonner: "tnversions" copper sculptures
through June l9
Group show of ort furniture - Opens June 24

Jeon Korollon Gollery
250 Eost 60th Street

(2121751-6728
Fox: 751-4707

French Art Deco
Furniture, Lumin6re including Daum rrnd
R, Lalique, F6r Forg6, occessories

80D HG JUI.IE 1993
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Firue French Furniture
including Property fro* the Paris Apartment

of Frangois Catroux
The auction will be held at Sotheby's Monaco,
Sporting d'Hiver, Place du Casino on July 3, 1993.

For more inforrnation, please contact:
in Paris, Alexandre Pradire at (l) 42664060, Sotheby's, 3 rue de Miromesnil, 75008
in Monaco, Sotheby's ar 93 30 88 80, Sporring d'Hiver, Place du Casino, Monre Carlo
in New York, Phillips Hathaway ar (212) 606-72t3, Sotheby's, 1334 York Ave., N.Y., t 0021

Illustrated catalogues are available ar our oftices and galleries worldwide
and through the mail. To order wirh a credit card, please call (800) 444-3709.
Outside rhe continenral U.S., call (203) 847-0465.

A sct oJ'naltogrny Diruttoiru clairs Jivrn tltc diuirtg roon of Fransoit Cnn.oux\ Pdrir iptrtnkilt.

FOUNDED 1744

TTTT WoRLD,S LEADING FINE ART AUCTIoN HoUSF,
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sprei.r/isfs irt Jccoratit,c (-eranrics, Limestone, l9tlc Century Strrno onrl Torro"otfu Fluors

tln\iqua lJlo,c llosc u'itl F'lagskr,,o ('oLr,"lrrr,r,

Plooto ,ing fo" o Lrrr"lrr"o

583 Kings l?urrl, Lonrlr,, SVt/6 zEH, E"gl""l. T"l, o7l-3717778 Fax: o7l-371 8395

3l f:ast Elm Strect, Grncrrwirlr, CT 06830, U.S.A. Tel' (2O318629535 Fax: (2O31629 5484
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Crr Rr sToPrrE R IIvLArvn
Fabrics Trimmin Wallp er Furnishings

Neptune linen stripe designed by Celia Birtwell
Chicago

Betterman's
(3r2) 044-4673

Atlanta
Ainsworth-Noah

(404)ziil-8787

Dania, Florida
Turner Greenberg

(305) 92s-8303

Philadelphia
Bob Collins

(215) 567-s890

New York
Ghristopher Hyland

(212) 588-6121

los Angeles
Bandolph & Hein

(310) 855-1222

llo IUNE 1993 80c
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NE\TYORK ATLANTA

George Smith
73 Spring Street
Neu Yorh NY 10012
Tel: 212-226 4747

George Smith
Srite 133 A. D.A. C.

351 Peacbtree Hills Arente N,E
Atlanta GA 30305
Tel: 4O4-816 l23O

Monica James & Co,

140 N.E. 40th Street
Miami Florida 33137
Tel:3O5-576 6222

Please telephone for our latest brochure and price list

GgORGE SVTITH
SOI,'AS 6 CHAIRS

T raditiotrrrlly mtde Euglislt F urrtitrrre

F abrics atrd Kilims

'(

.. l

-.*

I

l+l

MIAMI



?PERFECI BY NATURE

Perlcct by Quolity.... Perfecl os
ronked by 2000 Europeon kitchen
deolers in o comprehensive survey
where our cobinetry wos ronked
number one in quolily. Ihe finest of
cuslom-bui[ cob in etry ho nd crofled
in lhe Block.Forest ol Germony
using the lolest in technology in
over 116 doorsfyles ocross 12 price
groups. Ourquolityspeoks forihelf:
from our potenled curved drowers
in solrd beech, to our conceoled,
self-closing drower syslem. Choose
from exquisite finishes such os
hond-brushed Ook, Spruce, Pine,

Aldel Beech or Ash. Reol Correro
morble inloys, high-gloss locquer,
hond-polished to o lusty sheen or
duroble lominotes in colors loo
numerous to counl.

Perlcct by Dcsign... Lel our
highly skilled Studio Becker Kirch-
ens Designers creofe o kitchen lhot
coplures your wildest imogrnolions
wilh o per{ect bolonce belween
form ond function.

Perlcct by Noturc... Our cobin-
etry is friendly lo noture, monufoc-
lured wilh the highest environmen-
folly-conscious stondords lhrough
lhe use of bio-degrodeoble pro-
ducls where possib,e, right down
lo the recycloble pockoging
moleriols.

PSRTTCT BY NATURT rNOff

I'os Angcles (Beverly Hills), (310) 652-3472, Srudio Ciry ([os Angele E, (818) 508-5362,Son Diego, (6tg) 297-4nA,
Son Froncigco, (415) 255-5996, Honolulu, (808) 536-1739

To receive our 180 poge full color cotologue send $ 14 to
US Heodquorters: SBK Pocifc, lnc., 1030 Morino Villoge Pkwy., Alomedo (Son Froncisco Boy Areo), CA g4SOl

Phone: (510) 865-1616. Fox: (510) 865-11 48

Bfu
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For the elegant villas of ancient civilizations,

skilled artrsans created intricate mosaics from

chips of marble, glass and stone-cutting and

setting each piece painstakingly by hand.

Today, we have recreated this art form in our

Italian atelier, where craftsmen assemble

mosaics from these same materials, setting

them onto sheets of paper mesh for easy

installation in your own home,

As easy to work with as ceramic tile, our

pre-set mosaics offer endless design options

for floors, walls, pools or decorative trim.
Or, we can translate any design you provide-
a painting, drawing or photograph. Any

mosaic motif is posible-from antiquity to
contemporary.

Ir,lALl(tI
ZAt1([[

sIils IilItRt{AII0t{AL
ntI&ll.B Ghlo cotucnol\l

Ihe Art of }losaics.
ReinYented.

89OI BRADI.IY AVINUI / SUN VAttEY, IA 9I352

Pl.lot'l[, 818 504-0235 / tAX, 818-504-2226
230 PARI( AVENUE SO. / NEW YORK, NY ]OOO3
ptl0NE, 2l 2-614-9700 / tAX, 2l 2-614-8083

80,
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Fr*,rr* sHouLD Do MopJ THAN LooK BEAUTTTuL. Ir snouto ALso RrFLECT wHo you ARE, LTGHTEN youR

sPlRIT, PRovtDE You wtrH ABSoLUTE coMFoRT. ANo rr sHouLD nsr. Wn HAVE DEsTcNED AND MANUFACTURTD

Krutss FURNITURE FoR THE pnsr 50 yEARs AND wE HopE To DESIGN A BRtcHT spor IN youR FUTURE.

L,T

I

Los ArucrLrs ' Nrw Yonr ' Sm FRructsco ' Lrcuul Nrcurr- ' Lr foru , ReNcno Mrmcr ' Dmrrr, FL , Arr-nNrr ' DlLLes '
Tono' BosroN' ScorrsolLr' DruvrR ' HousroN ,WrsnrNoroN, DC , lNor,rurpoLrs' Pnruorrpnrr'CHrcrco' Smrrlr.
InrrnxnrtouAl sHowRooM oppoRTUNrnEs AvAtLABrr. Iu rnr U.S., cu 1 (800) 229-8890. Oursror rHr U.S., orrL
youR INTERNATToNAL coor, 1 (310) 657-3990.
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Gustav& BeProud.

like Henredon, Century, Baker,
more; always offered atthe hesr values.

r The famous brqi&rs certainly wculd have approved
of the quality, eraftsmanship found in the re-issue

of their historic Oak furniture collection. Bograd's
(who proud to feature Stickley along with cther

'ri'

ll

-t)l famous
Karges and many

Kindel,
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Dacor27"
{onaection
?hn
Speaksforitself

il

and ; lamaDACOR

EI/etrtr/r

,

Just bd( at me! I am different from alt other cookies more anenly baked even when
ovens. I am more beautifulwith a sleek frameless my racks at the same time. I can qen
design
handle

and an elegantly cunod control panel and He meals simultaneously. lwillkeep
My electronic pads make it easy for 1ou to with closed door broiling and your

control my cooking functions with a tqrch of your with a unique feature which
finger and easytolban my conholpanel. lam bigge4 many more features like my exUa
with the largest pure convection ard. non-corwection which your DAGOR
capacities of any 27'oren. I am pure-convection Gome and see me
that is-which means your roasts andlowlwill stainless steel in double and single
be more delicious and your pies, biscuits

use all
:com-

950 South Raymond

and proud of it.

I

Avenue, Pasadena,,CA 9110g rug-l000

you.

!E*
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THE I{EVENINGHAM COLLECTION

A oollection of elegant hand-crafted wrought iron
furniture for both interior and exterior use.

F ull colour brochure ovailable from :

THE HEVENINGHAM COLLECTION
PEACOCI( @TTAGE, CHI.IRCTI HILL

NETHER WALLOP, HAMPSHIRE SO2O 8EY
UMIED KINGDOM

Telephme/F axl. 0264 7 81 124

Affi*ME1qgg
5505 Rtven't'<lr.' Avcru r:

(B1B) 508-0ee3
NoRru Hot-t.vwooo, CA 91601

F,rx (81B) 508-1170

E ><cltrs iwely
Tltis ud rertisirrg oPpo rt utt i t 1'

J'eutrtres tlt e 6e.s t in fine
J'urnittrre. tlesigrt" url uttd

ttrttitlrtes. Look J'or it ttpt'ttirt itt
tlte October issrre of IIC.

\Iotlrs
For J'urtlter informutitttr ttn this

spetiul s/tott'r'ttse " pleuse torttilct:
Kure n f ied:ielsA'i.

.lrt und .{rrlir;rres llunuger
(2121 8BO-2527

360 Modison Avenue New York, NY l00l 7

HG

30tl HG JUNE 1993

t ft

collection of' furniture and

'W, ,ff, a u/$t and uttique

thdt is hdtrl tt:tmhlttl irottt

naturrtlly s h e d tt ttr Le rs.

eata!ry auaila b Le u p o t t r( (l tt t! t.

Drsrrruro Io Br A

ConrruponRRY CLASSTc

I \
.:

.

a tL]lll
The l-UlZl ColLect on ot drstinctive seating

alld tabtes s alailab e through tine designer

sh0nrooms rnc irdrng th0se I sted bel0w,

ATLlliIl- Srsh u Co BAITlt't0Rt'0ei 9n Lrnes CHlCi00'Prurrne Gtlce

CAttAS 110USI0N l0hf Id,tar0 Hrgher 0AltlA S"iulhJrd Ass0c L0S Alt0tLES-11rds0f R ssman

P11ltA0tLPilA Roda 0esign C0llEClr0rr SIll tRAl,tClSC0 Jerrr 0roup

Icmrr:1e 011 ce Shoir00rn LUZ2I Ultt 1'lItD lliC 19 i!e:t 2]st Street llYC 10010 800 637 3892



(ABINETRY

Dorl't let auvoue tellrott it carr't be done. At \'Ianhattan Cabinetn'thele is no lirnit to or-u cleativitv ancl expertise.

As Nerv York's leading tnakei' of custom furniture rve pi'oride qualitv craftsmar.rship using the finest niatei'ials
and thousands of'colors. te$tu'es. stair.rs and rva-shes. Sun'ound 1'ourself in custorn fi-u'nitui'e. cabinets and ivall
units created to voul'eract specfications. No matter u,hat \-our space. fr-rmisl.r it with f,Ianhattar.r Cabineti-r'.

CUSTOXI DESIG\ . CUSTOTI CO\STRLCTION . CLSTOII I\STALLATION. CUSTO]I SERVICE

Calltoday'forafreebrochureandthelocationoftheshoutoomnearestyou 1-800.Manhattan

MANHATTAN

Custorrt Desigrr Funriture

)
/

$

makes the most of your space

"e.
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Steol Four Post Bed 86H, All sizes available Lacquer Coffee Table 40Lx24Wx24H lron/Crystal Chandelier 39 Dia. x46H

NIERIVIANN WEEKS
F U R N IT U R E A N D D E C O R AT IO N S

ATLANTA-AINSI,',OTTH.iIOAH . BOS]ON-SHECTER.MARTIN . CHICAGO-KIRK.BRUMMEL. DALLAS/HOUSION-BOYD LEVINSON . DANIA-BILL NESSEN . DENVEB-
EGG & DAfiT. LAGUNA NIGUEL-STEVEN MICHAELS. I.OS ANGELES-A. RUDIN DESIGNS . NEW YORK-JOHN ROSSELLI . NEW YORK-TREILLAGE. PHOENIX-
McNAMARA&HABRIS.SANFRANCISCO-SHEARS&WINDOTIV.TROY-CAMPBELL.TOUIS.WASHINGION,D.C.-J.LAMBETH.TORONIO-DIANEWATTS

FOR A C0MPLEIE CATAl.0c, SEND 0ir5 T0 I'llERMAl{N WEEI$, P.0. BOX 66/1, ANI'IAP0L|S, MD 21401, 0R vlslT OUR SH(MR0OMS I0 THE TRADE

Italian Chandelier 32Dia. x43H

Corinthian Table 49vvx 25D x 19H

Frascati Console 66Lx 16Dx31H

Tole Plant Stand 14Dia. x48H

Russian Chair 19Wx 17Dx34H

White Swan Commode 42Wx21Dx34H

\
I



ORDER FORM

Please mail by
June 30,1993.

The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, PA 19091-0001

Yes, I would like to enler my subscription for
MONOPOLY6-Ihe Collector's Edition.

I need SEND NO MONEY NoW. I understand that
the complete game, including the hardwood-lramed
playing board, will be specially imported and sent to
me in a single shipment. I will be billed lor a deposit ol
$33.' prior to shipmenl, and lor the balance in 14 equal
monthly installments ol $33.', after shipment.

'Plus my stale sales tax.

MR/MRS/MISS 

-

pLEAsE pFriiidffi

ADDRESS- APT. # 

-
1 2878-6YFB- 365

MONOPOLY u a rqd€.d ra6.d or . rg3 p&, arofreE oMss d
T6b ft@raton lor ils .sal6bte rade Sm. Auront

TETEPHONE # (_)

ACCEPTANCE

ztP __

SIGNATURE

CITY/STATE--

T oHE CO
@M

ITION
-a -1

a

qw,

AS YOU P€F

L-

4:..-<,

=< - /-L^
Lo*i R-

C).a

EI

The exclusive edition-fit lor a millionaire!
Authorized and fully authenticated by Parker Brothers,

a classic lrom lhe word "G0!" wilh new, speclacularly desiqned houses and hotels, lokens rich
lhe glow ol 24 karal gold eleclroplale, a distinctive "Real Eslale pofllolioj'and much, much

doublelhe usual supply ol money!

Besl ol all, lhe lush green playing surlace is luxuriously lramed in line hardwood, l0 presenl lhe
classie M0N0P0LY@ game graphics as never belore! ll's a
grand combinalion ol lradilion and beauly lor your home.

Just $495, payable in monlhly installmenls. Erclusire/y lrom
The Franklin Minl.

SATISFACTION GUABANTEEO

ll you wish l0 return any Franklin Minl purchase, you

may d0 so within 30 days ol your receipt ol that pur-

chase lor replacement, credil 0r relund.

Board shown much smaller lhan actual size 0l
203rr"Lx203ra"Wx3"H.

Richly embellished with accents ol sterting silver andz4karat gold.
itoilOPOtY is a regislered lrademart ol o 1993 Pa*eI 8r0lhe6, 0iyision ol Tonla Corponliol lor ils reat oslale kading game equapmsnt.

L!

!

designed houses and

slerling silver or gold.

lorGyer identily lhis Collector's Edition.

tscorn
lo

solid brass
set inlo the drawer

All len Glassic playin0 lokens are cratled
in solid pewter and embellished wilh

24 laral golrl.



Wonrnoout

The two sides of Grayson
Perry find their uray onto
his ptovocative pots

Bv Ruooe KorNlc

. .YOU DO NOT EXPECT A LECTURE FROM A POT,'' SAYS

Grayson Perry. "Pots are regarded as contempla-
tive. " No one would say this of Perry's decorated ce-

ramic pots, which open up fresh mouths to harangue
the viewer. "Everything else in this room is rub-
bish," says one pot, while another announces that it
looks best in a roomful of bad paintings . In addition to
rude messages, the pots are decorated with women
sprouting male sex organs, men throwing up, and vic-
tims of random terror, although Perry has cut back on
the violence since the recent birth of his daughter,
Florence Boudicca (named after a first-century Brit-
ish warrior queen).

Although his "pot people" recall characters in six-
ties underground comics, Perry says they hark back to
the work of eighteenth-century artisans, who turned
out wordy commemorative pieces and puzzle jugs

that dared a drinker to enjoy the liquid inside without
getting drenched from a concealed spout. He is also
inspired by the popular art of that violent and outspo-
ken century-Gillray caricatures form the basis for
the figures on some pieces-and by oriental pottery
manufactured for the export market. One piece,
strewn with disconnected motifs, looks like a Chinese
vase having a nervous breakdown.

"I'm not mocking their style," Perry says, "but
using it as something to twist. The trouble with a lot of

a2 HG JUNE 1993
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Pots that talk
back, from a
potter with an
alter ego.
Grayson Perry,
far left, a.k.a.
Claire, left, has
a penchant for
naming his work,
such as f Am
lwo.Faced,
above, second
from raght.
Bottom left:7he
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FonTnosr \Wuo Burnvn \7nnnn ONr Cooxs
Is As luponreNrAs\7Har ONr Cooxs.

Brenkfast brightened b1 a

smiling stm. Dnner wmmed with a

golden glow. With Andn sen' F eatur e

Windnws, spending tlw dny in tlw

l<ttchen is rn knqer wlwt it used to be.

Gone me the dim, drab,lifeless

rocyms wlwre cooking was ccnuidered

rcthiry mare than d dnib chare. Ow

feaane windows trans crnnkitclwr

into w eboming places of light, beauty

and" comfcnt.

Tb lenrn mure, contact Jour

Andersen windnw and patio &tcn

draler listed in tlrcYellow Pages, send in

tlw couput, ar call 1-800-426-4261.

We'll show you how ow feattne

windaw s cr ente kitclwn envir onments

in which Jou can truly experienre

rh" joy of cooking.

Cmtehamea quality.

C ontt home to Ander s er L'i

Send. me free literatrre. I phn to Z bttiLl in

Citr Srate ziD

I plan to D rcmdel. I plan to | rcpltrce

A&lrcss

Cin

Zib Ptutu

Sarc

Sad n AndssqtYin&ru, [rc., PO. Box 39N, Peqia, IL 61614.

003-0693
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A
sumptuous

celebration of
Europe's most

diverslfied
cutstne

THE HERITAGE OF

SPANISH
COOKING

AI,ICIA RIOS . LOTIRDES MARCH

Glorious full-color
illustrations
tbrougbout,

including Spanish
art classics!

From Garlic Mushroom
Tapas to an exquisite
Majorcan Dry Vegetable
Soup...from the simple pota-

to omelet to the genuine
paella (which does not mix
meat and shellfish)...here
are the elegant flavors of
Spain, in a complete, glow-

ing volume that brings a

magnificent culture to life!

. 150 authentic recipes from
sopa to Tiger Nut Orgeat!

. History, lore, diaries, menus

. Lavish 9t/"" x l3'lo";256 pages

At bookstores or call
1-800-733-3000

RAND6M &nousu

rWonrRool,t

pottery is it's too well made.
There's no irony about it. "

Perfection of form certainly
doesn't concern Perry, who says

he likes making "wonky" pottery.
"I can't throw pots on a wheel-I
thought it would take me too long
to learn. So my vases are coil-
built, like a kiddie would build an

ashtray for his mom. "
Perry, who is thirty-three years

old, comes from Essex, and he still
maintains a studio there, drawing
inspiration from the squalor
around him. "I had to get away
from home, for the usual reasons. I
was quite good at drawing, and my
art teacher thought, 'This bloke is
weird enough to go to art col-
lege."' He studied sculpture at

Portsmouth Polytechnic, then
moved to London, "where the
streets are paved with. . . " He
doesn't finish the sentence.

While Perry was struggling,
working as a life model and a tea

boy, a friend suggested he come
along to evening classes in pottery.
While he was living with a painter
girlfriend, her gallery owner came

by, saw Perry's pots on their man-
tel, and offered him an exhibition;
his first show was in 1984. Now his
work is represented by the David
Gill Gallery in London and is pur-

chased by serious collectors.
Baron Hans Heinrich Thyssen-
Bornemisza's daughter bought a

vase for her father as a birthday
present, and novelist Kathy Acker
bought one as a wedding gift for
Marianne Wiggins and Salman
Rushdie.

Another Perry wedding pot also

met with an unhappy fate. He gave

a friend a vase inscribed, "To be

thrown during an argument which
ends in divorce." That marriage
lasted a year.

Perry's own wife, Philippa, is a
painter and sculptor. The center-
piece of their bright orange sitting
room, with a red sofa and electric-
blue carpet, is her fireplace sur-
round, which looks as if it has

oozed out of the wall-a mad com-
bination of a Gothic reredos and an

Indian temple frieze. lt lies under
the cool gaze of a blonde, wearing
a draped top and pearl earrings, in a
huge color photograph adorning an

adjacent wall. The blonde is Peny
himself, his long hair fluffed out
from its customary ponytail.

"l'm a tranny, that's it," he

says cheerfully and talks about his
alter ego, Claire. "She has been
with me since puberty, but she's
ahead of me. She's in her early for-
ties right now. I had been keeping
her in the background, but she's so

much in my work that I thought
people should know about her.
Most trannies are very straight,
and when they dress up as women,
they find freedom, but Claire's a

lot straighter than I am." He has

ventured outside in Claire's cos-
tumes but hasn't tried speaking to
anyone in her persona. "Most
trannies don't develop full female
characters, because as soon as they
open their mouths, they give them-
selves away. "

Perry's split personality doesn't
discourage thoroughly macho
types from enjoying his pots. "A
lot of people who buy my work are

into the shockingness of things.
They're the kind of people who
watch Reservoir Dogs." For peo-

ple with a foot in the rough and the
genteel worlds, Perry makes two-
faced pots: one side can safely be
turned to face the room when aged

relatives visit; the other will amuse
friends with earthier appetites.

Perry doesn't get much chance
to venture from his studio or his
Georgian terrace house in London.
"Television is where I get most of
my information about the world.
It's a major influence. "

Is that where he gets the sex and
violence?

"Oh, no," says Philippa.
"That's our daily life." (Grayson

Perry is represented by David Gill
Gallery, 60 Fulham Rd., London
SW3 6HH; 7 l-589-5946.) r
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The moment of discovery will live on for each

memories sparked by their Howard Miller clock. For a full-
catalog of Howard Miller's world of clocks, send $5 to:

X"Horrard Miller Ckcck Company
860 East Main Street, kelznd, Michigan 49464
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Three experts take a critical look
at neur design and gardenirg titles

Begency Design,
l790-184O: Gardens, Buildings,
lnteriors, Furniture
by John Morley
Abrams, $15O

Many people still think of the
Regency style in terms of its
dainty reincarnation in 1930s and

'40s decorating. All airs and
graces, that revival was a genteel

formula of delicate scale,

restrained color, discreet pattern,

and cautious proportion. Decorous
neo-Regency-with its lyre-backed
chairs, urn-shaped lamps, concave
mirrors, striped wallpapers, and

Greek-key borders-aimed for a

safe middle ground between the
traditional and the contemporary.
But as John Morley demonstrates
in his authoritative and eye-filling
book, the real thing embraced
everything but tepid good taste.
Regency was assertive, robust, and
unapologetic: more Becky Sharp
than Amelia Sedley.

Grandiose, complex, and rich,
always vivid, often showy,
sometimes garish, Regency design
directly reflected its namesake, the
prince regent (later King George
IV), a man given to indulging his
gargantuan appetites and florid

fantasies. Social and artistic arbiter
of early nineteenth century
England, he compulsively
decorated and redecorated his
palaces-including the most
famous, the Royal Pavilion at
Brighton-in a succession of
increasingly lush and exotic
schemes. The author, who
supervised the restoration of the

Brighton Pavilion in the 1970s

when he was its director, explores
the d\zzying variety of styles
subsumed under the rubric of
Regency and surveys a

bewildering half century with
unhurried aplomb and keen insight
into the origins, applications, and

meanings of design.
Morley emphasizes that

Regency went far beyond
the vigorous classicism we
now associate with the
antiquarian interiors of
Thomas Hope and the
inventive architecture of Sir
John Soane. The period was

also obsessed with
picturesque effects, from the
romantic landscapes of
Humphry Repton to the
intelligent urban planning of
John Nash. And then there

were such curiosities as

London's Egyptian Hall, built for
the greatest Regency furniture
maker, George Bullock; the
willow "cathedral," a Gothic
garden folly cunningly crafted
from bent branches that then took
root and sprouted leaves; and
Royal Lodge, a thatch-roofed
Gothic-Tudor cottage om6 at
Windsor where, Morley notes,
"George IV spent many sybaritic
hours with his cherry brandy and
elderly houris."

Solidly researched, engagingly
written, sumptuously illustrated,
and enormously entertaining,
Regency Design is the most
important decorative arts book of
the season, indeed of recent years.

John Morley's tour de force of
lucid, sustained scholarship is a
model of what needs to be done
for every other major epoch in the
history of design.-Martin Filler

cerrit Th. Rietveld:
The Complete Works
by Mariike Kiiper and lda van Ziil
Princeton Architectural
Press, $75

After the Red Blue armchair of
l9l8 and the Rietveld Schrcider
House of 1924, Gerit Thomas
Rietveld entered the design
pantheon of heroic modernists
where he seemed to be entombed
in fame forever. But for those who
think that Holland's most
celebrated architect had only one
great chair and house in him, this
book (also the catalogue for a

recent show at the Centraal
Museum in Utrecht) is an

illumination. Blessed with the gift
of form, the carpenter tumed
designer-architect was long-lived
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and prolific, and by the time the
De Stijl pioneer died in 1964, he

had completed nearly 700 designs
in several disciplines. In fact, it
was a brilliantly bookended career,
the last years as remarkable as the
first, with surprising episodes in
between. For the first time a single
volume offers the raw evidence of
Rietveld's design life before and
after his early success.

The book takes us from the

sturdy elemental oak table and
chairs of 1906, worthy of Donald
Judd, through the last masterly
villas, academic buildings, and

exhibition halls of the 1950s

and '60s. Meanwhile, we see

cradles, high chairs, and prams

-many 
made for Rietveld's

children-and the results of his
long investigations into the
industrialization of fumiture and
buildings. He designed do-ir
yourself crate furniture in the
1930s (to be assembled straight
out of a box.;. ventured into
graphics, and dabbled in
stereoscopic cinema. For his
generation the great architectural
subject of the twentieth century
was space, and from an early date,
he opened up-or avoided-
closed Euclidean forms to activate
space three-dimensionally.

Many designs don't conform to
the De Stijl preconception of
Rietveld. It was not until the
1950s, really, that Holland let
Rietveld be a no-holds-barred
modernist. Before then the
architect had frequent run-ins with
thick-skulled design review boards
that liked to impose sloping roofs,
instead of flat. But because he

often reinvented the Dutch
vernacular, the book allows an

unexpected interpretation of his
work outside modernism. The
project descriptions are brief and

don't tell whether these works are

really aberrations or evidence of a

second career. The neutral
descriptions also don't reveal what
Rietveld's relationship was to De
Stijl and vice versa. The authors
promise a second biographical
volume that will put this great
collection of material, much of it
unexpectedly nonconformist. in
perspective.-J oseph G i ovann i n i

J{oah's Garden: Festoring the
Ecology of Our Own Back Yards
by Sara Stein
Houghton tifflin, $21.95

At last, a wonderfully discomfiting
garden book! Noah's Garden
should raise the anxiety level of
American gardeners, though not
by stirring up the usual Anglophile
insecurities. Now that pollsters
rank gardening as America's
number one leisure activity and the

National Gardening Association
finds that 80 percent of U.S.
households garden, it's been easy

to congratulate ourselves on
becoming a nation of backyard
environmentalists. But after a

decade of cultivating her own six
acres in Westchester County, New
York (the subject of her riveting
1988 botanical confessional, My
Weeds), Sara Stein has come to
see the print of our collective
green thumb in a shockingly
impoverished landscape. ln Noah's
Garden, Stein tells how she, like
countless others, unintentionally
brought Rachel Carson's Sl/ent
Spring to her home turf:
conventional gardening had made

boring and beeless her lawn,
poisoned her pond, and evicted
plant and animal natives from
border and grove.

Distressed by the banen Eden
her "stylish gardening" had
wrought, Stein undertook an

examination of garden conscience.
This book chronicles the

consequent evolution of her
horticultural thinking and planting
philosophy. Eloquently, often
wittily, fusing ecology and
gardening, she explains why and

how she turned her back on British
models, banished pesticides and

sterile hybrids ("gorgeous
misfits"), and began to redesign,
replant, and reconnect her garden
to an earlier, indigenous American
landscape. By restocking native
plants on her own ark, Stein
invites the fireflies and bluebirds,
efts and newts back on board as
garden crew.

This is not to say Stein scraps
perennial borders, but she
"uncorsets" them for the sake of
biological diversity, for "a humor
and richness of meaning. . . missed
by the narrow views of
horticulture." She is a rare
visionary, both lyrical and earthy.
Her insight into the service
economy of plants and animals,
their self-regulated recycling and
predator-prey relationships. is
elegantly clear. A simple diagram
of an eighrlot suburban tract
development illustrates how
gardeners everywhere can put
together "the mosaic ecosystem of
future suburbia" in a visually
pleasing "pattern of small
woodlots edged with thickets,
connected by hedgerows, and
dotted with flowering meadows."
Harking back to Native American
tradition, Stein proposes "valuing
land by the life it harbors"; up-to-
date applications include tax
incentives for planting
autochthonous species, such as

fruiting shrubs that feed the birds.
Detailed appendixes evaluate
reference books and list nectar
plants for adult butterflies, host
plants for larvae, and berrying
plants for hedgerows, grouped by
fruiting season.

Stein hopes that as Americans
leam to understand how gardening
can be more than alfresco
decoration, they may also start to
value each private garden as a
habitat shared by a potentially rich
mix of flora and fauna-one small
plot in a continuous national
garden. Over the past few years
there have been numerous
proclamations of the "new
American garden"-even one
planted by that name at the
National Arboretum. Those were
intimations. Noah's Garden gives
us our most convincing view of
the promised land.-Patti Hagan
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Cret Irr To Somethiag More
Comfortable, I\fiade OutOf Cast Iron

*.-lr

That glass-like mirror finish and
sumptuous contemporary color is
crafted to shine as brilliantly in ten
years as it does the day your contractor
installs it.

But we recommend that you be an
educated consumer. Compare the other
manufacturers, from the lightweights to

steel. You'll find that for price, customer
satisfaction and nearly flawless quality,
an Eljer cast iron product is always the
perfect "fif'tor any occasion.

I
. . . because at Elier we want your time

to be occupied by thoughts of 100%
relaxation. Every Eljer enameled cast
iron fixture has 80 years of proven
durability behind it.

a

Call 1 - 800 4 ELIER 2 (41t5372)
for the name of the plumbingware

dealer who carries the complete line of
Eljer products.

AN EUEP ITIDI'SINES CO M PANY
Eljer. 17120 Dallas, Parkway. Suite 205. Dallas. Texas 75248 lAO04-EUER-Z In Canada. 5900 Ambler Drive. Unit 4. Mississauga, Ontario, Canadattlry;rH.
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SELECTS
txubarant sllhouettee an(l far'cltbl
patnt Jobs i[sttngutslr waterlnSl cara
of a certain a€€ fiom today's garator-
varietymodels.
t. P.ula Rubinrtein, $85. 2. llope Farm' tDlSO.
3. O'Day & Queen, $125. 4. matgatet Shenkl' tD45o.

5. Richard llulligan' $f 90.6. O'Day & Oueenr $125.
7. rteillage, $275.8. Shanlrr $60.9. Rublnsteln,
$45. lo. tultigan' $14O. ll. tulllgan, $12O.
12. The Elegant Earth, $560. 13. Shankr, !5410.

14. Ttoitlage, 1t95. 15. llope Farm, 175. 16. ODay &
Oueen, StOo. t7. f,ulllgan, $21o. 18. Shanks' $135.
t9. Hope Fann' $75.2O. O'DaY &
Oueen, $75. 21. Our Shop' tDl25.
22.lhe Elegant Earth' $45O.
23. Roomr & Gardenr, $85

Showers for Flowers

FI

The Eleg.nt Ee?th
1907 Cahaba Rd.
Birmingham,
AL 352?3
(20s\ E70-3264

llopc Flrm
South Orange, NJ
(nD 762-79v
by appt.

Bichard lulligant
8157 Sunset Blvd.
loo Angeles,
cA 9m45
(213) 6s0-E560

ODey & Oucen
Cambridge, MA
(6rD s36-s782
by appt.

Our Shop Antiquer
2103 Woodhead
Houston, "IX 77019
or3D42-027E

Boomr & Gardens
290 Lafayette St.
New York, NY f0012
(212) 431-1297

Booms & Gardenr
1631 Wisconsin
Ave. NW
Washington,
DC 20007
(202) 965-3820

Paula Bubinstein
65 Prince St.
New York, NY f0012
(212) 966-8954

fargaret Shanks
Brenham, TX
(409) 830-ffi06
by appt.

Treillage
418 East 75 St.
New York, NY 10021
(2t2) 53s-2288
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BtcDmGPnou-pt\l

)*.ti.n ir a country known ftrr its crystal clear

streams, pristine forests and a healthy concem for

the environment.

So it should come as no surprise that the

Swedes have engineered an environmentally-cor.

rect washer that conserves more

water than any of the better-

known, top-of.line washen. And

even more impressive, they've

engineered a washing machine

that\ going to wash your clothes

noticeably cleaner - all on notice-

ably les detergent and water!

Just take a look at the chart. The facts are

quite sobering - especially when you figure that

ASKO can save you 12,000 gallons of water a

A'sKo MAYTA(, tiE *HIRLPOOI- 
and stackable. yet they hold

yearl* And that means you can save buckets on

your water bill, too.

But lest y.ru think water conservation is rlur

entire story - it's not.l Leave it to the practical

and quality-conscious Swedes to also engineer

the quietest, "fit anywhere"

washer and dryer as weil.

And we do mcan anywhere-

like under kitchen cahinets

rur in hallway closetsl This is

possible because ASKO

washers irnd dryers are small

Ioads cornparable to your ordinary, top loading

rnachinesl \7e even have a dryer that doesn't

require irnl rrunide venting.

a

lf you want more information about ASKO,

and we hope you do, give us a call. Only then

can 1ou really appreciate just how ingeniously the

Swedes handle their drinking problems.

Skoitl

CallTol[.Free

r.800,367.2444

'' Br.tJ,rr ll l,,a,l. 1lr rumh mrltiplieJ fy rhc Jiilcrence,rf rhe averrsc

wrtcr u'rge ofrn ASKO irnd thr r(rlpetiti({r.

ASKO res an awcge of olm 16 gal)ou ol uaw g luil Tfu crrytitim ws an reage of alntt 47 gdlms ol wtn g lmd,.
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Han Fen$ comes

round the world
to spin heavenly

tales in silk
HAN FENG SPINS MAGIC
out of silk, elevating its
age-old elegance into ethe-
real drama. Her signature
hand pleating distin-
guishes everything from
small chiffon scarves to or-
ganza wraps and "smoke
rings" that envelop the
body like acloud. The thir-
ty-year-old designer grew
up in the picturesque Chi-
nese city of Hangzhou,
where silk is the major ex-
port and the people say,

"Heaven is here. " She left for New York eight years ago,
however, after falling in love with an American, now her
husband, who was teaching English there. Feng started

her own business four years ago; today, working out of
their Manhattan apartment with a circular living room

that offers sweeping city views, Feng is poised to take
on her rising stardom. She has expanded from scarves
into clothing and accessories as well as home de-
sign. Indeed her washable raw-silk table linens and
hand-pleated silk organza pillow shams give new

, meaning to the phrase "Heaven is here. "

E..t meota Wo.t, top loft, an a
Fcng teble .ettang, complete with
her warhrble raw.silk tablecloth,
rcverriblc place matr ailfully
arranged, and napkin wlth a
removable rilk tarse!. AboYe:
Plceted.ilk org.nza plllow rhams

A dlephenous coat ot
otganze. Detailr ree Fesourcer.

E

L
e
2g

Han Feng, left, wears
a pleated silk organza
scarf jacket of her
design. Aboue: Her
pleated silk organza hat.
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A chssical composition of Renaissance moti-6, this hand-carved Trumeau mirror is crafted in the Tuscany region of ltaly, well known
to Michelangelo. The hand-rubbed walnut finish complements the finely carved gilded leaves,
basket and omamentation.Joining this La Barge exclusive is a Marbro lamp in hand-cast bronze 

LO EO/ra-,over Roman marble, replete with hand-sewn silk shade. Available through select showrooms. JFq Pwa-o
The,name oJyour nearest ilealer is,av,ailable by writing La Barge or Marbro, Dept. 9j3, P.O. Box 1759, Holland, MI 49422. For your complete
eatalog of hand-erafted mirrors, incluile 86.00.
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Fabrics, Wallpapers, Furniture, Tables & Lamps

1-800-538-1880
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letter from the editor HG
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As soon as the weather turns urarm, you earr
practically feel the walls of your house stretching
out to eneompass a few feet, a few yards, or
even acres ofopen space. The choices begin to
multiply-where you sit, where you eat, where
your ehildren play are no longer determined by
the harsh realities of floor plans and square
footage. But for those of us eternally in the thra[
of decorating, migrating outdoors hardly means
escaping to the wilds of nature, at least not until
you've chosen the porch and garden furniture.

This month HG considers a particular rite of summer, alfresco entertairirg,
in deliciously romantic settings, from the Southampton cottage of Mark and
Duane Hampton to a Los Angeles garden pavilion by designer Craig \X/right.
For pastimes of a less ambitious sort, we amble up a country road to the
Cooperstown, New York, remeat that art dealers Jason McCoy and his wife, Diana
Buroughs, share with their three children, an homage to old-fashioned American
summers. A modest wood cabin overlooking a lake provides a weekend refuge for
Alabama architect Robert McAlpine, who celebrates sunset from a screened-in
gazebo on his dock.

The formal gardens of a Loire Valley chdteau, hardly a carefree escape, have
been designed expressly for the offstage pleasures of Rolling Stone Mick Jagger
and his wife, J.tty Hall. \7e profile David Easton, the designer of dream horrs.t
for American magnates, who for his own domain chose a more modest but no
less dreamlike property in upstate New York, complete with a cathedral-ceilinged
master bedroom and a vine-covered porch. Because God is in the decorating
details, we also look in on perfection-conscious Barbaru Barry, a Los Ang.les
designer, and consider a dazzling high-style assortment of lampshades.

And for a note of the eternal, there is our appreciation of Chinese blue and
white porcelain, treasures that manscend the centuries and the seasons, to be
savored within your own four walls.
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A federal farmhouse lures a New York {amily to
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The upstate Ner,r' \'ork
f countryside uhere' 

.Sanford, Samantha Clare.
and Jackson lltcCo-v f.r enjol a break from cit-v
life. opposile, has - 

:

a.

t
changed remarkably little
since James F'enimore
Cooper sel his Leather- '

stocking lales in the
area. 'l'he famil.r''s
countr) house. rigftt,
was badll- run-down
when it uas purchased
b;- the children's

r Producod by
Deborah Webrtcr

*

-t *rrc

tG7 )

parents. .fasrxr \lcCo-1
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IN THE I868 ATLAS OF OTSEGO COUNTY, MOSQUITO

Road zigzags through forested hills down to a spring-

fed lake that fills a nalrow glacial valley. It was here

that the path's engineers, the Iroquois, met and hunt-

ed; it was here as well that James Fenimore Cooper set

his stories of their history and lore and wrote passion-

ately of Otsego Lake, his "Glimmer-glass."
Mosquito Road has long since disappeared from

the maps, but its skeleton remains etched into the ter-

rain, which is unchanged since Cooper's day. Al-
though many of the Greek revival and Italianate
farmhouses and their outbuildings are in varying
states of disrepair, the quiet rural landscaP€, where

stone walls, fences, and woodlands
attest to the once-prosperous hops
fields and dairy pastures of a not-too-
distant agricultural heyday, still fits
Cooper's vivid descriptions.

Here, near Cooperstown, New
York, where the ghost of Mosquito
Road emerges from the woods to
overlook another glacial valley, lies

Goodspeed Farm. Built in l8l5 on

the Hyde Clarke estate, the simPle
hill farm barely predates the great

neoclassical Hyde Clarke family seat,

Hyde Hall, which commands the
north end of Otsego Lake. HYde Hall
is being restored; Goodspeed Farm
was sold to help pay the bills.

At the time the farm went on the

market in the mid 1980s, it had been

maintained-more or less-by tenant farmers as a
dairy operation. The barns and outbuildings were

threatening to collapse, the white house and its hodge-

podge of attached sheds was a nearwreck, and the cul-
tivated landscape had lost a bitter battle against briars

and locusts and the home army of deer, skunks, and

raccoons. Nevertheless, when contemporary art deal-

ers Jason McCoy and his wife, Diana Burroughs, saw

Goodspeed Farm in the fall of 1986, they knew their
search for a retreat from the tumultuous New York art

world was over.
"The farm itself was very beautiful, as desolate as

it was," recalls Jason McCoy, "but it was completely
uninhabitable-just short of having chickens in the

living room. " The McCoys responded to the beauty

of the site, the simplicity of the buildings, and the fact
that the house had not been significantly altered. The

old architraves were in place around the doors. There

were pieces of moldings and chair rails and floors.
And although various details had been added or tom
away over the years, enough traces remained to serve

as clues for the restoration. Above all, the propor-
tions-the very stuff of old hsu5s5-v',gre there to
lead the way through the maze of renovation.

The McCoys turned to their friend Alain Mertens, a
Belgian architectural designer who lived nearby, and

to John Branson, a local contractor experienced with
old houses. When Mertens was called away on anoth-
er project, British architect Christopher Smallwood,
who later designed the McCoys' new gallery on 57th

Street, was invited to share the job.
Carefully leaving the federal proportions of the

house intact, the McCoys and their crew attacked the

inside. "Renovating the house was as much taking

away as it was adding on," recalls Jason. Then they

rebuilt the house in its original style, adding a guest

room and more play space upstairs for their growing
brood-two rambunctious sons, Sanford and Jack-

son, and a daughter, Samantha Clare, on the way.
"What we looked for was a clarity in the house-to

clarify the spaces," says Jason. "We took as much as

possible of what we were given. What didn't quite
work was a question of balance: we would add or
build to match, for example, a window or a door. We

took out sheds and put back shedlike stuff." They
copied the chair rail fragment they found in the dining
room for the entire room and duplicated the archi-
traves around new windows and doors. They repeated

paint colors they discovered inside the dining room
cupboards. They kept the partition and arch that once

framed a bed alcove, a rare surviving example of
Dutch architectural influence in upstate New York.
One exterior window became an interior one, provid-
ing a view into the hallway, once a dirt-floor shed.

Inthelibraryawall (Continued onpage 184)

The McCoys kept the "footprint of the house"
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In the living room, above, a George Smith sofa, a Boston wing chair, c. 1780, from Joel Mathieson, NyC, and anAmerican Chippendale chair are grouped around the fireplace. The McCoys found the pewter plate on the hunt
table at a local auction. Sisal from Stark Carpet. Below: A, lgth-century Spanish coloniaf table fiom Kelter-Malc6,

NYC, occupies the center of the back hall' under a chandelier Diana iaved from her grandmother,s apartment.
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"Things are sterile

when they become
too pure, " says

Drana Burroughs
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piped in bright
pink under a collage
'by Leonard Stokes.
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The furniture in the master bedroom, above, is mostly lfth century, including an American bed from Bertha Black, NyC,
and a painted table, but the art is 20th century-notably an oil on linoleum by Jackson Pollock, Jason's uncle, over the maniel.

Antique hooked rug from Cynthia Beneduce, NYC. Below.' A pair of l8th-century French faience cows keep watch on the
American dining table, c. 1E30, while Sheffield silver candlesticks await use on a l9th-century Pennsylvania painteO sideboard.
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family's house in Greenwich Villa$e. n Rezzori
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' Photographs by Bruce Weber Produced by
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In the garden, below, the Clemente family, Nina, Alba, Andrea, Pietro,
Francesco, and Chiara. Top, from lefl: Ln lndonesian turban ornament

recalls travels in the East. Francis Picabia's Hdlias, 1929, hangs above

the dining room mantel' Sottsass vases line a shelf below portraits
of the twins, Pietro and Andrea, by the Starn twins, Mike and Doug.

Echoes of soiourns abroad

fill the Clementes' rooms

106
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ALTHOUGH ALBA AND FRANCESCO CLEMENTE

both insist that Francesco had little to do with put
ting together their house in New York, the rooms

they live in reflect his anistic sensibility as faith-
fully as they mirror her Mediterranean beauty and

vitality. Moving into this house in 1989 was im-
portant for both of them: it was the first place they

had ever owned since they met in Rome thirteen

years before-he a young painter, she a rising ac-

tress-and got married in Amalfi, Alba's birth-
place. During their early years together they led a

nomadic life, with sojourns everywhere from
Amsterdam and Madras to New York and Saint

Moritz. Along the way, their first two children,

Chiara and Nina, "slept in cupboards," as

Francesco puts it. Only after the twin boys, An-

drea and Pietro, were born in 1987 did the Cle-

mentes feel they should give their offspring a

more conventional upbringing. So here they set-

tled, in Greenwich Village, in a roomy four-story
house. The couple drew a line under the restless

past and opened a new epoch in their lives, but

they have neverdisavowed their merry vagrancy.

Their house is full of echoes from those wan-

derings, though it holds no accumulation of ob-
jects dragged along. Alba and Francesco are not

souvenir collectors: whatever has marked and en-

riched their lives they carry within themselves.

Scarcely anything hints at the years spent in In-

dia-except, of course, Francesco's paintings,

which ooze Eastern philosophy. The fact that he

and his wife remain Italian to the core may have

counted in their decision to live on a street where

the freshest mozzarella and the greenest arugula

are to be had and caf6s redolent of espresso are

only a short walk away. But inside the house,

were it not for Alba's smoky Anna Magnani voice

and the walls and floors painted rich colors one

associates with Italy, there wouldn't be even a
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Mexican folk chairs
surround a Scottish
refectory table.
Wall finishes nere
a collaborative
effort between Alha
Clemente and
architect Richard
Gluckman. Details
see Resources.
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The children sleep in
beds designed for
them by Kenny Scharf
and wake up among

Keith Haring drawings

trace of the Clementes' native land. The children,
now seasoned New Yorkers, express themselves
more naturally in English.

The house-actually two Greek revival build-
ings joined in a 1920s remodeling-stands in one

of a pair of rows facing parallel streets that flank a

large square of united backyards planted with
lawns and trees. In the 1970s Bob Dylan lived in
what is now the Clemente house and was so ag-

gressively besieged by his fans that he had his bit
of garden enclosed by a wall. The wall was torn
down when he left, and nowadays the Clementes
look out their back windows on what could be a
green in some country town-quite a contrast to

the busy street life in front oftheir habitat. I call it
a habitat rather than a habitation, for this is indeed

an environment, not just a dwelling. It is a truism
that the manner in which we select and assemble

the things that surround us has become more ex-
pressive. more telling about our complex selves,

than the fashion in which we dress-the field of
symbols is wider, the possibility of sending sig-

nals ampler. With psychological penetration and

taste, Alba has arranged the elements of her fam-
ily's surroundings to suit their talents, their predi-
lections, and their (Continued on page 182)

Chiara and Nina. Delarv right. Below center: A
portrait of Nina by her father. Below left: Chiara's
desk displays drawings dedicated to the Clemente
children by Keith Haring and Kenny Scharf . Above
/e/.. Nina reclines on a floor her mother painted.
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Tantric drawings 
"." "lu.t".ui}above iron beds Scharf designed i

for Pietro and Andrea. The ,

floor is "blu mare," a favorite
color from the paternal studio.
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twins play in
Chiara's r00m
near a 1985 Scharf
drawing. Rdg[t.'
Pietro traces his
father's profile,
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painted in collaboration uith Jean-$Iichel
Basquiat, to the right of a bouquet ol'bkrssoms,

In every room , art
15 not An asset

to show off but a

personal matter
v/oven into daily life r1

{

l&.
l:

:

F-rancesco and
Alba Clemente.
above. Right:
Detail of a

Clemente pastel,
(iss, 1983.
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ASTON

\IASTER BUILDER
The stately homes of America, Easton style,

often begin with a sketch on a napkin. By Carol Vogel

ttz

Photographs by Oberto Gili Produced by Jacqueline Gonnet
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THE
CROCKER

HOUSE

IF THE LATE
twentieth centu-
ry has a Stanford
White, it might

well be David Easton. The stately
homes of America are the Easton
specialty. And all the great styles
of history are the Easton style.

Like a character actorn the fifty-
five-year-old decorator enjoys
playing many roles, at once archi-
tect, interior designer, landscaper,
and furniture maker. "What inter-
ests me most is the way architec-
ture, decoration, and landscaping
fit together," Easton says. "There
shouldn't be more than one cook
making the souffl6. "

Nor should the cook be rushed.
While Easton is known for his abil-

ity to make a detailed sketch of a
house and its grounds on a tiny
scrap ofpaper in all often seconds,
an Easton house takes time: three
months just for the preliminary
drawings, another six months for

"First we understand history and
the correct proportioning of the
architecture. Only then, if we choose,
do we break the rules," says David
Easton, right. "the essence of Easton-
his scale, his vision-is the Crocker
house. Opposite fop.' A sketch of the
faqade. Above.' The rear elevation.
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the construction drawings, and aP-

proximately eighteen months for
construction and decoration. Eas-

ton has a list of people willing to
wait a yearor more for his services.
They don't seem to mind.

One of the reasons for Easton's
popularity is that he belongs to that
seasoned group of "gentleman
decorators" that includes Albert
Hadley, Mario Buatta, Mark
Hampton, Keith Irvine, and Wil-
liam Hodgins. Unlike some of
their younger counterparts, these

men aren't ashamed to point out
that comfort is every bit as impor-
tant as style. And style, according
to Easton, is not putting a signature
look on every house he decorates;

rather it is translating how the cli-
ent wants to live.

Although Easton is best known
for his English-inspired interiors,
he prides himself on being able to
adapt to any style a project de-
mands. He even enjoys designing
the occasional modern house.
"Modern architecture is just an-

other style, another flower in the
garden to make a bouquet," he
says . ' 'I have enorrnous respect for
architects like Luis Barrag6n,
Frank Lloyd Wright, and Alvar
Aalto, but little respect for post-
modernism. I'd rather build a clas-
sical building and learn from it
than simply stick a classical pedi-

ment on top of a modern box. "
But the common thread through

all his work is history and tradi-
tion. "I'm basically very Ameri-
can in my thinking," says Easton.
"Despite influences from all over
the world-France, Italy, En-
gland-I always come back to
what is American. That logical
thinking, comfort, and sense of
place here in America. And, of
course, houses that are lived in;
dogs shouldbe on sofas. The worst
thing is to try to force a life style on
a client. You can't make someone

wear Givenchy if they feel more
comfortable wearing the Gap. "

David Easton came to New
York in the 1960s to study archi-
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Detail of a
and parapet on

style Crocker house.

fl

A consistent vision: Adam-
style mantel, Brunschwig

& Fils wallpaper.

Scenic wallpaper from Zuber
creates an alluring

vista in the dining room.
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tecture and interior design at Pratt
Institute. "After graduation I
won the Fontainebleau competi-
tion and was able to study and
travel in France, Holland, En-
gland, and ltaly," he says. "It
was a demimonde grand tour, a

five-dollars-a-day whirl through
Europe." It was during this trip
that Easton became fascinated
with British architects like Sir
John Soane. "In 1965," he re-
calls, "nobody really knew who
Soane was. "

Upon returning to New York,
Easton spent three years working
for the decorator Edward Wormley
and then landed a job as an assis-
tant at Parish-Hadley, at the same
time as Bunny Williams. Williams
stayed at Parish-Hadley for twen-

ty-two years. Easton lasted only a
year and a half. ln 1972 he started
his own firm with Michael La
Rocca, a partnership that contin-
ued for eleven years.

Today David
Anthony Eas-
ton, Inc., oper-
ates from a turn-
of-the-century
brownstone on
Manhattan's Upper East Side
which looks more like his house
than his place of business. The
book-filled conference room has a
fireplace, chintz-covered arm-
chairs, and walls lined with prints.
His office depends on the services
of forty full+ime people, twelve of
them architects under the aegis of
Eric Smith, who will build a thir-

TUEWINDOWS

Even the lanterns in
the gallery were

designed by Easton.

THE
KTUGE
HOUSE
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AND CURTAINS ARE DESIGNED SIMULTANEOUSLY

Several colors of
travertine, set into a star
burst in the gallery floor.

PIan for the drawing
room ceiling, inspired by

Russborough, c. 1750.

Faux marbre Corinthian
columns frame the

drawing room entrance.
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ty-room mansion from scratch
or landscape a garden or sim-
ply freshen up a room with a new
coat of paint.

He has built an international fol-
lowing over the years, and certain-
ly some of the most Prominent
houses in this country bear his
hand. He has decorated houses and

apartments for John and Patricia
Kluge, Milton and Carroll Petrie,
and William and Helen Crocker.
Among his peers, Easton is ad-
mired for being able to work with
both husband and wife even after a

divorce. "We become their best
friends and psychiatrists,' ' he says.

"It's hard not to form a deeP

friendship with David," says Pa-

tricia Kluge, the former wife of
John Kluge. "He becomes a Part
of your life." Mrs. Kluge recalls
their first meeting. lt was teatime
at the Helmsley Palace in Manhat-
tan. She was looking to build an

enorrnous complex in Charlottes-
ville, Virginia. "This was a chance

to design one of the greatest es-

tates in America since the 1940s,"
Easton says.

Easton and Kluge sketched A1-

bemarle House on the back of a

napkin. In an hour and a half it was

all designed-a forty-five-room
American-style Georgian house

with a chapel, on an estate that
would include stables, a green-

house, and bams. And it was built
exactly as it was first drawn. In ad-

dition to the Charlottesville house,

Easton also designed The Virgin'
ian, John Kluge's 204-foot boat,
which sleeps twelve and accom-
modates a crew of sixteen.

"He brings to the table so much
more than the average decorator, "
Patricia Kluge says, particularly
his knack for listening to his clients
and not simply imposing his own
ideas. He likes to get everyone in-
volved. If he believes a house
should be done in a certain style, he

will take his clients to see other ex-
amples of that style, whether in his
own backyard or halfway around
the world. "He's supportive and

adapts to your needs," she adds.
"A certain kind of magic happens

when we work together. "
Another Easton enclave, built

on the Eastern Shore of Maryland
for real estate developer William
Crocker and his wife, Helen, in-
cludes a 16,000-square-foot
house, a barn, stables, two staff
houses, and a pool and pool house.
"The plan was loosely based on

the historical precedent of Mount
Airy in Virginia," Easton saYs.

Yet in its details, such as insulating
glass windows treated to block
ultraviolet light, it's as much a

twentieth-century house as an

eighteenth-century one.

Easton's favorite projects are
those, like the Crocker house, that
involve him in every aspect of the
design process, from choosing the
land and arriving at the right archi-
tectural style to building the house,
landscaping the gardens, and fur-
nishing rooms with bedside tables,
sheets, and dinner napkins. During
the process Easton will make
countless trips, here and abroad, to
study the style.

"Traveling," says the decora-
tor, "is a constant learning pro-
gsss-sgsing houses all over the
world and working with different
craftsmen. For mosaics and lac-
quer I go to Venice. For mantels
and boiserie it's Paris. Hardware
and lighting fixtures I find in Lon-
don. Hungary and Portugal are
where I have carpets made. And
Amsterdam is where we do work
for the boats we design. "

Easton's team of architects and
designers is like a well-rehearsed
chamber music group. From the
inception of a house, decorators,
architects, and landscape archi-
tects are brought together to work
out every detail, down to the door-
knobs. For instance, when a room
is in the design stage, the windows
and curtains are designed simulta-
neously. As soon as ground is bro-
ken for a house, shopping trips for
furniture begin. Fabrics and paint

ExcvcLoPEDIA oF A SIYIP
BooKS OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND DRAWINGS OF THE CAPE DUTCH STYLE, WHICH EASTON PREPARED

IN SOUTH AFRICA, INSPIRED A NEW HOUSE FOR MR. AND MRS. RALPH FALK II IN SALT LAKE CITY.
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Eight entrances show variations on

the style unique to CaPe Town.
Photograph and measured drawing

of a houre called Stellenberg.
Six treatments lor side gables'

dating lrom l75O to 182O.
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colors are selected for each room.
Color-coded notebooks are used to
record furniture, fabrics, paint
samples, and objects. Furniture
plans are drawn up and models are

constructed. From these James
Steinmeyer, the office artist in res-
idence, paints watercolors of each

room so clients can easily visualize
their new home.

Carroll Petrie recalls the first
time she visited Easton's office
more than ten years ago. "When I
got there, I was greeted by Lilly,
his dog," she says. "I was so cap-
tivated between meeting David
and his cozy office I never wanted
to leave. There was an instant
chemistry between us."

"With David things are ongo-
ing," continues Petrie, who has

worked with Easton on two apart-
ments in New York, a house in
Southampton, and an apartment in
Palm Beach. "There's always
someone from his office on hand to
help, even if it's just to get the
house ready for a dinner party. "

Right now, Easton finds himself
all overthe globe: "I guess I have a

certain wanderlust. I can't stop
traveling. " His current projects in-
clude a northern Italian stucco
house in Caracas, a Cape Dutch
house in Utah, a modern house for
a contemporary art collector in San

Francisco, and a Bahamian-stYle
house in the Caribbean.

"I've gotten used to sleeping in
a different bed in a different coun-
try every night," Easton saYs. At
this point, his clients expect noth-

ing less. "David has that kind of
high-level energy that never
stops-never, " says Petrie. "He's
always on the road. But when You
need him," she adds, "he alwaYs

manages to be there. " a

In Easton's bedroom, above left, an
Italian model of a baroque church
forms the centerpiece of another
skillful arrangement above an l8th-
century chest; the chairs are Gothic
revival with cushions in a Brunschwig
cotton. Left: Iron and oak chairs and
a lantern from Mill House Antiques,
Woodbury, on the guesthouse Porch.
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Limed oak trusses
the tone in the
The steel campaign
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The latest shades steal the
limelight. 1. Square leather-
lashed parchment. $135,
from Jonal, NYC (212) 879-
9200. 2. Shirred silk with
ruched edge, to the trade
to order from Ruth Vitow,
NYC (212) 355-6881. 3.
Woven paper, to the trade to
order from Abat-Jour. NYC
(212) 7s3-5455 by appt. 4.
Pleated silk with gallery,
$250, from Charlotte Moss
& Co.. NYC (212)772-3320.
5. Faux bois candleshade,
$50, from Whispering Pines,
Piermont (914) 359-6303;
Delray Beach (407) 274'
6950. 6. Birch bark laced
with raffia, $75, from Whis-
pering Pines, Piermont (914)
359-6303: Delray Beach

(407 ) 21 4-6950. 7. Hand-
fluted antiqued Parchment,
$34, from CranberrY Hill
Custom Lighting, CaPe
Neddick (207) 363-5178. 8.
Octagonal laux grained ce-

dar. $150, from WhisPering
Pines, Piermont (9t4) 359-
6303; Delray Beach (407)
274-6950.9. Cut and
pierced paper, to the trade to
order from Abat-Jour, NYC
(212)753-5455 by aPPt. 1O.
Brass mesh, $2fi), bY David
Landis, for dealers (2t2)
563-7568. 11. Hand-sten-
ciled stars from England,
$55, at Gracious Home.
NYC (212) sl7-6300. 12.
Hand-painted striPes, $80,
from Jonal. NYC (212) ti79-
9200.13. Shirred and
fringed silk candleshade'Produced by Deborah Webster
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$100, to order from Bohn
Bohn, NYC (212) 874-2951
by appt. 14. Square hand-
painted faux leopard, $150,
from Jonal, NYC (212) 879-
9200. 15. Square birch bark,
$95, from Whispering Pines,
Piermont (914) 359-6303;
Delray Beach (407) 274-
6950. 16. Football-shaped
silk candleshade with ruffle,
$100. to order from Bohn
Bohn, NYC (212) 874-2951
by appt. 17. Hand-cut d6-
coupage, $210, to order from
Oriental Lamp Shade Co.,
NYC (212) 832-8190. 18.
Hat-shaped skirted silk,
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$250, to order from Bohn
Bohn, NYC (212) 874-2951
by appt. 19. Tangerine
beaded glass, $325, to order
from Hazel Hammond,
NYC (2l2) 473-2500 by
appt.2O. Beaded-glass
cone, $350, to order from
Hazel Hammond, NYC
(212) 473-2500 by appt. 21.
Hand-painted leopard-spot-
ted coolie in three colors, $95
ea.. from Jonal. NYC (212)
879-9200. 22. Beaded-glass
"madhatter," $375. to order
from Hazel Hammond. NYC
(212) 473-2s00 by appt.
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The south front of La
Fourchette, an lSth-
century chAteau, aligns
with the central path
that runs between
parterres of roses and
lawn enclosed by
pleached hornbeams.
Climbing roses grow
against the terracc wall
to the left of the
double staircase and
espaliered peaches and
nectarines to the right.
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designed for lvlick Jaggpu

Hall in the Loire Valley '
she

Jerry
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Photographs by Alexandre BailhacheG
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..HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE A GARDEN IN
France for Mick lagger?" This astonishing sugges-
tion came from a mutual friend a few years ago. At the
time I thought it must be a joke since Mick Jagger and
I had never met and our worlds were poles apart.
However, flattered and intrigued, I went to the Loire
Valley to see the property, La Fourchette, and meet
the new owner. From the start I knew I must do the
garden. Not only had the place a magical quality, but
Mick and Jerry Hall charmed me with the sincerity of
their desire to bring the timeworn chAteau and garden

back to their former glory. I was pretty well given a

free hand, the only brief being not to introduce too
much formality and topiary. I think Mick hoped his
new garden would take shape instantly and that the
young trees and shrubs we planted would pop up to
full maturity overnight. Alas, that never happens, as

all serious gardeners know.
La Fourchette covers several acres, some cultivat-

ed, some not, in the heart of chAteau country north of
Amboise. Mick and Jerry's chdteau, built of a mellow

local limestone, is eighteenth century. They have
converted a much earlier stone structure on one side of
an adjacent graveled courtyard, originally a chapel,
into guest rooms; on another side is an ancient pigeon-
nier where the autumn apple crop is stored. In the sev-
enteenth century Madame de Maintenon is said to
have visited a house on this site, long since vanished,
which reputedly belonged to the family of her first
husband, the poet Paul Scarron.

Some years later, in a letter to her friend Madame
du Deffard, the duchesse de Choiseul praised La Four-
chette's fine old chestnut trees. Fine avenues of chest-
nuts still flank the chateau on its high tenace. But when I
lrst saw the garden that stretches out below the terrace
in front ofthe house, it consisted ofvines, vegetables, a

lot ofragged grass, and general chaos. Fortunately, low
stone walls and some gravel paths had endured to out-
line a symmetrical framework.

Little by little, my plans for the garden began to
take shape. I found good shrubs for sale at Kerdalo,
Prince Wolkonsky's remarkable garden in Brittany;

In the foregrotnd, above, roses line the chAteau terrace. One level down, clipped box domes and trIiDiscns syriacus
standards punctuate islands of lavender edged in dwarf euonymusl varieties of Rosa nrgosa bloom in the borders flanking
steps to the lowest level. There, trellised pyramids of golden ivy at the centers of the rose parterres and jets of water in
the four rectangular ponds beyond compose a symmetrical ensemble set off by woods and fields. Opposite, clockwise from
top left: Russell hybrid lupines tower at the base of a vine-clad wall. Mick Jagger pauses on a garden walk. Contrasting
foliage enhances the sculptural effect of hedges and shrubs. Roses climb an arbor designed by Alvilde Lees-Milne.
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Behind a four-foot heise of espalierg{'
apples. the garden's east wall sqpports a
profusion of climbing roses. Aniong the '.

varieties, both old and new, are 'Bantry
Bay'. 'Constance Spry', and 'Alchemist'.
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Peonies, inctuding the dark 'Dr. H. Barnsby', flower beside a lawn near the douve, or moat' which is hidden
in a grove of trees at the southern end of the main garden. The ducks, like the sheep that graze in fields outside
the garden walls, are reminders of the informal rural scene that is also part of everyday life at La Fourchette.

one or two local nurseries supplied the more elemen-
tary things, such as lavender, fruit trees, and the

dwarf euonymus the French call fusain; and I ordered

a quantity of shrub roses, old and new, from England.
But because the renovation of the chdteau-the laying
of water pipes, the digging of drains, and so forth-
constantly got in the way after work on the garden had

begun, plants had to be shifted and allowed to resettle.

Moreover, the soil is alkaline and quite porous, and

the Loire Valley climate is tricky: the summers are

long, warm, and dry, and the winters can be cold and

damp. Three severe winters took such a toll on new

shrubs that we needed to replant repeatedly.
Now, however, neat pyramids of Irish and English

yew and large balls of box and variegated holly firmly
punctuate the garden's simple geometry. The central

axis is a straight gravel walk that leads south from a
horseshoe staircase at the edge of the chAteau terrace

and down to a canal known as the douve, or moat. On

either side of the path, tall pleached hornbeams-the
lower parts of their trunks concealed by four-foot
hornbeam hedges-frame two parterres enclosing
lawns and beds of yellow roses. At the center of each

enclosure the golden variegated Persian ivy Hedera

colchica 'Dentata Aurea' grows up a tall trellised pyr-
amid surrounded by the old white rose 'Gruss an Aa-
chen'. The wooden pyramids were built by the same

excellent local carpenter who made the seats, arbors,
tubs, and summerhouse I designed for La Fourchette.

Later additions, along the east and west sides of the

garden beyond the pleached hornbeams, are tunnels
of laburnum, wisteria, and clematis underplanted
with bulbs of every description. Cross-axial paths are

now lined with cordon apples underplanted with lav-
ender, which also provides a fragrant edging. (The

I think Mick hoped
his new garden

would pop up
to fulI maturity

overnight
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A turbaned stone soldier leans on his shield in the grotto under the horseshoe stairs, a welcome retreat from the
summer sun. Lavender edging softens the base of the walls, and the variegated Persian ivy Hedera colchica.Dentata
Aurea' brightens the shade. The eye-catcher at the end of the axial path ii a latticed pavil:ion built near the douve.

bees at La Fourchette produce a wonderful lavender-
scented honey, which is used in the chAteau kitchen.)
A variety of herbaceous plants-lupines, species ge-
raniums, sedums, delphiniums, asters, and lady's-
mantle, among others-grow beneath the low
weathered walls in borders close to the upper terrace.
These beds do not really constitute full-blown herba-
ceous borders in the English sense, something French
gardeners accustomed to spare formality have never
entirely comprehended, yet in late summer the plant-
ings take on a rather romantic disarray. My partner,
Jim Honey, regularly goes to La Fourchette to oversee
new planting and help maintain the English influence.

On one of my own early visits to the chdteau, walk-
ing through long grass beyond where the rose par-
terres now lie, I discovered the vestiges of four small
rectangular ponds which, presumably, had once been
used for inigation. They are now fully restored, with
an upright Irish yew at each comer and a jet of water
splashing gently at the center of every pool. Other
welcome survivors, closer to the banks of the douve,
are the old pear trees, which I have interplanted with
peonies and roses, and the mass of Cycla men hederi-
folium which has self-sown in the rough grass under

old hornbeams where wild narcissus and tall cowslips
thrive as well. A less agreeable remnant of the past
was a huge rotting lean-to greenhouse at the very en-
trance to the garden. I desperately wanted to get rid of
it, but the national commission known as the Monu-
ments Historiques, which controls landmark build-
ings, insisted it must remain. Today, after complete
renovation, the greenhouse supplies seedlings for the
gardens and potted plants for the chAteau.

The flowers are Jerry's favorite part of the garden.
She likes to gather all sorts of bouquets by the armful
to arrange indoors-I am now putting in new cutting
beds for her-and has become an expert at deadhead-
ing the many roses. Mick, who spends as much time at
La Fourchette as his busy life allows, often takes
notes in the garden, jotting down questions for me
about particular plants or suggesting ideas for the fu-
ture. He is especially fond of trees, and one can see his
influence in a large field to the west of the parterres
which we have planted with red oak, liquidambar,
lime, birch, willow, and poplar. I am glad to see that,
even when trees do not mature quite so quickly as he
might wish, Mick has learned to find satisfaction in
watching his garden grow. a
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SPOTLIGHT

FANTASTICAL FURNITURE ON A MONUMENTAL SCALE SEEMS TO TAKE SHAPE IN FRONT

of your eyes as you open the door of the Tribeca work space/showroom of designers

Manolo and Arnaldo Ferrara. Made of recycled wood, wheels, and hinges, Ferrara's

massive thrones and tables move and change dimension. "I think it's very futurist,"
he says of his work, "but the material that is available to me at this moment makes it
look medieval. " Cuban-born Manolo and Venezuelan-born Ferrara met in New York

in 1985. Four years later they opened Silencio, an East Village restaurant where-every-

thing was for sale, including Ferrara's furniture and Manolo's hats and accessories.

Now Manolo has ventured from millinery into what he calls "ready couture," show-

ing his romantic creations on runways Ferrara endowed with curves like those of a
woman's torso or a river. When the two are not busy with clients and collections, they

take off for the cottage they are building in Venezuela. ''It seems to grow right out of
therocksandtrees," saysManolo. "Thefurniture," addsFerrara, "isalreadymade!
All you have to do is drag it from the forest floor. " wendy Goodman

Sara Jane in
Manolo's beaded

dress and
dancing shoes.
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"Read-v- couturier"
Manolo, rigir,
a muslin on

the 0ctopus City desk
and the white Venus
of Many Arnrs throne
behind it, opposite,
for him. The cork.hall
shaw!, the hats. and
the fertility necklace
of cherrywood beads
are Il{anolo's work. In
the
Bowen's
of the Bay
Details see
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Ferrara's Towers of Babel seat.

Ferrara with his

./ door for Omar,
an agent for

: makeup artists.

.-)

Ferrara's tree-bark eyeglasses and
Manolo's mica and brass belt.
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A full spectrum
of yellows-from
the chrome hue
on the walls of
the living room
to the lemon and
amber chevrons
painted on the
floor and the
sunny shades of
the silk fabrics-
creates a radiant
environment,
opposite, for the
wide-ranging
collections of Los
Angeles antiques
dealers Margaret
and Joel Chen,
right, with
their daughters,
Fiona and
Bianca, Details
see Resources.

LrvrNG rN
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Strong hues unire

the varied collecrion of

antiques dealers

Joel and N4argaret Chen

By Vlichelle Huneven

Photographs by Dominique Voritlon

WHEN ANTIQUES DEALER JOEL CHEN AND HIS WIFE,
Margaret, set out to renovate their Tudor-style brick
house in Los Angeles's historic Hancock Park, they
faced a challenge particular to L. A.: how to turn mul-
ticulturalism to aesthetic advantage. "Our design di-
lemmas," says Joel Chen, "were both aproduct and a
reflection of life in this city. "

Diversity was not an issue eighteen years ago when
the Chens, then newlyweds, opened their Melrose
Avenue antiques shop: they sold only Asian porce-
lains. Joel and Margaret-who were born in Shang-
hai, raised in Hong Kong, and met in California-
launched their business and their family simulta-
neously. Fortuitously, porcelain sold very well in-
deed. When decorators began seeking greater variety,
the Chens accommodated them; soon the shop wasProduced by Pilar Viladas
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crammed with antiques from three continents.
"Our own taste kept growing and changing with

the business," says Joel. At first the Chens collected

only porcelains and decorated their house with muted

colors and simple furniture to showcase their finest
pieces. But after sixteen years of increasingly eclectic

acquisitions, their original decorating premise no

longer worked. The house, Margaret recalls, was
"beige and white with piles of things everywhere."

The transformation began in the backyard with the

installation of a swimming pool and brick patio. Then
walls began to fall, and the family room and the kitch-
en doubled in size. As soon as the construction was

complete, Joel, in consultation with Margaret, went
to work. "I believe anything goes-together. It's a

question of making it fluid," he says.

His inspiration was color-serious color, forceful
enough to absorb and mediate the dramatically differ-
ent styles and origins oftheir favorite pieces. The first
splashes ofcolor appeared underfoot, with large geo-

metric designs in yellows, black,
and white that were adapted from
pop art by designer David Speaks

and painted on the floors of the

entry and the living, dining, and
family rooms.

Next came the dining room
walls, which were painted the
shade of ripe persimmons, a hue

intense enough to unify such un-
likely housemates as an eigh-
teenth-century Dutch marquetry
cabinet, seventeenth-century Ital-
ian gilt Corinthian pillars from the
Hearst castle at San Simeon, Bie-
dermeier-style chairs of Joel's de-
sign, and a radiant blue and white
porcelain fishbowl from the Qian-
long period, 1736-96.

Joel then turned to the living
room, which became yellow-all
yellow. Chrome yellow walls.
Canary yellow silk on custom so-
fas and chairs. Lemon yellow pil-
lows. Yellow-striped taffeta
curtains. Enveloped in this exu-
berant glow are two eighteenth-

century Chinese black lacquer cabinets with
polychrome painting, a gold-leafed Parsons table, a
seventeenth-century Korean table inlaid with tortoise
and mother-of-pearl, and a George McNeil canvas.

While color worked admirably as a unifier, it did
not resolve every design problem. As the work pro-
gressed, Joel felt a need to subtract rather than add ob-
jects. Much to his surprise he found himself hauling
things back to the shop or the warehouse. "Eighty
percent of what we had collected we ended up not us-

ing," he says. He still sounds surprised.
But if he lost the satisfaction of sheer accumula-

A Ming dynasty bronze vase full of yellow tulips, aDoue

left, rests on an antique Korean table in front of a
banquette designed by David Speaks and upholstered in a
Christopher Norman taffeta. Opposite: In the dining room
Biedermeier-style chairs with chartreuse seats punctuate
the reds, blacks, and golds of the Chens' Dutch marquetry
cabinet, the lTth-century gilt column, and the rich fabrics
from Nobilis-Fontan, Clarence House, and Kent'Bragaline.

I

"I believe
anything goes-
together, "
says Joel Chen
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tion, he gained the pleasure of achieving ideal combi-
nations. "When I put two different objects together

and make them work," he confides, "that is a mo-

ment of great joy." In the family room, for example,

he began with a simple boxy sofa designed by Speaks

and a 1954 painting by Edward Dugmore. Then two
Venetian neoclassical gilded chairs "turned every-
thing around, ' ' he says . When he introduced bold ver-

tical stripes on the curtains, the sofa, and mounds of
pillows, he recalls, "a timelessness set in. " Today an

eighteenth-century English marble lion reposes on the

black granite coffee table, and a second-century B.c.

Roman marble torso once owned by studio magnate

Jack Warner stands beside a Biedermeier sofa.

Upstairs the mood is more tranquil-"Margaret
felt the color should be quieter where we sleep, " says

Joel, "and I eventually agreed"-but his penchant

Manuel Canovas stripes in primary colors lend an informal
and decidedly contemporary air to the lamily room, above,

despite its ebonized Biedermeier sofa and Regency gilded
chaise, left, and artworks that range from a 2nd'century
n.c. Roman torso to an lSth'century English marble lion
and a New York School painting by Edward Dugmore.
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for verticality remains. In the master bedroom the
walls are covered in a subtle beige and white stripe
that sets off a faux leopard French sofa, a curious
eighteenth-century Venetian torchBre in the form of a
monkey, and two China trade paintings.

There are more stripes in sixteen-year-old Bianca's
room, this time bold blues and greens on the sofa and
the bed. A high school senior, she does her homework
on a nineteenth-century Italian desk. "The girls grew
up with antiques," says Margaret. "They've never
broken a thing. " And when their friends come to vis-
it? "We hold our breath," she says laughing. So far
eight-year-old Fiona is the member of the family the
least impressed by antiques. ''She likes new things, "
sighs her mother. "She has a floral duvet on an an-
tique English country bed, " adds her father, "but un-
derneath is Sleeping Beauty or Mickey Mouse. " I
The Chens'bedroom, above, combines a French sofa, a
l9th-century American chair, and an English tray table
with Han dynasty pieces-among them a lamp base and
two pottery dogs-and a Chinese porcelain garden stool
Sisal from Stark Carpet. Rlg&f.' Fiona romps in a field
of flowers from China Seas on her l9th-centurv bed.
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-l In Wollgang
.loop's sky' blue
living rrxrrrr. a
bronze frarned
mirror rellects ir
1929 portrait b.r'
'l'amara de
l,enrpirka
.foop
a suit and tie
ol'his o*n design
and a ('omme
des (iarqons
shirt- Opposite:
'I'he tireplace is
flankcd hy Jean
Royire chairs in
Clarence House
velvet. I)ctails
see Resouru:s.

Wolfg ang Joop's 1\4a nha ttan

penthouse is rhe essence of

modern urbanity. Bv Wendy

Produced by Babs Simpson



WOLFGANG JOOP IS NOT THE RE-

tiring type. At home in Germany
he has such a high profile that only
Chancellor Helmut Kohl has a

higher recognition factor. Now
that the fashion designer's fra-
grance line has been introduced in
the United States by the Lancaster
Group, his name-Joop!-and
movie-star looks jump out from
every magazine. So it's not sur-
prising that when he bought Bill
Blass's former New York pent-
house apartment overlooking the
East River, he was determined to
put his own mark on it.

"I wanted to feel that it's my
own nest," says Joop. "It was al-
ready wonderfully decorated. It re-
minded me very much of England.
But I wanted something fresh,
which is my own idea of America.
I think we need a new fresh spirit in
the nineties-and that's what I
need for myself, too. That's why I
wanted to do everything new. "

Today all traces of Anglophilia
have been erased by six months of
rigorous renovation masterminded
by New York architect Brian Kaye
and Texas-born decorator Kevin
Gray, who works with Joop's
Hamburg architect, Peter Preller.
The result of this confident col-
laboration between designers and
client is a coup: a distinctly modern
apartment with an air of serenity
and a sense of humor.

Its spirit reminds Joop of his
childhood and movies by Jacques
Tati. "People were really modern
then," he says. "The late forties
and early fifties have more appeal
for me than art deco, which I find a
little bit cold. "

There's nothing cold about the
apartment's bold color, its remark-
able 1950s French furniture, or the

An ltth.century Venetian console table
from II. M. Luther Antiques, NYC,
keeps eclectic company with a 190
Lempicka work, GirI with Teily
Bear, and furniture by French masters
of the 1950s, including a terrazzo
and steel coffee table by Jean Prouvd
and a Roy0re chaise in a leopard
velvet from Christopher Hyland.
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"A fifties console would
have ruined the room,"
says decor ator Gvin Gray
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Royire's sofa with
Yoyo legs, left, from
Delorenzo 1950, NYC'
in chenille from Ian
Wall rests under Henry
Delmotte's La Famille,
c. 1940. The goldJeaf
lamps are also by
Royire, as is the unique
Lianne lamp in the
dressing room, below
right, near an Irving
Penn photograph.
Below left: A pair of
Danish linen presses

hold vases from
Gordon Foster, NYC,
a Mapplethorpe
photograph, and
a wood pitcher by
Alexandre Noll.
Opposite: In the library
one of Joop's Serge
Mouille lamps lights a

1950s desk by Charlotte
Perriand and Prouv6's
leather and steel chairs'
all from Delorenzo
1950. Satchel by Joop!

"I wanted something fresh, which is
my own idea of Am etrca," says Joop

**
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twists that endow the decorative
scheme with such energy. In the

living room, for example, sky blue
walls set off a pair of chairs and a
leopard-print chaise by Jean
Roydre, aterrazzo and steel coffee
table by Jean Prouv6, a 1920s por-
trait by Tamara de Lempicka-and
an eighteenth-century Venetian
console, resplendent in coral and

gold leaf. "The console throws the

room, but it should be thrown,"
says Gray. "If we had had a fifties
console, it would have ruined the

room. Some people are shocked by
it, but Wolfgang's a shocker. "

To Joop. collecting pieces to
live with is like putting together a

guest list for a party: "If you are in-
viting people with character, then
they will all fit together. [t's the

same in decorating. If every piece

is of good quality, has a spirit, then
everything will work together. "

His first purchases for this apart-
ment were Serge Mouille lamps he

bought from New York dealer
Tony (ContinuedonpagelS3)

A steel and wood screen made in 1957
by American artist John Risley
dominates one wall of the master bed-
room, right, while an imposing Noll
wood carving stands beside one of
three tables by master craftsman
George Nakashima. Arne Jacobsen
chalrs, above, frame a Noll table
under a one-of-a-kind wall-mounted
lamp by Mouille. Bedspread from
Portico; sheets, Ad Hoc, both NYC.

I
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Kangxi vases and an lEth-century
dish linc r shclf dcsigned lbr blue
and white chint in Whislltr's
Pcacock Rurm. ltl76-77, at the
l'reer (iallery ot Lrl. Opposite
Delor.' Salvagcd liorn a 1690 ship-
wreck. Chinese cxport porcelain
lids (and the jars they tit) wrre
auctioned last year at Christie's.
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WHEN THE FIRST PORCELAINS OF
the East reached Europe in the late
Middle Ages, they must have
seemed like artifacts from another
planet. The fascination of these
rarities lay not just in their exotic
forms and colors but also in the
technical mystery of their making.
Even in the sixteenth and early sev-

enteenth centuries such pieces as
found their way to the West were
enshrined as individual specimens
in "cabinets of curiosities. " But as
more ceramics from China and Ja-
pan became available, collectors
began to aim at effects ofprofusion
and opulence. Like the tulipo-
mania that gripped Holland in the

1630s, chinamania seems to have
held half of Europe in thrall, and
the creation of whole rooms deco-
rated with ornate arrangements of
porcelain became an obsession of
the baroque era.

The Dutch and British East India
companies were not slow to realize
the great potential market that
awaited shipments of ceramics
from Japan and southern China,
especially the fabled blue and
white export wares made in the
reign of the emperor Kangxi
(1662-1722). The scale of the Chi-
na trade was revealed three years
ago when salvagers raised the car-
go of a sunken Chinese junk pro-
bably bound for a Dutch port in
Indonesia in 1690. On board were
more than 28,000 pieces of blue-
and-white, handpicked to supply
the European fad for lining shelves
or mantelpieces with vases, gob-
lets, andjars.

The most sumptuous of early
chinamania rooms was the Por-
zellanzimmer created by Fred-
erick III of Brandenburg at his
residence outside Berlin. An
engraving of 1733 shows Asian
porcelains covering walls, cor-
nices, and columns. Similar en-
sembles appear in designs for
chinoiserie rooms by the Huguenot
decorator and architect Daniel Ma-
rot, who found patrons at the court
of William of Orange. At Honsel-
aersdijk he installed a china room
for William's consort, Mary, who
was deeply afflicted by the mania.
When William and Mary became
king and queen of England, Mary
grouped Asian pieces and delft
imitations all over the royal pal-
aces. A drawing by Grinling Gib-
bons shows his idea for a carved
chimneypiece at Hampton Court
with spaces for blue-and-white. In
the early eighteenth century, when
the enthusiasm for china showed
little sign of waning, few collec-

AND
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Over centuties, porcelain
enthusiasts built rooms
alound their passion
By Stephen Calloway
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The chinamanua
of the baroque
eta seemed to
hold half of
Europe in thrall

tors can have rivaled Augustus the

Strong of Saxony. He intended to

display his 20,000 or more exam-
ples in avast "Japanese palace" at

Dresden and eventually devoted
much of his fortune to experiments
by his alchemist, Johann Friedrich
Bottger, the first Westerner to
make true porcelain.

By the later eighteenth century
the collecting of Asian porcelain

had become so widespread that it
lost its rarefied chic. Pieces were

still used to add authenticity and

color to rococo chinoiserie rooms,
but the taste for showy Profusion
gave way to a desire for order and

restraint. Many an American
house in the colonial and federal
periods could boast Chinese export
porcelains, but these were gen-

erally chosen for their usefulness.
Though often ornamented with
discreet family insignia and mono-
grams, they were displayed-if at

all-soberly ranked in cuPboards.

Ironically, it was an American
(albeit a highly EuroPeanized
one), the painter James Abbott
McNeill Whistler, who PlaYed the

leading role in bringing massed

blue-and-white back into fashion

in the late nineteenth century. Af-
ter years of living with Parisian bo-

hemians, Whistler had arrived in
London, where his artistic talents

and waspish wit won him friends
and enemies in about equal num-

bers. Closest among his friends
was the Pre-Raphaelite Painter-
poet Dante Gabriel Rossetti, who,
like Whistler, scoured junk shoPs

in search of exotic bric-a-brac,
Japanese prints, and the china the

two artists simply called "blue."
What had begun in the late

1860s as a dilettante amusement
had by the mid seventies become a

major influence on taste. China-
mania was back. The aesthetic
movement grafted the oriental onto

Pre-Raphaelite medievalism to
create a new religion ofbeauty that

revered the obscure, the rare, and

the precious-the gosPel Oscar
Wilde would preach on his Ameri-
can lecture tour. The Scottish man

of letters Andrew Lang caught the
mood of the time in verse with his
Ballades in Blue China, and in a
wickedly funny drawing George
Du Maurier showed a long-haired
aesthete vowing to "live up to" a

piece of china.
As a result of his reputation as a

collector of porcelain, Whistler be-

came involved in two projects that
linked his art and his connoisseur-
ship. The first scheme was the pro-
duction, in 1876-77 , of India ink
drawings to illustrate the catalogue
of a collection of blue and white
"Nankin" porcelain assembled by
the smart dealer-about-town Mur-
ray Marks. In imitation of Whis-
tler's famous breakfasts served on
blue-and-white, Marks threw a

celebratory dinner for the cata-
logue's publication at which the
food was chosen for the color har-
monies it would strike against the

azure ofporcelain.
If the catalogue led to a private

comedy of manners, Whistler's
other great undertaking of these
years, the creation of the Peacock
Room (which he dubbed llarmony
in B lue and G old),became a drama
played out in the full glare of Pub-
licity. In the mid 1870s shipping
magnate Frederick Leyland had
had his London dining room deco-
rated in Anglo-Dutch style as a
backdrop for hundreds of pieces

of blue- (Continued on page 182)

Whistler drew a bottle, below, for A
Calalogue of Blue and White Nankin
Porcebin, 187E. Left: A design for a
porcelain room by Daniel Marot'
c. 1710, shows the dense disPlaY of
matched sets, or garnitures, that
appealed to baroque connoisseurs.
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THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY FRENCH NOVELIST GEORGE SAND ONCE
remarked that people ultimately can be classified according to whether
they aspire to live in a cottage or a palace. "But the question is more
complex than that," countered twentieth-century French philosopher
Gaston Bachelard in his classic meditation The poetics of Space.
"When we live in a manor house we dream of a cottage, and when we
live in a cottage we dream of the palace. Better still, we all have our
cottage moments and our palace moments. "

One Saturday morning four years ago, a young architect named
Robert McAlpine woke up in his town house in Montgomery, Ala-
bama, and experienced a spontaneous and powerful cabin moment.
Twelve hours laterhe had bought an acre ofwooded land on the shores
of Lake Martin, an extraordinarily unspoiled 44,000-acre man-made
lake about sixty miles northeast of Montgomery. By Sunday night
he'd designed a small and inexpensive weekend house. And by the fol_
lowing Friday he possessed a stack of working drawings-each mem_
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A pier, hexagonal gazebo, and
dock were the only structures on
the property when McAlpine
acquired it eight years ago. The
gazebo's newly added asphalt
shingles lend it the "WPA work

doors



"\(/hen I get to the lake, the

first thing I do is open aLl

the windows and the house

becomes a big cricket cage"

ber of his five-person firm had worked late all
week and contributed one page-and had lined up
a local builder for the project. Nine weeks later
McAlpine owned a modest, rustic, sweet-natured
cabin-a dwelling that both coddles and inspires,
holding a person closely and yet allowing him to
commune with the vaster elements. "Everybody
needs a place to go and recover the core of who
they are," says McAlpine. "A house should be

like a mother, it's where you go to heal. "
Most every weekend, summer or winter, he

loads up his Range Rover with a good friend or
two, groceries, the latest magazines, his dog,
Whit, and cruises upstate to visit his cabin. Made
entirely of pine, without a scrap of plywood or
Sheetrock, without can lights or crank casement
windows or stylish name-brand appliances, the

1,900-square-foot house was designed to reflect
not only the aura of the lake but its history as well.

Gouged out of a red clay wilderness in 1929 by
the Alabama Power Co., Lake Martin was con-

ceived as a major hydroelectric power source, but
it didn't take Alabamans long to begin treating it
as a recreational paradise. Hardwood forests sur-

rounding the lake are replete with deer and wild
turkey, and the limpid waters are teeming with
bass, bream, and catfish. From the 1940s through
the '70s, the Russell family-an illustrious Ala-
bama clan who own much of the sinuous 750-mile
shoreline-built five hundred or so uniform ol-
ive-green cabins with screened porches overlook-
ing the water. The Russells rented these cabins to

Alabama and Georgia families, all of whom came

to shed their city lives and various statuses and

simply be at the lake.
Peppered amid the showy million-dollar

houses, which have recently begun multiplying,
these unpretentious Russell cabins still stand,

though a few have been slicked up to please the

doctors, lawyers, and other professionals who

tend to rent them nowadays. McAlpine loves the

original ones in their primordial anonymous
state . He calls them ' 'pretty much the only correct
lake architecture" and built his own cabin to
blend in with them.

McAlpine's cabin is sited at the end of a short

road, a few hundred feet from the green lip ofthe
lake. With its dusty chocolate-colored exterior,
uncomplicated rectangular shape, and hipped

At dusk the house, above left, glows like a Maxfield
Parrish painting. A ribbon of windows rings the top
floor above hinged windows that operate on pulleys.
Lef.' Pampas grass grows right up to the front door.
The scored concrete floor has been treated with an

acid wash and sealed to give it a leathery shine. The
hickory and oak firewood perfumes the whole house.
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roof clad in inexpensive diamond-shaped shin-
gles, the house radiates approachability. Inside
and out, walls are made of flush tongue-and-
groove boards that look like surfaces out of the
1940s. Upstairs, there is a deft touch of modern-
ism-a ribbonlike band of forty-four windows
that open by disappearing into the walls. "The
first thing I do when I get to the lake is open all the
windows, and the place becomes a big airy cricket
cage," says McAlpine. Downstairs, the five
large top-hinged windows that span the house are
rigged on cables and pulleys, counterweighted
with trash cans full of dirt so that the panels will
halt at any level. McAlpine invented the system;
the metal trash cans (Continued on page I g2)

An Indonesian bench, an English tray table, and
McAlpine's linen "sack chairs,,, oDoue, furnish a
breezy sitting area. The trash can suspended outside
serves as a window counterweight. Rrg&/.. A stair
with coat-hanger-shaped risers divides the kitchen
from the main room. Tractor-seat stools from ABC
Carpet & Home, NYC, surround the work island.
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People come to shed their
city lives and various statuses

and simply be at the lake

E

"I wanted the upstairs
to feel like a big sleeping
porch," says McAlpine.
who allowed wisteria
vines inside and furnished
his all-white room wilh
a pine four-poster. Faribo
white cotton blanket
and Simply Cotton bed
linens by Utica from
ABC Carpet & Home,
Rigit.' McAlpine's
favorite summer position.
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WHEN I FIRST MET BARBARA BAR.

ry, a native of San Francisco who
in seven economically unsteady
years has established a thriving
decorating business in Los Ange-
les, I thought she was a caterer. We
were at a party, she was passing
nuts; her hair was in a bun and her
short-sleeved prim-collared dress
was, well, uniformly black and
white. I was unacquainted with her
attitudes about pattern (can't com-
mit to it) and moderation (in all
things except conversation) and
uniforms for women (why not?). I
had yet to be introduced to an aes-

thetic that is, perhaps, uniquely
consuming. I hadn't even heard of
pond-scum green.

"l just love what that green is
doing to your eyes," she is saying.
"l love green. Every green. Sage
green, dark green, mossy green,
pond-scum green, green you can
dive into. I'd wanted that room to
be apple green for a long time, but
apple green's so easy. So I just
started mixing some paint at the of-
fice, wanting to be reminded of ap-
ple green but after something
meaner or weirder, more atonal,
like Stravinsky, so that at first it's
kind of, eeew, you know-you're
breathing thinner air, and fewer
people are going to understand it,
but it' s what keeps you attracted. ' '

We're sitting on stools in the
white brick kitchen of her duplex,
a 1940s deco design in a neighbor-
hood of photocopy franchises and
tire centers, some of them bearing
riot scars. The doors and windows
are open, drawing a breeze and a

velvety light from a smoggy after-
noon. A cornucopia of fruit and
vegetables from Mrs. Gooch's
market spills across the scrubbed
butcher-block countertop. Like a

salvage from Mildred Pierce's last,
classiest restaurant, a triple-decker
silver canap6 tray displays cookies
as neatly arranged as petals, except
at the top where I have plucked a
couple of chocolate chips.

The green room in question is
the freshly painted dining room be-
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ln her Los Angeles duplex

decoraror Barbara B

every nuance of

arry welg

texture,

hs

line, and color. Bv Peter Haldeman

Photographs by Tim Street-Porter

Produced by Pilar Viladas
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Barry with her
Biedermeier, left. Right:
One of her signature
"smaller moments of
beauty": a Murano vase,
a 1940s Mexican silver
dish bearing pewter fruit,
and a Sally Gall
photograph. Below: A
glass and mahogany
screen adds architectural
interest to the living
room without obscuring
the light pouring
through leaded windows.
A muted palette
extends from the walls
painted "elephant's
breath" green to the
Henry Calvin cotton on
the sofa and the damask
on the armchair. Silver
candlestick lamps rest
before 1940s shelves.
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'l'he granite-topped
table is idral fir
*rkr dining or small
gathcrings. 'l'he
paper cciling fixturc
is b.v lngo Maurcr.
mirror lionr Nancy
(irrzinr. A curtuin
of llenry ()alvin
linrn lilters sun
through }'rench
doors. 'I'hr tau;x
walls havc sincr
hccn painlul grcen.
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hind us, which used to be clad in
taupe. Call it a vagary of the cre-
ative life; in an existence devoted
to "smaller moments of beauty,"
the only constant, apparently, is
change . Over the next hour or so, a
glimpse of a fashion spread in New
York magazine will put Barry in
mind of the sepia photographs in
her bedroom which will be reex-
amined in light of the similarity
and subsequently rearranged; a

Fornasetti coaster on the night-
stand will be repositioned to better
foil the jacket design of Alan
Lightman's Einstein's Dreams; a

candlestick that the painters have
left on top of an armoire will be

brought down and then, on second

thought, replaced. In some form or
other. though, the strategic ar-
rangements of white flowers, the

compositions of clock and book
and photograph, the silver bowls
of fruit are always there. "That is a

great shot," Barry will say of this
and that, ofthe shadow castby the

wire skirt on a dressmaker's dum-
my-and whether or not there's a

camera around is academic.
Honoring what youftave. This is

another Barryism. What Barry has

falls somewhere, as she puts it,
"between Louis Seize and Coc-
teau says." For the most Part, she

honors things French-in fact or in
spirit, eighteenth century or I 930s ,

or her own reinterpretation; she is

currently designing a collection for
Hickory Business Furniture with
clean Jean-Michel Frank-stYle
lines. She is spurred by Frank's re-
straint and by his ideas about the
"flirtatiousness of materials. "
"The bronze next to the oak next
to the (Continued on Page 184)

Architectural drawings, above left,
harmonize with the living room
moldings. The 1930s table displays,
among other things, a Pair of S0vres

vases and a Murano glass lamp. Le1ft.'

In the bedroom the walls are lined
in a celadon paper from Donghia. A
Giacometti-inspired lamp by Sirmos
shares the night table with a glass
star lantern. The hatboxes are covered
in Osborne & Little wallPaPer.
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Barry is spumed by J. an-

Michel Frank's restraint
and by his ideas about the
" flrctatiousness of materials"
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You JoG.you DrET. you rAKE AERoBrcs cLASSES.
AND THEN YOU MEET A GUY \THO LOVES YOU FOR YOUR MIND

TIME TO CELEBRATE A HEATTHY RELATIONSHTP?

DI SAR.ONNO.
t-or a recipe txnklet, write ro PO Box 85911, Young America, MN )515 I -8598. O l99l Di Sarotno" 2tllo alc. by vol., Importcd by Thc Paddingron Corgnration, Fort Lec, NJ
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EMILY'S TEX-MEX DIP*

CHICKE]] SALADX

TOMATOES \flITH
MOZZAPELLA

COLD GRILLED VEGETABLES

*See Recipes page 179

MENU
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Morning llories hang
from a Gfothic revival
planter of the Hamptons'
deck. "l{e wanted it to
look like en old-fashioned
farmhouse," says the
decorator. For informal
lunches the Hamptons
&rrange folding chairs,
from the Gardeners
Eden catalogue, at a table
s€t up near an Irish
wrought-iron bench.
Details see Resources.
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"You just
bring all
your lovely
things out-
side, " says

Hampton

Decorator Mark Hampton
and his wife, Duane, have a
few rules for open-air enter-
taining at their weekend
house in Southampton, New
York. They put up the white
canvas awning shielding the
porch in May and take it
down in October. At night
they keep the lighting soft,
with lots of candles. And
they serve lunch, but never
dinner, on a deck by the
pool. "An outdoor lunch
can be beautifully spontane-
ous," says Mark. "You just
bring all your lovely things
outside." The relaxed tone
is shaped by the style of their
house, once the gardener's
cottage on Consuelo Van-
derbilt Balsan's estate.
When the Hamptons remod-
eled in 1983, they preserved
its easy ambiance, choosing
sea grass chairs for the porch
and blue and white speckled
china for the table. "We like
a different atmosphere from
what we have in the city,"
Mark explains. Lunch on
the deck tends to be light,
with vegetables and salads
dressed up with parsley and
dill from the garden. Guests
often eat in bathing suits sur-
rounded by masses of flow-
ers in pinks, blues, and
whites. "It's really summer
living," says Duane.
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Duane and Mark Hampton on the
front porch. Chairs by Walters
Wicker; fabric from Cowtan & Tout.
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"I like the way light Filters through a
white awning," says filark. The
chairs were made for a French park.
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The Hamptons always serve chicken
salad in a blue bowl. Outside they use
inexpensive Mexican water glasses.



MENU

CAMPANILE'S GRANOLA

FRUIT COBBLER

GINGER SCONES* t
*See Reapes page 179

A

/;.u*
When decorator Charles Ril-
ey has parties on the terrace
of his apartment in Los An-
geles, he likes a setting
"more playful than seri-
ous," with artfully mis-
matched furniture and
fabrics. He places white
painted Adirondack furni-
ture and butterfly chairs in
the shade of a dark green
market umbrella for protec-
tion from the sun. To shield
his guests from his neigh-
bors' eyes, he suspends a

colorful fabric curtain from
rods attached to the columns
that frame the terrace. The
curtain, pieced together from
cotton remnants, hangs from
metal shower curtain hooks.
For a quieter backdrop,
Riley reverses the curtain-
an instant white wall.

Riley used inexpensive cottons to curtain his terrace "so
guests won't feel they're on display." Pots are Iilled with
drought-resistant plants for low-maintenance lushness.

"You can be more informal outdoors," says Riley
164
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BLOOD-ORANGEADE

GRILLED ASPARAGUS SALAD
!rITH PARMA HAM*

SCALLION POPOVERS

BLACKBERRY SORBET

EDNA VALLEY
CHARDONNAY, 1990

*See Recipes page 179

MENU

:t

For outdoor menus Hefler favors
"cold and simple" food, such
as the bowl of homemade sorbet
on an antique Wedgwood plate.
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"You shouldn't have too
many kinds of plants in a
small spacer" advises
Hefler. He has raised beds
and flowering plum trees,
planted twenty-two years
ago, which drop a carpet
of blossoms onto the brick.
The fence is redwood.
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Burgers canbe made Jromfuh,lamb, vezrhon,

chichen, sausage, and ev en certain v egetables.

Tofu with minced nutburger, anyone? Anyone?

Flayor meat with spicy ytnegar,

herbs 6 oil, or wine. Salt draws juices out

oJ burgers; don't use it unless you pret'er

that yummy' cardboar d consistency.

A Jamous gourmet wraps patties around ice

so the center stays juicy while the edges sear.

Most people, on the other hand, simply mahe

sure the patty is no less thon 3/+" thich.

Ad.dJlawr to meat with ground canots,
nuts, seeds, mushrooms orbean sprouts.

F old it gettly ; rough hneading turns
burgers into Hochq Puchs on aBun.

Burgers are no longer simple. Buns,
meat, condiments, coals .,, everything

ts a deasionnow. Aouingawine,
howerer , is eosy . Sutter Home White

ZinJandel ho-s the dzlightJul hint of

freshbenies ond the clean, citsp

finkh that canbingout thebest

oJ the smohy Art oJ Burgeing.

T oss moistmtd herbs, unshelled walnu*,

or cittus inds on the coak to $ve the meat

a distinct Jla,tor. Some cowboys used dried
cowchipsbut, well . . . to eathhis own.

Designer hardwoods are in, but beware

oJ soJtwoods. While mesquite produces

honey-flavored. smohe, pine exudes a unique
'eau dr turpennne" nuance.

Win $10,000 and a tip to NapaYalley
with your burger creation in Sutter Home's

"Build a Better Burger" contest. See store

dtsplay Jor d,etails.

__t

ktbr BwBq Rdcs, do City Mairrn"& W Mtu Sica, Su Frtu, CA gqt24. CoM in MO,TX,W ,PA,a,t vhrrc prchtnkd bJ law.@S!@r Homc Wiery, tu.

Be

A Burger
Ivletster.
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SUTTER HOME.IF YOU'RE GOING TO DO IT, DO IT RIGHT
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ITHOLE-\flHEAT PASTA SNTH
TOMATOES AND BASIL

LENTIL SOUP*

FRESH PEARS

*See Recipes page 179

MENU
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Fashion ownbr
bor.itique, " loathes'

So the

for
ra*l{thte," she

"whatever's fresh" at a nearby organic farm.
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its natu-
its cedar floor
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"A retreat from the house on
the house's property" is the
way designer Craig Wright
describes the octagonal din-
ing pavilion he devised for a
couple in Los Angeles with
hints of Georgian, Caribbe-
an, and classic East Coast
architecture. The interior
walls and ceiling were stained
to evoke driftwood-"white
without being white," in
Wright's words. The pavil-
ion has its own fireplace,
kitchen, and, just outside, a
gas grill. French doors with
plantation shutters allow the
chef to move easily from re-
frigerator to grill. Because
the grill is outdoors, cooking
odors don't linger in the din-
ing area. Guests can stroll
through the garden, cheer on
the chef, then sit down to an
elegant candlelit meal.

Wright compares the
pavilion to a "very
elabo rate umbr ella"

I
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MENU

GRILLED SALMON NIQOISE
SALAD \rITH PESTO*

BLACK OLI\IE DRESSING*

*See Recipes page 179

Amaryllis in pots let guests see one another
across the table. Chairs from Richard Mulligan,
L.A. Stripe from Clarence House. Cobalt
glasses from Ralph Lauren Home Collection.
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GRILLED VEGETABLE PLATE
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On antique Haviland china,
shelled lady peas-"hard to
find but incredibly good," says
Guice-frame a blue corn crepe
lilled with fresh crabmeat
and fennel. Shrimp salad with
roasted red pepper mayonnaise
is served on a Lalique plate.

A romantic Old South set-
ting is paired with zingy
contemporary recipes when
designer and writer Lee
Dicks Guice entertains on
the grounds of her family's
historic Mississippi Gulf
Coast house where she grew
up. Sunset is the ideal time
for drinks and hors d'oeuvres
in the wrought-iron gazebo,
which is furnished with Vic-
torian wicker chairs and sur-
rounded by live oaks. Guice
tempts her guests with so-
phisticated nibbles arranged
on pink and green Swid
Powell plates laid out on a
funky 1970s "orange slice"
tabletop. "It's really impor-
tant for food to look good,"
says Guice, who is at work
on a cookbook. The main
course is served indoors, on
a carved Belter table draped
with an antique lace table-
cloth made by French nuns.
Inside or outside, Guice
says, "the right food pro-
vokes lively conversation. "

MENU

STAR SHIITAKE CHEESE GRITS AND CAVIAR PADS*

SHRIMP SALAD \uITH ROASTED RED PEPPER MAYONNAISE

RED, BLACK, AND BLUE CORN CREPES
!flITH CRABMEAT AND FENNEL*

FOOLISH STRAWBERRY MASCARPONE

OCEAN SPRINGS COCKTAIL*

*See Recipes page 179

tl

Star shiitake cheese grits and caviar
pads-nasturtium leaves, cr0me
fraiche, and caviar-on an t'orange

slice" table. Baccarat crystal.

Guice serves sliced strawberries
and her Foolish Strawberry
Mascarpone in an antique silver
compote with a pechn biscuit.
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Gulf breezes and enormous oaks
help keep the gazebo cool, even
in summer. Built in 1926, it has a
copper finial and a green floor.
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Informality simply isn't a consideration for designer Hutton
Wilkinson. He indulges his "huge love of India" and his fond-
ness for the theatrical whenever he and his wife, Ruth, invite
friends for Asian-inspired dinners near the handsome pool of
their 1936 Hollywood house. Wilkinson sets the mood with
theatrical lighting, atmospheric music (Himalayan bells or si-
tars), and costumes-Indian silk dinner jackets for him, silk
saris forher. "You don't show up in jeans," he warns. Fringed
Balinese wedding umbrellas, which offer shade during the
day, lend color at night, as do the blue and white Thai urns that
line the pool. To keep the table uncluttered, Wilkinson serves
only champagne-generously, in Baccarat water goblets. In-
stead of flowers, he prefers objects, such as an antique Chinese
wedding lantern, as centerpieces. "Tall centerpieces," he
says, "force you to talk to the people seated next to you. "
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MENU

--?il

*"1)r: fl
VEGETABLE \TONTON AND

EGG ROLLS

THAI LEMONGRASS ANDr \a i SHIITAKE MUSHROOM SOUP\.
na

STIR.FRIED SHRTMP IN GIN
SAUCE*

STIR-FRIED VEGETABLES
WITH FRE:H GINGER

CHOCOLATE SORBET IN
ORANGE SHELLS

*See Recipes page 179

"Entertaining i5 rll,almut anbiance,"
says Wilkinson. Sl4& votive candles
illuminate the table:*here Tlpi lemon-
grass soup is senedib covercd bowls
of Chinese green porcelain from the
lE6tk. But all is not exotic: the wrought-
iron chairs came from a garage sale.
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Ghairs, traysr
and pitchers
as fresh as
the open air

14

PITGHERS l. Atelierpitcher, by
Gunnel Sahlin for Kosta Boda at
Onefors Kosta Boda, NYC (800)
351-9842.2. and 3. Soft green and
deep blue pressed-glass pitchers
from Portugal, at ABC Carpet &
Home, NYC (212) 473-3000. 4.
Melon pitcher, from Vietri. For
stores (800) 277-5933. 5. Bam-
boo-pattern majolica pitcher, from
Mottahedeh, at Jonal, NYC (212)
879-9200. For other stores (800)
242-3O5O. 6. Pottery pitcher, by
Andrea DiCarlo, at Felissimo,
NYC (212) 247-s6s6.

TRAYS 7. Cobalt and gold-leaf
glass tray, by Projects. For stores
(212) 3 55 -2069. 8. Hand-stenciled
painted wood tray with Gothic-
style edge, from Slatkin & Co.,
NYC (212) 194-1661. 9. Green
metal tray with hand-painted mo-
tifs, by Raphael Serrano & Co.,
NYC (212) 754-3342. 1O. Jardin
Royal tray in resin, from Philippe
Deshoulidres. For stores (20 l) 939 -
4199. 11. Sun-shaped lacquered
wood tray, by Norico L. Kanai, at
Takashimaya New York, NYC
(212) 350-0100. 12. Italian wood
tray stenciled with plum bough, at
Wolfman-Gold & Good Co., NYC
(212) 431-1888. 13. Glass mosaic
on pine tray, by New York's Er-
cole. For stores (2 I 2) 529-6128.

OUTDOOR CHAIRS 14. Alu-
minum Coventry chair, from Trop-
itone. Fordealers (813) 355-2715.
15. Elsie de Wolfe-inspired paint-
ed tole chair, by Paul Briger. To or-
der from Hollyhock, Los
(213) el
with
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Weeks. To the trade at John Ros-
selli International, NYC (212)
772-2137; Ainsworth-
Noah, Atlanta (4O4
231-8787; Boyd-Le-
vinson, Dallas (214)
698-O226: A. Rudin
Los Angeles (310)
659-2388; J. Lam-
beth & Co., Wash-
ington, D.C. (202)
M6-1774.17. Barcelo-
na armchair in alum
num, from Brown Jordan. ".,
For dealers (818) 443-8971
ext. 288. 18. Soleil chair in casr
aluminum with bronze patina fin-
ish, to the trade from Profiles. For
showrooms (212) 689-6903. 19.
French tole folding chair, c. 1880,
with stenciled motifs, at William
S. Grayer Antiques, NYC
(212)288-9691 by appt.
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Elemcnts

4

TRAYS 1. Piero Fornaset-
ti's maze design painted on
tin with lacquer finish, at
Norton Blumenthal, NYC
(212) 7 52-2535. 2. Twergi's
Protozoo tray in dyed poplar
with maple border, at Mod-
ern Age, NYC (212) 966-
0669. 3. French Country
woven rattan tray, from Pa-
lecek. For dealers (800) 274-
7730. 4. Giltwood tray with
rolled edges, at Wolfman-
Gold & Good Co., NYC
(212)431-1888.

PITCHERS 5. Italian pot-
tery pitcher with embossed
ivy-leaf design, at Wolfman-
Gold & Good Co., NYC
(2121 431 - I 888. 6. Langeais
crystal water pitcher, from
Lalique. For stores (20 I )
939-4199.
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OUTDOOR CHAIRS 7.
Lattice-back teak chair,
from Treillage, NYC (212)
535-2288. 8. Fayence chair
in bubinga wood, from Tri-
confort. For dealers (800)
833-9390. 9. Bistro folding
chair in teak, to the trade at
Summit Furniture. For
showrooms (408) 375-78 I L
10. Limestone chair, from
El Plato, San Francisco
(415) 621-4487. 11. French
Country chair in rattan, from
Palecek. For dealers (800)
274-7730. 12. Sea grass
dining chair, to the trade
from Walters Wicker. For
showrooms (7 l8) 129-1212.
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LUNCH ON
MARK HAMPTON'S DECK

Emily's Tex-Mex Dip
8-1O ialapeios

4 scallions, tops included
2 tablespoons fresh dill
5 cloves garlic
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
6 ripe avocados

Salt
2 tablespoons lemon iuace

% pound black beans,
soaked ove.night

Y2 pint sour cream
, tomato

Slice open the jalapenos and remove
the seeds by running under cold
water. Chop 3 scallions and put in a
food processor with the dill, garlic,
and 5-6 jalapefros. Process until
chopped. Add mayonnaise. Process
until smooth. Set aside.

Remove skin and pit from
avocados. With a fork mash until
lumpy. Add processed mixture.
plus salt and lemon juice. Set aside.

Rinse beans, discarding soaking
water. Put in large pot. Cover with
water. Cook over low heat until
soft, approximately 40 minutes.
Place beans, % teaspoon salt, and
3-4 remaining jalapenos in food
processor with 2-3 tablespoons of
the cooking liquid. Process
until velvety smooth.

Cover the bottom of a 3-by-8-
inch glass dish with bean mixture.
Top with avocado mixture, then
sour cream. Dice tomato, removing
seeds and pulp, and arrange on
sour cream. Chop remaining scallion
and sprinkle on top. For a hotter
dish add more jalapenos, for a
milder one, fewer. Serve with com
chips. Serves 6-8.

Chicken Salad
2 s-pound roasting chickens,

plus additional breasts
if desired

2 cloves garlic

I Salt
: Freshly ground pcpper
. Juice of 2lemons
. 2 tablespoons rosemary
' Voimouth
' l-2 cups mayonnaise
: 1 bunch celery, coarsely chopped
I t head radicchio
I 1 small bunch leaf lefluce

I Preheat oven to 550 degrees. Clean
; and dry chickens inside and out.
I Rub each chicken outside with
i cross-cut garlic clove; repeat
. inside. Ieaving clove in the cavity.
; Season inside and outside with salt.
i Squeeze juice of I lemon over
I outside and inside. Sprinkle liberally
. wlth rosemary. Season again inside. and outside with salt and pepper.
' Put chickens on rack in pan.
I Place in oven, then reduce heat to
i 400 degrees. Roast I hour and l0
i minutes without opening oven door.
' Drain juices from cavities into the
: pan. Set chickens aside to cool,
i then refrigerate.
I Remove rack from pan and pour. in a few drops of vermouth. Piace
; over high heat and cook a few
I minutes, scraping bits from bottom
I and sides of pan. Refrigerate pan
. Julces several hours or overnight.
: To prepare the salad, remove and
: discard fat from the pan juices and
i bring to room temperature. Whisk
: Pan Jurces rnto I cup mayonnaise.
' Skin chicken and cut into chunks.
: Mix with the ntayonnaise mixture,
i the remaining plain mayonnaise.
I and celery. Check seasoning.. Arrange radicchio and leaf lettuce
; around the edges of large bowl
: and fill with salad. Serves 4-6.

cut in Y1-inch pieces
1% cups crystallized ginger

3 cups heavy cream

Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Combine flour, sugar, and baking
powder in large mixing bowl. Work
in butter with hands until the texture

until firm, l5-20 minutes. Brush
tops with heavy cream. Bake 30
minutes, until golden. Serves 6-8.

LUNCH IN
RON HEFLER'S GARDEN

Grilled Asparagus Salad with
Parma Ham
2 pounds asparagus
1 teaspoon sugal

Juice ol 1 lemon, plus
'l tabtespoon

3/. cup extra-virgin olive oi!
2 large shallots, linely chopped
I tablespoon Diion mustard
3 tablespoons red wine vinegar

Fresh cracked pepper
I head Boston or Bibb lettuce
2 small bunches aruguta
I head radicchio

parsley, chopped
Freshly grated parmesan cheese

1 pound Parma or Black Forest
ham, thanly sliced
Freshly ground pepper

Trim asparagus of tough stems. Cut
to like lengths. Add sugar and juice
of I lemon to water in a saucepan
large enough to hold the asparagus
and bring to a boil. Blanch
asparagus 3 minutes. Plunge in ice
water for 20 minutes. Drain and pat
dry. This can be done I day ahead.

To make shallot vinaigrette. mix
% cup olive oil, remaining lemon

C1 CS
' is that of a coarse cornmeal. Add

Summet food: from lentil soup i :l::f ,Xll"-,*,iiil*,H1.
to caviar on nasturtium leaves i :#d,fi[{{1[H,$.,"1x$

: with biscuit cutter. Set in freezer

BREAKFAST ON
CHARLES RILEY'S TERRACE

Campanile's Ginger Scones
6 cups pastry tlour

Yz cup granulated sugar
3 tablespoons baking powder

3Y1 cups butter, challed and

HG JUNE 1993 t7g



Atr6EBEGA
 /\ACHIN
Architecture in Slass

ARCHITECTURE
IN GLASS

Amdega has been producing the finest in

elegant glass enclosures since 1874. Dis-

tinctive designs suit all types of homes

and businesses. Prices for selected models

start at $12000. For a full-color brochure,

send $10.00 or call

1-800-922-0110
Amdega Machin Conservatories
P.O. Box 713, Glenview, IL 60025
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Recrpes
juice, shallots, mustard, vinegar,
and pepper in covered glass jar. Set
aside. Tear greens into bite-size
pieces and toss with dressing.
reserving 3 tablespoons to serve
over grilled asparagus.

Prepare the grill. Just before
serving, brush the asparagus with
remaining olive oil. Cook over the
hot grill 2 minutes; turn and cook
2 more minutes.

To serve, arrange salad greens on
one side of plate and hot asparagus
bundles on the other. Top asparagus
with reserved dressing and a dusting
of Parmesan cheese, then drape
ham over the asparagus. Add
freshly ground pepper. Serves 6.

LUNC}I ON
SHANNON MCLEAN,S PORC}I

Lentil Soup
(Adapted from Aveline Kushi's
Complete Guide to Mac?obiotic
Cooking by Aveline Kushi
with Alex Jack)

I cup dried tentils
2 onions, diced
1 carot, diced
I small burdock, diced

1/t-1/z leaspoon sea salt
1 tablespoon choPped ParsleY

Tamari soy sauce (oPtional)

Wash lentils and drain. Layer
vegetables in a pot, starting with
onions, then carrot and burdock.
Spread the lentils on top. Add I

quart spring water and pinch of salt.
Bring to a boil, reduce heat to low,
cover, and simmer 45 minutes.
Add chopped parsley and remaining
salt. Simmer 20 more minutes. Add
additional water if soup becomes
too thick. Tamari soy sauce may
be added 5 minutes before the
end for flavor. Serves 4-6.

GRILL AT CRAIG \flRIGHT'S
GARDEN PAVILION

Grilled Salmon Nigoise Salad

with Pesto
7r pound Pine nuts
12 bunches fresh basil' coarse

stems removed
4 ctoves garlic

7z pound Parmesan cheese
4 cups olive oil
I teaspoon sea salt
6 salmon steaks,

6-8 ounces each
6 potatoes, sliced and

10 ounces wax ot green beans'
steamed 2 minut€s

36 stalks asparagus, steamed
I minute

6 Roma tomatoes, cut in
hall lengthwise

12 ounces baby lettuce

To make pesto marinade, combine
pine nuts, basil, garlic, and
Parmesan in food processor. Add oil
and salt. Process until smooth.

Prepare grill. Marinate fish 30
minutes in pesto. Grill fish, turning
once, 7-9 minutes on each side.
Grill vegetables 2t/z-3 minutes on
each side. Serve on lettuce with
black olive dressing (recipe below)
on the side. Serves 6.

Black Olive Dressing
2 ounces miso
I teaspoon granulated garlic
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar

272 ounces Kalamata olives, Pifted
Y2 teaspoon capers

17c cuPs olive oil
3 stems lresh basit

Put all ingredients in blender. Blend
until smooth. Makes about 2 cuPs.

DINNER IN LEE DICKS
GUICE'S GAZEBO

: Star Shiitake Cheese Grits
i sv" 

"rp" 
beef broth

'. g/c cup grits (not quick grits)
i 2 cloves gartic
'- 3/c cug grated Parmigiano
I Reggiano cheese
' 2% tablespoons butter
; Freshly ground PePPer
: 2 cups fresh shiitake mushrooms
: 1 tablespoon olive oi!
i 1 sprig rosemary, chopPed
: 2 tablespoons choPped Parsley
I salt

i g.lng broth to a boil and slowly stir
i in grits and I clove garlic. Reduce
I heat to low. Cover. Cook until
I thickened. l5-20 minutes. stirring
: occasionally. Remove from heat.

I Add cheese, butter, and I teasPoon
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pepper. Retum to low heat for a
few minutes, stirring. Discard
the garlic clove.

While grits are cooking, prepare
mushrooms. Sautd remaining garlic
in oil until soft but not brown. Add
mushrooms and rosemary. Cook
over medium heat until browned,
8-10 minutes. Remove from heat.
Stir in parsley. Add salt and pepper
to taste. Cool.

To make stars, pour half of grits
onto a wooden board or marble
slab. Spread mushroom mixture
evenly across grits. Top with a
smooth layer of remaining grits.
Cover and chill several hours
or overnight.

Remove grits from refrigerator.
Cut out stars with a cookie cutter,
dipped into flour and cleaned off as
necessary-or cut small squares
with a knife.

Preheat broiler. Place stars in
broiler pan and brown on both
sides, being careful not to burn
them. Serve with caviar pads (recipe
below). As appetizer serves 4-6.

Caviar Pads
12 naslurtium leayes
4 ounces ctime fraache ol

sou? cleam
2 ounces black cavaar

Put a dab of crdme fraiche or sour
cream on top of each leaf. Dot with
caviar. Can be made several hours
ahead and refrigerated. Serve
chilled. Serves 4-6.

Red, Black, and Blue
Corn Crepes with
Crabmeat and Fennel

Y4 cup whole milk
2 eggs

73 cup extra-fine blue cornmeal
Salt

1Y2 tablespoons cracked btack
pePper

1Y2 teaspoons red pepper flakes
% cup clarilied butter
16 blades chaves
% pound lump or backfin crabmeat
7z CUp SOUr Cream
1 cup minced fennel bulb
1 tablespoon lemon juice
I tablespoon tarragon, chopped

To make crepes, combine milk,
eggs, cornmeal, '/+ teaspoon salt,
cracked pepper, and pepper flakes
in a mixing bowl. Whisk until
smooth. Add I tablespoon clarified
butler and stir.

Over medium-high flame, heat
crepe pan until very hot. Lower
heat. brush pan with remaining

i clarified butter, and wait a fewI seconds. Pour 4 tablespoons of
; batter into pan. Swirl batter tq make
: a thin crepe. Cook about I minute.
: Flip for a second if desired. SetI aside on aluminum foil. Repeat until
i batter is used up. Stack crepes and
: store in airtight container.
I Parboil chives until limp, about
I l0 seconds. Place on towel andI cover. Set aside.
: To make filling, combine the
: crabmeat, sour cream, fennel,
I lemon juice, and tarragon. MixI well. Check seasoningi. Cover and
' refrigerate I hour. Fill crepes with
: crabmeat mixture, roll, then bind
i with chives. Serves 4-6.

Ocean Springs Cocktail
16 ounces Absolut citron vodka
16 ounces cranberry iuice cocktail
8 ounces freshly squeezed

graperruit juice
4 ounces freshly squeezed

lime juice
8 paper-thin lime slices

Mix vodka and fruit juices in a
large pitcher. Pour inro ice-filled
glasses. Garnish with lime slices.
Serves 4-8.

DINNER BY HUTTON
\TILKINSON'S POOL

: Stir-fried Shrimp in Gin Sauce
| 4 teaspoons cornstarch
.. Vt cup hoisin sauce. 4 tablespoons light
: soy sauce
: 4 pounds large sh?imp, shelled
i and deveined
'. Vz cup vegetable oil
i 7r teaspoon satt
I 3 staces ginger, shredded
. 2 cloyes garlic, minced
. '12 scallions, cut in l-inch. lengths
; % cup gin

i Mix cornstarch with I cup water.
: Add hoisin and soy sauces. Set
' mixture aside.
I Clean shrimp and dry with paper
I towels. Heat a wok; add the oil,
i then the salt. Lower heat to mediumI and add the ginger and garlic. As
: soon as the ginger and garlic turn
i light brown, add all the shrimp and
i gently stir until pink. Add the
I scallions and mix well. Add
; cornstarch mixture. Cover and cook
i 4 minutes. Stir in the gin just before
I serving. Serves 6. I

...Vbcn you orQer th D?gat B
FuniA& Catalog. tlp to 50o/o off retail priru
on oyer 130 mnu/utwrl From tlx natml
beanty o/ teak/r yougu)cn to/ra$ umtry piru

/or your kicben. To orler our 132 page ubr
utalog, ull nl$ru orerch,e aeltekfor$l5Gdit
onfbrt purcbac), pltu $l ilippitE L; bailling,

vitb tbe otler/orm ad mal to Elgu B.

Phone HomeO Wo.ktr _---
Mail to: Edgar B, PO Box 849, Clemmons, NC 27012.
Vis' & MaterCard'accepted. Houre: M-F 8:30au-S:i0pu
EST, S^r. l0:004u-4:00pn EST. In NC, call 919-766-2321.

Gty, State,
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Blue and White
(Continued from page 150,) and-white:
Murray Marks provided antique leather
wall hangings around which the archi-
tect Thomas Jeckyll contrived a forest
of shelves. Having earlier acquired one

of Whistler's finest canvases, Ifte
Princess from the Land of Porcelain,
Leyland invited the artist to supervise
its installation above the mantelpiece
and retouch it as he saw fit. Leyland left
London blissfully unaware that Whis-
tler would begin by tinkering with the

picture and eventually paint the entire
room. Using images based on Japanese

peacock motifs, and a palette of corus-
cating blues, greens, and gilded high-
lights, he began to transform the
somber interior into his idea of the per-

fect setting for his Princess and Ley-
land's china.

Leyland returned to find his house

the talk of the town; he also found an

extravagant bill from Whistler. Alter-
cations and angry letters ensued. Whis-
tler hurriedly retouched one panel to
represent himself as a "poor peacock"
attacked by a "rich peacock." What-
ever his initial reaction, lryland never
altered the Peacock Room. Following
his death in 1892 the china was sold and

dispersed. The decorative elements of
the room and the Princess were subse-

quently purchased by Whistler's devot-
ed patron Charles Lang Freer, who
reassembled them at his house in De-
troit in 1905. Freer, who did not care

for blue-and-white, filled the shelves

with other early Asian ceramics.
Three years after its ultimate move to

the Freer Gallery of Art in Washington
in 1920, the Peacock Room was
opened to the public. Dimmed by the

grime of age and lacking the porcelains
for which it had been designed, the
room eventually looked rather sad.
Now, however, thanks to a three-year
research and conservation project,
Whistler's work stands revealed in all
its glory. Better still, under the guid-
ance of the Freer's curator of American
arts, Linda Merrill, a noted Whistler
scholar, enough blue-and-white has

been gathered to give an impression of
the room's nineteenth-century appear-
ance. Merrill and her colleagues have
assembled close to a hundred pieces,
nearly all Kangxi ware, but they are

still seeking further gifts of china. The
effect has already been to breathe new
life into this Sleeping Beauty of a

room, reawakening the wonder that
those first European connoisseurs must
have felt at the sight of the mysterious
porcelains ofthe East. lt

Gatching the Breeze
(C ontinued from page,155) dangle out-
side the house and he painted them a

flat brown to blend with the exterior.
"Extremely high tech," he deadpans.

Last spring the cabin got a major ren-
ovation, moving it up the evolutionary
scale "from tree house to lodge. " Prior
to the renovation the second floor had

been the only living space. The first
floor was a shedlike carport, and
McAlpine would drive in, climb a stair,
and enter the cabin through a hatch in
the floor. The kitchen, dining room,
bathroom, and two bedrooms that he

managed to fit into the plan were
jammed as tightly as puzzle pieces.

As part of the renovation, McAlPine
enclosed the carport but kePt the
poured concrete floor. To dress it up,
he scored the surface with a masonry
saw, making a large diamond Pattern,

and then colored it with an acid-reac-
tive treatment; now the concrete looks
like rich old cracked brown leather. He

moved the kitchen downstairs and kept

it spare and simple-just a work table
and a white piano-shaped island
equipped with a 1960s sink and stove.
McAlpine transformed another quarter

of the downstairs into a living area with
conspicuously low seven and a half
foot ceilings that lend a cavelike feel-
ing. But next to it he created a two-sto-

ry dining area with dramatic seventeen-

fooGtall glass doors that butterfly open
onto the terrace. A round three-legged
dining table was custom-made from
heart pine planks. The wicker chairs
from Conran's-saggy, bony shapes

that McAlpine chose because he liked
the friendly fatigue written into their
design-have white terry slipcovers
that get tossed in the washing machine.

Upstairs, there is now a trio of small

bedrooms tucked under six and a half
foot ceilings. "I wanted that Hobbit-
like feeling," says McAlpine. "In this
age of bigger is better, people forget
that you can achieve drama by lowering
the ceiling." From his bedroom win-
dows he can see the pier, dock, and

screened gazebo hovering on pilings
over the surface of the lake. They were
the only structures on the property
when he bought it, and he cherishes
them for preceding him-for being
something he didn't design and there-
fore doesn't have to critique all the
time. He keeps two green Adirondack
chairs on the dock and a Santa Claus-
red runabout boat moored to its edge.
Summer nights, McAlpine's dinner
parties eventually move onto the dock.
Often the friends just sit, lulled by the
hypnotically lapping lake. "Some-
times," says McAlpine, "we go out in
the boat and cut the motor off. " ll

A Personal Palette
(Continued from poge 108) fantasies.
There are no ''objects, " as a decorator
or a collector would understand the
term. There are only things with partic-
ular meaning for one or another of the

Clementes or for all of them together.
Before becoming an actress, Alba

studied stage design, yet nothing in the

house is there for effect, nothing is

stagy. And though much of the interior
was a joint effort with Richard Gluck-
man, an architect known for designing
SoHo galleries and art installations,
nothing is artily precious either. Gluck-
man helped her find ingenious ways to
reuse the odd corners and mismatched
surfaces that earlier renovations had
left behind. Within these idiosyncratic
spaces Alba has combined furniture
picked up in thrift shops with pieces de-

signed by friends such as Ettore Sott-
sass and Frank Gehry as well as the
creations of modern masters like Frank
Lloyd Wright. Francesco's paintings
are not hung solely for their aesthetic or
decorative value; they either allude to
aspects of domestic life, as do his Kiss
variations in the master bedroom, or
they take part in the sort of spiritual
dialogue that engages his Hope and
Picabia's Hilias in the dining room.
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Everywhere, art is a personal matter in-
timately interwoven with daily exis-
tence (even Francesco's beard is a

masterpiece), not a cultural asset to sa-
vor, idolize, or show off.

As a mother and the mistress of her
house, Alba would be untrue to her
Mediterranean ancestry if she weren't
concemed with both the physical and
the psychic well-being of her kin. The
latter devotion seems nearly religious,
albeit pagan-an incantation summon-
ing the good spirits of art to watch over
the house. A tall mystic figure from the
New Hebrides (the Clemente children
nicknamed him Grandpa) stands guard
in the living room while Fusell's Head
of Satan appears to hover above the
nearby fireplace like a cautionary icon.
Because the good spirits of art dwell
best in a sunny climate, brightness fills
the house right up into the children's
quarters on the top floors. When Alba
set out to choose "Italian" colors for
the interiors, she went to Francesco's
studio for some of his favorite pig-
ments: the red called rosso Pozzuoli,
the green known as verdaccio, and the
yellow named after his hometown,
giallo Napoli. The artist eventually
added other vivid hues to the palette
that his wife and Gluckman keyed to
the luminous sequence of spaces.

You wouldn't expect otherwise from
such sophisticated collaborators.
What's surprising is the solidly bour-
geois way in which Alba and Frances-
co's house accommodates a large
family leading a cheerful but strictly
regulated life. Of course, the children
sleep in beds designed by Kenny Scharf
and wake up among paintings left to
them by Keith Haring, and they are en-
couraged to paint, draw, sculpt, and
poke their noses into everybody else's
artwork. Alba and Francesco's goal is
not to breed artists, however, but to ac-
quaint their daughters and sons with the
harmony that art can bring into any-
one's existence. Chiara and Nina prob-
ably won't miss the times when they
"slept in cupboards," and Alba fre-
quently brings them and the boys back
to the patrician house in Amalfi where
her father and grandmother were born
in the room that is now her bedroom.
As for the freedom of nomadic life,
Alba and Francesco are flirting with an-
other house near Taos. Real nomads
take their tents with them. I

Joop at the Top
(Continued from page 146) DeLoren-
zo, who spotted the 1950s French lighr
ing designer before the current rage.
"Crazy expensive," Joop says of the
Mouille lamps, "but I adore the sim-
plicity, the kind of power-l mean ir's
all aluminum. " Joop is also passionate
about the extraordinary wood furniture
and sculpture made from the 1920s
through the 1960s by the Frenchman
Alexandre Noll. "The Noll pieces for
me are a little bit like a shrine," Joop
explains. "I have the feeling that in-
stead of working on the material, Noll
was worshiping the material. "

Another favorite is the Warsaw-born
painter Lempicka, who was deemed
too fashionable and good-looking in
the 1920s to be taken seriously as an
artist-an attitude Joop says he, too,
encountered as an art student in Ham-
burg. He remembers thinking, "Well,
ifI'm too fashionable for art, I'm going
into fashionl" From art school he be-
came an editor at the fashion magazine
Neue Mode, then moved into fashion

design. The first Joop! label appeared
inside furs he designed for Revillon.
"The fur company saw my sketches in
amagazine and said, 'Probably he can
do fur also.' I didn't know the differ-
ence between a rat and a mink, proba-
bly in life but not as a fur," he recalls.
He went on to design a women's line,
sketching in airports and restaurants,
anywhere he had a spare moment. In
1987 Joop ended his various contracts
with other companies and founded par-
fums Joop! The firm now produces
menswear, womenswear, and accesso-
ries, some of which may soon be avail-
able in the United States,

"Life," muses Joop, "has always
held big surprises for me. Whatever I
planned, God planned it differently. I
keep myself open." And what better
place to contemplate openness than the
library of Joop's New York penthouse,
with its wall and ceiling of glass? "He
gets inspiration, " says decorator Gray,
"just by sitting in that glass room and
seeing the Citicorp Cenrer, the Chrys-
ler Building, and the Empire State from
morning to night." r
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Perfeetlonlst
( C ontinue d from page 1 62) plaster next
to the parchment," says Barry, crisply
articulating each noun, ' 'that' s enough

of a story." Additional self-sufficient
narratives: a poolscape by Sally Gall
floating above the watery curves of an

iron deco console in the hall; an ivory
Iacquer desk straddling sisal and highly
buffed wood floors, its fluted edge re-
peated in a chair's linen skirt.

Here, and in her projects, Barry
seems guided above all by reserve, a

tendency to subtract rather than add.
"The world is a noisy noisy place,"
she says. "How can you come home to
riotous pattern?" She picks up a Mrs.
Gooch's tomato. "I want to see this in a

simple white room. Ivy kitchen wallpa-
per-how can you get near it? If a client
wants a Venetian room, I'll say, 'Let's
take what you like and reduce it. Let's
do parchment walls and a parchment

sofa and tften we'll throw in a red velvet
pillow and some dusky terra-cottas.' "

Barry does styles the way Meryl
Streep does accents. In California, she

is currently juggling a Wallace Neff
house, a Richard Neutra house, and a
Napa winery conversion. She's doing a

villa on Maui and a Tudor mansion in
Greenwich, Connecticut. And, like
Streep, she goes the extra mile. "You
learn to make beautiful rooms-I can

make beautiful rooms in my sleep-then
you go beyond. Often I do much more

than a look. I try to impart a life style."
Meryl Streep, meet Martha Stewart.

If you were to come to Barbara Barry in
need of a life style, you might learn the

following things. Why to splurge on
350-thread-count linens. Where to put

a bowl of lemons. Whether to replace
the stripes in your closet with taupes.

When to take that mint julep cup out of
your silver cabinet and put your tooth-
brush in it. How to honor what you
have. A whole philosophy of life.

And a surprisingly utilitarian one. In
Barry's house, the silver is used for ev-

ery occasion, the still lifes are admired
and then eaten, the books are diPPed

into constantly. "I am not wealthy, but
I treat myself the way a good hotel
treats me," she says. "I've got the best

sheets, the best shower head, a silver
tray. When I come home, I'll make tea,
put it on the tray, and go sit in the bath-
tub and read. " In particular, she draws
inspiration from her art books (her
mother, an artist, taught Barry and her
three sisters to paint, and she continues
to labor at Ingres-like nudes) and her
collection of photographs and photog-
raphy books (Gall, Jan Groover, Paul
Outerbridge, Ldszl6 Moholy-Nagy,
Josef Sudek).

We're flipping through a Sudek
book when she stops at a picture of an

old palace loggia in Prague-a chiar-
oscuro of sunlit tiles and Gothic arches.
''I'd love to live inside one of these, "
she sighs. Then she laughs at her own
sentiment: "I dream of living in one
room where the floor meets the wall
and the wall meets the ceiling and ev-
erything makes sense. It's an obses-
sion, a curse. I'm cursed to be a
perfectionist. My friends are always
saying, 'You really live so elegantly?
You really sit down and have tea? You
really use those expensive cups?' Yes.
I do. Because what else do we have?" a

Gomlngf Home
(Continued from page 98) was altered

to accommodate an early nineteenth
century English bookcase the McCoys
purchased from Charles Edwards in
London. The living room was squared

off with a new window and firePlace.

At first the McCoys thought they would
build thekitchen in what is now the din-
ing room, where they had found signs

of a kitchen fireplace. They soon dis-

covered, however, that to get enough

counter space they would have to re-

duce the size of the windows, which
would destroy the proportions of the

house from the outside. They opted in-
stead to replace one shed with a smaller
kitchen and another with a pantry.

On the other side of the kitchen a

1990 addition designed to resemble the

area's once-ubiquitous hops barns
serves as a second, informal dining
room. Jason conceived the space as "a
fantasy of glass 4nd 5ns\r/"-tlntil he

discovered the financial penalties of
adding heat to those elements. The
room has floor-to-ceiling glass doors,

tall windows, a skylight, a view of the

gardens and a distant village, and a

brave little wood-burning stove.
When the McCoys set out to furnish

Goodspeed Farm, they began with
three important things: a cherry table

from Jason's mother, a glass chande-

lier from the Boston apartment of Di-
ana's grandmother, and the great eye of
Jacques Dehornois, a longtime friend.
Together and separately, Jason, Diana,
and Jacques combed two continents for
objects that were of perfect proportion
and unique style, but also a bit eccen-

tric. "I don't like the idea of things be-

ing absolutely pure all the time," says

Diana. "Quirkiness is what makes ob-
jects interesting. I know we got this
from Jacques." Among the McCoYs'
finds: a coatrack from NewPort, two
sets of distantly related chairs from
Cynthia Beneduce in SoHo, a dining
table from the Blue Bonnet in nearby

Portlandville, a table from Kelter-
Malc6 in New York, four elegant cow
prints from a Sotheby's English coun-

try house sale, an American wing chair
from Joel Mathieson, and an English
baroque overmantel mirror-not grand

but simply perfect-that Jason and

Alain spied in London.
Landscape designer Edwina vonGal

laid out the garden with colorful bor-
ders that include grasses ofvarious tex-
tures and tones to complement the
seasonal blooms. Among the garden's

many charms is its ability to survive up-
state New York winters and to fill its
serendipitous summers with color and
scent. Stonemason Jim Holbrook cre-
ated exquisite stone walls that outline
the new lawns, emphasizing the plant-
ings and the changing vistas.

Now that the farmhouse is complete,
the rest of the 225 acres await the Mc-
Coys' full attention. The sugar bush
has already been cleared. Fences will
again delineate fields and woods, a
pond will replace the encroaching
swamp, and a regal all6e will line the
driveway that edges the apple orchard.

Goodspeed Farm, says Diana,
"really taught us not to be afraid of
projects. We never had a plan; we nev-
er worked from a blueprint. The house
evolved as it was being built. But we
kept the footprint of the house, and it's
hard to tell where the old house stops

and the new house begins." There is a
spirit of permanence and tranquillity
here that harks back to Cooper's vision
of the American Eden. I
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where to find it
RESOURCES

FOOD
Page 6{ Grass Ski( handmade raffialburi round
place mat, by Jane Krotik for Chateau X, for
slores (212) 477-31 23. 66 Hand-painted bamboo
plece mat, $28, by Jane Krolik lor Chateau X, at
Barneys New York; Frank Mclntosh at Henri
Bendel, NYC, Boston, Chicago. Seeds machine-
washable linen napkin wllh three buttons, $25,
by Nina Bamsey for Archipelago. at selected
Barneys New York; Nan Duskin, Baltimore,
Philadelohia, Strafford; Material possessions,

Chicago; the Plaid Giraffe, Wichita. Mallorca
ceramic salad plate, by Ann Maltory, at Adrien
Linford, NYC; other slores (31 0) 289-0605. Raffia
machine-washable llnen napkins with synthetic
raftia fringe, $22 ea. by Nina Ramsey lor
Archipelago, at Neiman Marcus; selected
Barneys New York; Amen Wardy Home, Aspen;
Nan Duskin, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Strafford;
Peppercorn, Boulder; Branca Boutique, Chicago;
J. Vincent, Coral Gables; Toadllax, piftsburgh;

Cookworks, Santa Fe; the Plaid Giraffe. Wichita.

PEOPLE
Pages 68, 74 Custom leaded-glass windows, by
Venturella Studio, NYC (212) 22A-4252. Ftowers,
by Oppizzi & Co , NYC (2iZ) 633-2248.68 2-pce
leopard-print stretch-velvet cat suil, by Genius
Dilettante, at Dress Circle, pittsburgh (412\ 6A1-
7799; Pepi Sport (lop onty), Vait (303) 476-5202.
Gustav Stickley oak armchair, No.2Og setile,
and hexagonal table, Tiffany lamp, c. j 925,
Charles Limbert oak stool, similar at peter-

Roberts Antiques, NYC (212) 226-4777. Marissa
(#4444-Desen Hare) sueded leather on settle,
Ducale Velour (#1 1 1-Maize) sueded leather on
armchair, to the trade at Spinneybeck, Ior
showrooms (8OO) 482-7tTT. Rookwood pottery
vase, c. 1915, Limbert oak table, c. 1910,
Roycroft copper candl$ilcks, c. 19'10, simitar at
Peter-Roberts (see above). Pawnee silk scarf,
from Hermds, for stores (BOO) 441-4488.14
Custom cabinetry, by Watel & Dailas, Brooklyn
(71 8) 383-1 098. Plail oak rocker, c. .l 

915,
Roycroft and Handel lamp3, Rookwood vases,
similar at Peter-Roberts (see above).

STYLE
Page 92 Han Feng designs: Hand-pteated silk
satin organza scart iacket, at Henri Bendel, NyC,
Chicago; Biba, Chicago. Hand-ptealed silk
organza hat, at Barneys New york (to order);
Biba, Chicago. Pleated silk chjffon scart, at Henri
Bendel, NYC; Charivari, NYC: Greta, Beverly
Hills; Biba, Chicago. Washable raw-silk
tablecloth, place mats, and napkin, at setected
Barneys New York; Frank Mclntosh at Henri
Bendel, NYC, Boston, Chicago. Hand-pteated
silk organza pillow shams, at selected Barneys
New York; Biba, Chicago. Hand-pleated silk
organza coat, at Greta, Beverly Hills; Biba,
Chicago; Anastasia, Newport Beach; Weather-
vane, Santa Monica.

COMING HOME TO THE COUNTRY
Pages 96-103 Architecturat design, by Atain

Mertens Archilectural & Design Consultants, 7gg
Madison Ave., New York, Ny 10021, (212) S7O-
2'l 75, London (21 ) 408-0049, and Christopher
Smallwood Architects, Chelsea Reach 79199 Lots
Rd., London SW10 ORN, (71) 326-57a4; NyC
(212) 447-7714. Landscape design, by Edwina
vonGal & Co., Long lstand City (71 B) 706-6007.
Contracting, by H. Branson & Sons,
Cooperslown (607) 547-2653. Custom-cotor
louvered wooden lndoor shutters, from JoAnna,
to order from Catherine Davis Black,
Cooperstown (607) 542-530S by appt. 99
Chesterfield sota, at George Smith Solas &
Chairs, Ior dealers (212) 226-4747. Hepptewhite
Newburyport wing chalr, c. 17g0, similar at Joel
Mathieson, NYC (212) 941-149.1. Cross Weave
slsal, to the trade al Stark Carpet, for showrooms
(212)752-SOOO. New york Stare late 1 8th century
pine/cherry tilt-top tea table with 1gth-century
decoupage, similar at Axtell Antiques, Deposit
(607) 467-2353. Cotlages, by Leonard Stokes,
simrlar at Jason McCoy, 41 East 57 St., 11th ft..
New York, NY 10022; (212) 3i9-i996. iSth-
century Italian gittwood candtestick lamps on
hunt table, similar at Vito Giallo Antiques, NyC
(2 1 2) 535-9885. 1 9th-century Spanish colonlal
table, similar at Kelter-Malc6 Antiques, NyC
(21 2) 67 5-7 38O by appt. i OO Stone garden wails,
by Jim Holbrook, Cooperstown (607) 547-S196.
101 1gth-century American painted pine cottage
bed, similar at Bertha Black Antiques, NyC (212)
966-71 1 6. Late 1 8th century New york State
painted table, simitar at Axtell Antiques (see
above). Amencan hooked rug, 1 91 j , simitar at
Cynthia Beneduce, NYC (21 2) 982-31 85 by appt.
Amerlcan pine dining table, c. 1830, samilar at
Blue Bonnet Antiques, Portlandville (607) 286-
7568. 1 gth-century American Fancy and
Sheraton chairs, similar at Cynthia Beneduce
(see above). 102-03 19th-century American

drop.leaf table, similar at Joel Mathieson (see
above). American Victorian kitchen chahs and
parlor stoye, similar at Wood Bull Antiques,
Milford (607) 286-9021

A PERSONAL PALETTE
Pag€s 104-11 Deslgn and architec-tural
rrenovation, by Richard Gluckman Architects,
463 Greenwich St., New york, Ny 1001 S; (21 2)
925-8967. 106 Coilection ol handblown glass
vases and fruit bowls, by Etlore Sottsass tor
Memphis Milano, to order from Urban
Architecture, Detroit (313) At3-2t!t. 1Ol
Mexican lolk chalE, c. i900, similar at ABC
Carpet & Home, NyC (212) 473-3OOO.

DAVID EASTON, MASTER BUILDEB
Pages 1 1 2-21 Deslgn, by David Anthony
Easton,323 East SB St., New york, Ny 10022;
(212) 486-6704. t 13 Edwardian park chalr,
English casliron ,ountain mask, c. 1g30, similar
at Clitton Little Venice, London (21) ZBg-7894.
114 Custom Adam-style hand-carved mahogany
manlel, designed by David Easton, fabricated by
Design Works, Atlanta (BOO) 736-0256. Gailier
Diamond wallpaper ln hallway, to the trade to
custom order al Brunschwig & Fils, lor
showrooms (212) 838-787A. Hindoustan wood_
blocked wallpaper ln dining room, to the trade
al Zuber et Cie, Ior showrooms (2j2) 486-9226.
115 Marlborough Srripe (#29075) wallpaper, to
the trade at Cowtan & Tout, for showrooms (212)
753-4488. Lampas Bteuets (#31290124) spun
rayon labric on can€d chairs, Fontainebleau
(#35029/1)warp-print silk on round table,
Lampas D'Aubigne (#4007/2) silk on
foreground chair, to the trade at Clarence
House, for showrooms (21 2) 7SZ-2ggO. Dresden
Cotton Damask (#63546.01 ) cotton/viscose
fabric on sofa, Chartotte Stri6 Faiile (35400.00/
5406) silk for curtains, to the trade at
Brunschwig (see above). Regency bronze/
ormolu candlestlcks with crystal prisms,
c. 1810, similar at Kenneth Neame, London (71 )
493-1820. Late 1gth century crystal chandeller,
similar at Lennox Money, London (71 ) 730-3070.
116 Regency mahogany/brass globe, c. I g3O,

English brass chandelier, c. 1735, similar at
Mallett & Son, London (21) 499-24.1 1 . Lamoignon
Striped Warp Print Taffelas (#34493.00) silk lor
curtains, to the trade at Brunschwig (see above).
Charles X Aubusson carpet, similar at Doris
Leslie Blau, NYC (212) 759-3715. llTCuslom-
color Faille du Barry (#34510.00) sitk for
curtains, to the trade al Brunschwig (see above).
Custom trescoes, by New pompeii, to the trade
to order at Scalamand16, lor showrooms (212)
980-3888; J. Robert Scott & Assocs., Laguna
Niguel, Los Angeles. Catatpa (#71 23t4)tinen
damask on chalrs, from Rubelli. to the trade at
Bergamo Fabrics, for showrooms (71 g) 392-
5000. Trianon Stri6 (#C2-301-1) sitk tafteta on
gallery bench, to the trade at Christopher
Norman, for showrooms (212) &.4-4100.
George lll chandelier ln drawing room, similar
at Nesle, NYC (212) 255-051S. 119 Bronze
armillary sphere and stone plinth, c. 1920,
similar at Sylvia Napier, London (21) 321-59g1 .

1860s English iron bench, similar at Guinevere
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Antiques, London (71 ) 736-2917. French tole oil
lamps, c. 1820, similar at Charles Saunders

Antiques, London (71) 351-5242.120 Swedish

painled chest, c. 1780, similar at Valley House

Antiques, Locust Valley (51 6) 671 -2847. English

Gothic revival oak chairs, c. 1800, similar at

Stephen Long Antiques, London (71 ) 352-8226.

Creil Cotton Print (#173100.00) cotton on chair
cushions, to the trade at Brunschwig (see

above). English painted wood wall brackets,
c. .1855, 

similar at Pamela Teignmouth & Son,

London (71 ) 229-1602. Custom-color
Buckingham Stripe wallpaPer, to the trade to

special order at Clarence House (see above).

Beproduction verdigris wall lantern, similar at

Mill House Antiques, Woodbury (203) 263-3446.

121 Indian reproduction tole hanging lantern' to
the trade at John Rosselli lnternational, NYC

(212\ 772-2137 . Chinese sea grass carpet, to

the trade at Stark Carpet, for showrooms (212)

752-9000 Silk Burlap (#S- 1 05) fabric for quilted

curtains, to the trade at Christopher Norman (see

above). Tole column lamp, from Vaughan,

London, fordealers (71) 731-3133.

MADE IN TRIBECA
Pages 132-33 Custom clothing, furniture and

accessories, similar at the [/anolo and Arnaldo

Ferrara showroom, NYC (21 2) 21 9-2089 by appt.

Wooden beaded dress, $525, by Manolo, at

Henri Bendel, NYC (212) 247-11OO.

LIVING IN TECHNICOLOR
Pages 134-39 Antlques, similar to the trade at

J. F. Chen Antiques, 8414 Melrose Ave., Los

Angeles, CA 90069; (21 3) 655-631 0. 1 34 DuBany

Taff eta Stripe (#C2-2O1 -1 ) silk for curtains,
DuBarry Taffeta (#C2-1 01 -1 ) silk on banquette,

to the trade at Christopher Norman, lor

showrooms (21 2) 644-41 OO. Custom giltwood

curtain rod, by Jim Trujillo, to the trade to order

at Stables, Schwab & Trujillo, Los Angeles (213)

969-9076. Rayure Directoire (#SOl610) natural

silk on Louis XVI chair and banquette pillow,

to the trade at Nobilis-Fontan, for showrooms

(908) 464-1 1 77 Amboise (#36058-91 00)

viscose/cotton/metal rosette on banquette'
Amboise (#36057-9100) viscose/wood tassel on

banquette, Amboise (#321 37-91 00) viscose/

cotton braid on banquette, Amboise (#33207-

9100) viscose/cotton lringe on banquette' to the

trade at Houles, for showrooms (310) 652-61 71 .

136 Chateau Margaux (#32831/2) cotton/silk

damask on spoonback chair, Langeais
(#31686/1) warp-print silk on small center
pillow and chairback, to the trade at Clarence

House, for showrooms (212)752-2890 Michelle

(#427 4/01\ viscose/cotton striPe for armchair

slipcovers, Colibri (# 1 300/531 ) viscose/cotton

labric on toreground chair, to the trade at

Manuel Canovas, lor showrooms (212) 752-9588.

Hyperion (#A9708) brass floor lamps, to the

trade at Donghia Furniture, lor showrooms (800)

366-4442. 1 37 Custom Biedermeier-style

lacqueredwood chairs, designed byJ F Chen,

similar to the trade lo order from J. F. Chen (see

above). Satin Chine (#14300/44) cotton/silk

tabric on wood chairs, Vega (#33048/1 2)

Bemberg/silk tafleta lor quilted tablecloth, to

the trade at Clarence House (see above).

Cinnabar (#62773) cotton/linen print for
curtains, to the trade at Kent-Bragaline, for

showrooms (7 1 8) 784-201 2. 1 38 Michelle
(#4274\ viscoselcotton stripes for curtains,
sora, and plllows, Merindol (#4299108) viscose/

cotton ottoman stripe on loreground chalr, to

lhe trade at Manuel Canovas (see above).

Edward Dugmore painting, 1954, similar at the

[,4anny Silverman Gallery, Los Angeles (310) 659-

8256. 139 Snow Leopard (#6661 2) cotton/rayon

chenille on sota, to the trade at Kent-Bragaline

(see above). Natura sisal, to the trade at Stark

Carpet, for showrooms (21 2) 752-9000. Valenti

Stripe Thai sllk on pillows, to the trade at Prima

Seta, lor showrooms (31 0) 829-5626. Alexandrie
(#3301 0/2) cotton percale lor curtain, to the

trade at Clarence House (see above). Custom

hand{acked silk-covered down comforter, by

Jim Trujillo, to the trade to order at Stables,

Schwab & Trujillo (see above). Celia(#AC12O7-

1 ) chintz on bed and tor curtains, to the trade at

China Seas, for showrooms (8OO) 723-8207 .

Quadrillage Plaid Taffetas (#6a6066.01 ;

#64605.01 ) rayon fabrics for inner curtaln and

plllow, to the trade at Brunschwig & Fils, for

showrooms (21 2) 838-7878.

JOOP AT THE TOP
Pages 140-47 Deslgn and architectural
renovatlon, by Kevin Grey, NYC (212) 838-4521 

'

and Brian Kaye at David McAlpin, Architect, 160

Fifth Ave.. Suite 901 , New York, NY 1 001 0; (21 2)

929-3883. 140 Royere armchairs, Alexandre Noll

seulptures on mantel, similar at DeLorenzo

1950, NYC (212) 535- 851 1 (moving June 1 to

440 Lafayette St., NYC). Turquoise (#10368-21)

and Pollen (#10368-39) linen/cotton velvets on

armchairs, to the trade at Clarence House, for

showrooms (212\ 752'2890. Venetian glass tiles

in manlel, by Gruppo Bisazza, at Nemo Tile,

NYC (21 2) 505-0009. 141 Shirt, by Comme des

Gargons, lor stores (21 2) 869-4030. Shoes' at

Stephane Kelian, NYC, Los Angeles. 142-43

18th-century Venetian parcel gilt consoletable,
similar at H. l\il. Luther Antiques, NYC (212) 505-

1485. Prouve terrazzolsteel coffee table' Royere

chaise, Royere cabinet wlth wave support'

similar at DeLorenzo 1950 (see above) Wrought-

iron candle holder, by Marie Zimmerman, 191 0,

similar at Delorenzo, NYC (212) 249-7575.

Leopard Velvet (BLV) silk/cotton tabric on
chalse, to the trade at Christopher Hyland, for

showrooms (212) 688-6121 . 1 940s ceramic vase

on coflee table, by F. Carlton Ball, similar at Fitty/

50, NYC (21 2) 777-3208. Gold charger on coffee
table, by Steven Stewart, similar at Gordon

Foster, NYC (212)744-4522.144 Roydre sofa,

Roydre gold-leaf standing lamps with parchment

shades, similar at Delorenzo 1 950 (see above).

Chenille (#20781) cotton/linen labric on sofa, to

the trade at lan Wall, for showrooms (212) 758-

5357. Carre Royal (#33025-5) cotton velvet for
checked pillow, to the trade at Clarence House

(see above). Steven Stewart ceramic vases on
cabinet at left, 1 8th-century Chinese porcelain

vase, similar at Gordon Foster (see above). Noll

wood pitcher, similar at Delorenzo 1950. Painted

teak chalr, c. 1953, by Hans Wegner, similar at

Evergreen Antiques, NYC (212) 744-5664. Lianne

steellloor lamp, by Roydre, similar at Delorenzo

1950 (see above). 145 Serge [/ouille tloo] lamp'
1 950s Charlotte Perriand oak desk, Prouv6

leather/steel chairs, similar at Delorenzo 1950

(see above). Leather satchel, similar at Joopl in

Europe, for locations call Hamburg (44) 80380.

Porcelain/bronze cachepot' by Steven Stewart,

similar at Gordon Foster (see above). Bronze

solar shades, from Shading Systems, for stores

(800) 255-5988. 146 Noll console table, Mouille

architect's lamp, similar at DeLorenzo 1950 (see

above). 146-47 Steel/wood screen, by John

Risley, similar at Full House, NYC (212) 529-2298.

Noll wood sculpture, Nakashima walnut table at

loot of bed and wood bedside tables, Mouille

lamps, all simrlar at DeLorenzo 1950 (see

above). Cotton weave bedspread, similar at

Portico, NYC (212) 941-7800. Austrian chemical-

free sheets and pillowcases, at Ad Hoc, NYC

(212)925-26s2.

CATCHING THE BREEZE
Pages 152-57 Architecture, by McAlpine

Architecture, 644 South Perry St., |\/ontgomery,

AL 361 04; (205) 262-831 5. 1 53 Custom table ol
vintage plne, similar to order f rom Designer

Antiques, Atlanta (404) 352-0254. Teale (#sKU-

140325) wicker dining chairs (without

slipcovers), from Conran's-Habitat, for stores

(800) 326-6726. Mexican glass/tin

candleholders on table, similar at Herron House

Antiques, Montgomery (205) 265-2063. 154

Master Breeze standing fan, from Triangle

Engirreering, for dealers (205) 745-4618. 155

lndonesian teak bench' c. 1900, similar at

Canterbury Antiques, Atlanta (4O4\ 231'4048.

English mahogany tray table, c. 1820, similar at

William Word Antiques, Atlanta (404) 233-6890.

Sack linen-upholstered chairs, to order from

McAlpine (see above). Vintage tractor-seat

stools, similar at ABC Carpet & Home, NYC (212)

473-3000. 156-57 Custom four'poster of

vintage pine, similar to order lrom Village

Antiques, Opelika (205) 745-0320. Cotton
blanket, from Faribo, Simply Cotton unbleached

cotton sheets and pillowcases, from Utica, both

at ABC Carpet & Home (see above); for other

Faribo stores (5Ol) 334'6444i lor other Utica

stores (800) 533-8229.
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THE EVERYDAY PERFECTIONIST
Pages 158-63 Decoration, by Barbara Barry,
9526 Paco Blvd., Los Angetes, CA 90035: (31 0)
276-9977. Sally Gall photographs, similar at the
Julie Saul Gallery, NYC (212) 431-0747 .158 j grh-

century European alabaster/giltwood column,
similar at David George Antiques, NyC (212)
860-3034. Rafaela (#A98.12) gitt tamp (custom
finish by Barry), to the trade at Donghia Furniture,
for showrooms (800) 366-4442. Custom
Bledermeier-style chair, designed by J. F.

Chen, to the trade lo order from J. F. Chen
Antiques, Los Angetes (213) 655-6310. pautine

(# 4324 / 48) viscose/cotton satan/oltoman stripe
on chair, to the trade at Manuel Canovas, for
showrooms (212)752-9588. Haargan Rips sisal/
wool/mohair/viscose carpet, at S. & J. Biren
Floorcoverings, Los Angetes (3-l 0) 553-097 1 . 1 59
Kalahari linen on sora, at Diamond Foam &
Fabrics, Los Angetes (2'13) 931-8148. 160 1940s
Mexican silver dlsh, similar al Alan Moss, NyC
(212) 219-1663. Chartes X gtass/mahogany
screen, similar to the trade at J. F. Chen (see
above). Repptrust (#2310-Smoke) handtoomed
cotton on sofa, to the trade at Henry Calvin
Fabrics, lor showrooms (415) 565-1981. Mandor
(#4228/28) vtscose tabric on small pillows, to
the trade at Manuel Canovas (see above). Sage
green cotton damask on armchair, at Diamond
Foam & Fabrics (see above). Georgian silver
candlestick lamps, 1940s painted wood
shelves, similar at Charles Giil, Los Angeles
(2 1 3) 653-3434. 1 93Os art deco rosewood/brass
tea table, similar at Antiques by Claude Hubert,
Santa Monica (310) 395-5607. 161 Ftuted stone
dlning table with granite top (#DT02), to the
trade at Formations, for showrooms (310) 65g-
3062. Floatation crinkled paper ceiling fixture,
lrom lngo Maurer, at Diva, Los Angeles (310)
278-3 191 ; for other stores (212) 4tt -31A8.
Lacewood (#91 20) veneer mirror, to the trade at
Nancy Corzine, lor showrooms (31 O) 559-9051 .

Herringbone linen lor curtain, to the trade at
Henry Calvin (see above). Kalahari linen on
chairs, at Diamond Foam & Fabrics (see above).
1930s art deco silver-ptated teapot, similar to the
trade at Nancy Corztne Antiques, Los Angeles
(31 0) 652-4859. 1 62 1 8th- and 20th-century
archllectural drawlngs, similar at Stubbs Books
& Prints, NYC (212) 772-3120. American Empire
1930s mahogany table, simitar at Gotden Goose,
Mendocino (707) 937-4655. 1920s cobatt
poroelain vases with bronze dor6 handles, by
Sdvres, similar at Joseph Sala, Los Angeles (213)
655-5999. Triple Cotumn (#80i68) Murano
leaded glass lamp, to the trade at Wicker Works.
for showrooms (4 1 5) 626-6230. i 9th-century
European carved stone fragment, similar to the
trade at lnitials, Los Angeles (213) 653-6300.
Torino ll (#W.150) hand-painted wallpaper on
walls and table, to the trade at Donghia Textiles,
lor showrooms (800) 366-4442. Classic white-
matte resin lamp, to the trade at Sirmos, for
showrooms (2 12) 371 -09,l0. Coronata wallpaper
on hatboxes, from the Folly Collection, to the
trade at Osborne & Little, Ior showrooms (203)
359-1500. Ondine (#41 t5) viscose/cotton
crushed ottoman on headboard, to the trade at

Manuel Canovas (see above). Custom English
embroidered cotton-covered down duvet, by
Peter Reed, Leonardo cotton matelass6 pillow
shams, from Anichini, to order at Golden Goose
(see above); for other Anichini stores (800) 553-
5309. Random Sheer wool boucl6 carpet, to the
trade at Decorative Carpets, Los Angeles (31 0)
859-6333. 163 1 920s French a( deco console
table, similar at Joseph Sala (see above). pewter

bookend, similar at Golden Goose (see above).
Handmade 22-kt gold-leaf ceramlc vase, by Ron
Dier, to the trade al Randolph & Hein, Los
Angeles, San Francisco; Lorin Marsh, NyCl David
Sutherland, Dallas, Houston. Arles (#93239)
cotton/polyester stripe on ottoman, to the trade
at Designs by Jack Valentine, for showrooms
(407) 362-031 1 Toite Napoleon (#4325/gB)
cotton on chalr, to the trade at Manuel
Canovas (see above).

THE PLEASURES OF ALFBESCO
ENTERTAINING
Pages 166-67 Decoration, by I/ark Hampton,
654 Madison Ave., 2.tst fl., New york, Ny 10021 i

(21 2) 7 53-41 1 O. Cafe (# 22-536-8Z0) wood/steet
foldlng chairs, from Gardeners Eden, lor
catalogue or to order (800) 822-9600. Savoy
cotton tablecloth, by W-C Desrgns, at
department and linen specialty stores
nationwide. 167 Sea grass occasional chairs
(#SG2), large ctub chair (#SGt ), ottoman
(#SG13), and loveseat (#SG1 l), to the trade at
Waiters Wicker, for showrooms (718)729-1212.
Havering Stripe (#7803) chintz on cushions, to
the trade at Cowtan & Tout, for showrooms (2.12)
753-4488. Custom brass lantern (#39), to rhe
trade to order lrom Joseph Richter, NyC (21 2)
755-6094. 168 D.ecoration, by Chartes Ritey,
NYC (212) 473-4173; Los Angetes (2i3) 383-
5838. Whip Stitch machine-washable linen
napkins, Running Stitch machine-washable linen
tablecloth, both from Archipelago, at setected
Barneys New York; Branca Boutique, Chicago;
Room with a View, Santa Monica. Luna Garcia
handmade terra-cotta mullicolored plates and
serving dishos, Valiant glass tumbler holding
flowers, Anne Marie Murray ceramic flower
dish, Simon Pearce handblown, handJinished
wlneglassos and pitcher, all at Fred Segal Zero
Minus Plus, Santa Monica (310) 395-5718; for
other Simon Pearce stores, to order, or lor
catalogue (802) 295-2711 . Fantasia ltalian hand-
painted ceramic mug, from Vietri, for dealers
(800) 277-5933. 170 Decorailon, by Ron Hefler,
465 South Sweetzer Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90048: (21 3) 65 1 -1 231 . tsigny Check
(# 1 40425.00) cotton/rayon/linen fabric lor
tablecloth, to the trade at Brunschwig & Fits, for
showrooms (212) 838-t87B. Lanen napkins, lrom
Linens et al, Beverly Hiils (310) 652-7920. ltatian
handblown large glasses, from Vietri, to the
trade at de Benedictis, Los Angeles (31O) 271-
71 41 ; lor other dealers (800) 272-5933. Antique
Bavarian chine bowl, similar at Foster-lngersoll,
Los Angeles (31O) 652-7677.172 Bistro stajnless_
steel/ABs plastic flatware, from pottery Barn, to
order or lor slores (800) 922-5507. Guatematan
cotlon napklns, similar at Kjtchen Classic,
Bridgehampton (51 6) S37-1 1 1 1 . 173 Design, by

RESOURCES

Craig Wright ol C. N4. Wrighr, ZO0 North La
Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069; (310)
657-7655. Landscape architecture, by Robert
M. Fletcher & Assocs., Pacific Palisades (310)
459-6204. Custom painted bentwood dlnlng
chairs, painted wood table, and painted vintage
wood miror with hickory detailing, to the trade to
order from Richard Mulligan-Sunset Cottage,
Los Angeles (21 3) 650-8660 by appt. Ka(hika
Stripe (#33004/9) cotton on chairs, to the trade
at Clarence House, for showrooms (212) 752-
2890. Cobalt crystal tumblers with gold rims,
from the Ralph Lauren Home Collection, at
Dillard's Valley View, Dattas (214) 336-4595.
English silver-plated goblets, c. 1885, Engtish
tlatware with staghorn handles, at Foster-
lngersoll (see above). Handblown crystal
hurricane lamps, at La Maison FranQaise, Los
Angeles (21 3) 653-6534. 174 Saint Hubert cryslat
salad plate, from Lalique, for stores (201 ) 939-
4'199. Dom P6rignon crystal glasses, from
Baccarat, to order (800) 777-O1OO. Moon pink-
rimmed dinner plates and green-rimmed salad/
dessert plate, by Gene Meyer lor Swid powell,

for stores (800) 674-41 41 . 175 Design, selccted
objects, from Hutton Wilkinson, Box 69439, Los
Angeles, CA 90069r (21 3) 874-7760. Nancy
crystal water goblets, lrom Baccarat (see
above). Ivlalmaison flatware, from Christofle. for
stores (800) 677-7458.

TIMELESS ROOMS
Page 1 88 Whitewashed chinoiserie four-poster,
similar to the trade to order from Michael Taylor
Designs, San Francisco (415) 558-9940 by appt.
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D.&f,E Circa 1960 PLAGE San Francisco

DECOBAXOB Michael Taylor (1927-1986)

BIO King of the clean, casual, giant-scaled California

look, Taylor was also famous for adapting the more

formal designs of earlier modem masters. From the

1950s to the '80s, the full range of his work was

featured on a record ffiteen House & Garden covers'

Stf:fnfG The large central .space in Taylor's Sutter

Street shop where he lured clients with setups such as

this ethereal bedroom that harks back to the 1930s.

TLEUEII':Ia Reminders of decorator Syrie Maugham,

one of Taylor's idols, appear in everything from the

coyly skirted and tufted armchairs to the painted

andirons and the whitewashed chinoiserie four-poster-
which, in fact, Maugham once owned. The pretzel-

armed plaster lamps were a trademark of California

decorator Frances Elkins, an inspiration closer to home.

Taylor's own love of a "felicitous sense of contrast"

is visible in the pairing of a Venetian mirror with a

sleek mantel. "If the fumiture is all too ornate or all

too primitive, the room is wrong," he once wrote.

"It is contrast that brings things excitingly alive."
PALEAf,E The floor-to-ceiling expanse of white-a
classic Maugham scheme-amplifies touches of green

and California greenery. More often than not, Taylor

advocated pale neutral backdrops, a strong secondary

color, and repetitive use of printed fabrics for a "certain

purity" and a bold unified effect. As he put it, "There

is a tremendous amount of color in my rooms, but there

,ne not many colors." Details see Resources
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